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Baltie Archaeological Seminar: 
An Introduction

The meeting held in Tartu (Taevaskoja) 
in 2003 was not the first time archaeolo
gists from the three Baltic States have met 
to discuss the problems concerning our 
common past Communication and coop
eration between the (East) Baltic -  i.e. Es
tonian, Latvian and Lithuanian -  archae
ologists is almost as old as professional 
archaeology in these countries. Between 
the two world wars, when the number 
of archaeologists was very small and the 
amount of work that had to be done very 
large, contacts and cooperation were also 
very close. A significant role in the devel
opment of East-Baltic archaeologies was 
performed by the Second Congress of the 
Baltic Archaeologists held in Riga in 1930, 
where more than a hundred researchers 
from twelve countries around the Baltic 
Sea met. The next meeting, held in Tartu 
in 1935, was much smaller (only nine for
eign participants). After World War II, the 
archaeologists of the East Baltic could only 
meet either in the context of wider sym
posia also involving researchers from the 
neighbouring Soviet republics (the con
ferences held in 1949 in Leningrad and 
in 1951 in Tartu deserve mention here), 
or through personal contacts and friend
ship. Those contacts were sometimes quite 
close, indeed, bringing about the exchange 
of ideas and literature; nevertheless, they 
were occasional, and did not embrace the 
majority of archaeologists and the whole 
of our archaeologies.

Since the late 1980s, the archaeologies 
in three independent Baltic States have 
developed separately and independent
ly from each other and, as it often seems, 
from the rest of the world as well. As it ap
pears from several archaeological books 
published recently in Europe and cover
ing general developments on the conti
nent, the Baltic archaeologies are not in

ternationally visible and recognised. This 
situation must change, and nobody but us, 
the Baltic archaeologists, can do it.

The Baltic Archaeological Seminar 
(BASE) was devised to be an internation
al medium for Baltic archaeologists, who 
could come together and discuss the main 
current problems in the Baltic archaeolo
gies. For the history of archaeology, it is 
worth mentioning that the idea of BASE 
was conceived at the Püssirohukelder Inn 
in Tartu on a lovely spring evening in 
2002, when some Estonian and Lithuanian 
archaeologists were relaxing after a long 
work day. We recognized then that there 
was an urgent need for new ideas and in
terpretations in this rather traditional and 
old-fashioned branch of science in the 
Baltic countries. We also realised that it 
was extremely important to bring together 
in one room as many Baltic archaeologists 
as possible -  those who think that the time 
is ripe to initiate CHANGES.

At that time we actually did not know 
what BASE really was or what it could be
come in the future. We thought that BASE 
should become our common idea that we 
would develop together. Therefore, SEMI
NAR ONE was launched just for the start, 
for the purpose of gathering the ideas and 
wishes of all of the participants. It was or
ganised by the Chair of Archaeology of 
the University of Tartu and was planned 
as a two-day event: the first day was dedi
cated to seminar papers and discussions, 
and the second day to an excursion to 
archaeological sites and on-site discus
sions. A total of 22 participants from four 
countries took part in this event: twelve 
from Estonia, three from Latvia, six from 
Lithuania and one from Poland. Fourteen 
papers were presented at the seminar. It 
was decided by the participants that the
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BASE would be continued in the follow
ing way: the seminars would be held every 
second year in different countries, while 
the extended articles written on the basis 
of seminar papers would be published in 
the year after the seminar. Thus the next 
seminar of BASE will be held in Lithuania 
in 2005, and this volume is the publication 
of eleven papers of fourteen presented in 
the first seminar in Tartu. It was also de
cided that an organisational and editori
al board consisting of one senior and one 
younger scholar from each Baltic country 
would be chosen, with the tasks of both 
organising the seminars and preparing 
corresponding publications.

The leading theoretical question of the 
first seminar was how to interpret material 
culture -  a problem that all archaeologists 
must deal with from the very beginning 
of their scientific research. The interpre
tation of the material culture of the past 
is indeed one of the central problems in 
archaeology. Since the development of 
archaeology as a science, the majority of 
research has concentrated on typology, 
chronology and chorology, and the dating 
of material objects. These subjects of re
search are definitely necessary, but should 
not be the final goal of archaeology. A. M. 
Tallgren already pointed out in the 1930s 
that in archaeology, forms and types, i.e. 
products, have been regarded as more 
real and alive than the society that creat
ed them. The brilliant systematization, re
garded as exact, has not led, and does not 
lead, to an understanding of society. The 
mutual relations between material objects 
and society raise an extremely complex set 
of questions that cannot be solved within 
a small circle of researchers but need wid
er discussion.

The eleven articles presented in this col
lection are not strictly grouped into sub
parts; yet, they still follow a certain line of 
content. The first two or three papers place 
ethnic interpretations of material culture 
in the forefront. This topic has been ex

tremely popular and important in the Bal
tic archaeologies since at least the 1950s. 
However, theoretical discussion of prob
lems concerning the mutual relations be
tween ethnicity and material culture has 
clearly been insufficient so far. Even in 
this collection one can recognise different 
attitudes to the analysis of this question, 
from the relatively traditional (cultural- 
historical) approaches to the more con
temporary.

These papers are followed by those that 
concentrate more on the possibilities of 
social interpretations of archaeological 
evidence. What was the nature of the pre
historic societies in question? What was 
their social structure, how and when did 
hierarchization take place, and was so
cial inequality established? How can one 
characterise power relations in different 
prehistoric periods? Questions like these 
were either not asked prior to the late 
1980s or the answers were strongly biased 
by the Soviet Marxist approach.

The relations between material culture 
and the religious aspects of culture are a 
third but still minor topic. Here again, the 
previous understandings were strongly 
influenced by the Soviet Marxist ideology. 
Instead of the study of individual phenom
ena, there is now an attempt to see religion 
as a whole picture and as a narrative of a 
certain period. In addition to that, there 
is always the possibility of interpreting 
many religious aspects of culture differ
ently from previous times, if new evidence 
has come to light and new approaches are 
introduced.

Finally, there are several papers dedi
cated to the analysis of cultural contacts 
within the Baltic region and reflections of 
material remains based on settlement ar
chaeology. These have been rather tradi
tional topics in our archaeologies, which 
does not mean that everything is already 
known, or that new approaches are im
possible. The intra-regional contacts with
in the East-Baltic region are of special in
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terest here because they have so far been 
studied considerably less than the rela
tions with more distant neighbours in 
Scandinavia and Central and Eastern Eu
rope. One paper is dedicated to settlement 
archaeology and the role of stray finds in 
the analysis of changes in both settlement 
pattern and subsistence.

Such a division is highly conventional, 
however, as the majority of papers consid
er several aspects of culture. It should also 
be emphasised that the papers from the

first seminar that have been submitted for 
publication are not similar either in terms 
of their approach or in the understanding 
of the role of archaeological theory. Never
theless, this is indeed the case in the Baltic 
archaeologies that we have at our disposal 
now. This is the situation at the beginning 
of the long road that BASE must follow in 
order to achieve a better understanding of 
the past.

Valter Lang
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL CULTURES AND ETHNIC 
HISTORY: SOME EXAMPLES FROM 
THE EAST BALTIC EARLY IRON AGE

Valter Lang

Problems of ethnic interpretations in archaeology are discussed. Despite the long history of 
ethnic studies, the eastern Baltic archaeologies lack a thorough and up-to-date discussion of 
the possibilities and impossibilities in the interpretation of material remains of culture in eth
nic terms. The concepts of archaeological culture, social (group) identity and ethnic identity are 
analysed. It is demonstrated on the basis of eastern Baltic archaeological material that neither 
pottery traditions nor burial custom and metal artefacts have any direct connection with spo
ken languages. All of these aspects of material culture develop under different laws, at different 
speeds and over different regions, as do languages and social (incl. ethnic) identities. The breaks 
and innovations in these fields of culture are usually not synchronous, and they cannot be caus
ally connected with one another. When mapping completely different occurrences, however, 
such as settlement pattern, economic and social relations -  one can see that the main portion of 
the eastern Baltic region -  characterised otherwise by an enormous amount of cultural differ
ences -  appears very uniform in the Roman Iron Age. At the same time, the supposedly sharp 
linguistic border between the Baltic Finns and the Balts also becomes visible as a kind of hin
drance to communication between these neighbouring social groups.

Key words: archaeological culture, ethnicity, eastern Baltic region, Roman Iron Age.

Valter Lang, Chair of Archaeology of the University of Tartu, 3 Lossi St., Tartu 50090, Estonia; 
valter.lang@ut.ee

Introduction

Despite some new developments in the last 
decade, the eastern Baltic archaeologies 
have nevertheless preserved their main
ly cultural-historical character. Among 
many other factors, this is apparent from 
the very frequent use of the term 'culture. 
Culture -  as well as related terms, such as 
material culture', archaeological culture' 
or 'cultural layer' -  is undoubtedly a fasci
nating topic for discussion. The problem, 
however, is that discussions of the term 
'archaeological culture' (and particularly 
'culture') are virtually non-existent in our 
archaeologies.

As is well known, the term archaeo
logical culture' was gradually established 
within the so-called German school of 
settlement archaeology' and stated defini
tively by Gustaf Kossinna in the early 20th

century. Kossinna (1911, 3) interpreted 
this as follows: “Scharf umgrenzte archäol
ogische Kulturprovinzen decken sich zu al
len Zeiten mit ganz bestimmten Völkern 
oder Völkerstämmen \ That is: the sharp
ly defined archaeological cultures always 
correspond to certain peoples or tribes.

According to this definition, the most 
important feature of an archaeological 
culture was regarded -  and not only in 
the German school of Siedlungsarchäolo
gie but in all following treatments every
where (see Meinander 1981) -  to lie in 
its connection with an ethnic group. This 
supposed connection made it possible, 
using a retrospective method, to explore 
the ethnic history of ancient peoples. This 
method was subsequently widely distrib
uted elsewhere in Europe, including the 
Baltic countries, where the earliest scien
tific treatments of the late 19th century had
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already compared archaeological finds 
with certain prehistoric peoples.1 Aarne 
Michael Tallgren (1922) was responsible 
for the introduction and consistent use 
of the term archaeological culture in Es
tonian archaeology, by trying to separate 
the cultures of Kunda and Vöisiku and by 
comparing them with corresponding cul
tures in neighbouring regions. It is note
worthy that even as late as 1910, Richard 
Hausmann did not use such a concept in 
his general treatment on the prehistory of 
Estonia and Latvia; there the term culture 
was employed in the general meaning of 
the word (Hausmann 1910). Yet for Tall
gren, archaeological culture’ was already 
firmly connected with prehistoric peoples, 
and cultural changes referred directly to 
the migrations of people (Tallgren 1922, 
70-71).2

From those times, the distribution and 
change of archaeological cultures were 
treated in the Baltic archaeologies as a real 
ethnic history of local peoples. Although 
the first wave of such treatments can be 
dated from the 1920s and especially the 
1930s, the main research in this field began 
in Estonia in the 1950s, under the leader
ship of Harri Moora (see, for instance, the 
collection of articles published both in Es
tonian and Russian: EREA 1956; VEIEN 
1956) and followed with analogous stud
ies since the 1970s in Lithuania and Latvia 
(e.g. Denisova 1977; PEEIB 1985; Lietuvių 
etnogenezė 1987; LEH 1997).3 The funda
mental methodology of those works was 
the same everywhere: the archaeological

cultures (treated as internally homoge
nous) were equated with similarly homog
enous ethnic groups, languages and races. 
The approach was usually a mw/f/discipli- 
nary one, i.e. different disciplines -  such 
as linguistics and physical anthropology 
in particular (e.g. Mark 1970; Denisova 
1977) -  were involved; yet, the interdisci
plinary analysis of the entire problem was 
rather modest. The theoretical discussion 
of the essence of archaeological cultures 
and their probable ethnic meaning was al
most entirely lacking.

Nevertheless, some theoretical discus
sion was presented in a programmat
ic article written by Moora (1956) -  he 
called upon researchers to be cautious 
when comparing the stages in the devel
opment of culture and language, because 
they both develop according to different 
laws and at different speeds. According 
to him, only such archaeological cultures 
which were sharply differentiated from 
each other (like, for instance, the border 
between the northern and southern Baltic 
regions in the Roman Iron Age expressed 
by the differences both in burial custom 
and find assemblages) were comparable 
with ethnic or linguistic groups. He was 
convinced that not all cultural changes are 
an expression of the language change and, 
hence, the change in the ethnic composi
tion of that people. However, such an ap
proach did not essentially differ from that 
of Kossinna, who had also emphasized 
not simple and weak cultural differences 
but sharply defined’ cultural provinces. In

1 This method was used, for instance, in the investigation of questions concerning the origins of 
the Goths, Stone Age peoples or the location of the Baltic tribes on the basis of archaeological, 
linguistic and historical sources; see Grewingk 1874; 1877; Bielenstein 1892). The historiography 
of the Gothic problem in the Baltic archaeologies has been recently presented by Andres Tvauri 
1 2̂003).
" As a matter of fact, in the last years of his life Tallgren became more doubtful and cautious on 
this matter (see Tallgren 1939).
3 The Baltic countries do not form an exception in terms of the large volume of ethnic studies, 
while investigations of a generally very similar nature were also carried out elsewhere in East Eu
rope and Russia. Ethnic studies, both in archaeology and linguistics (added recently with genet
ics), have also been very popular in Finland ever since the 19th century (e.g. SVEJ 1984; PP 1999; 
Wiik 2002).
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numerous later works on ethnic history 
published in the Baltic countries, analo
gous discussions are already completely 
absent. In some treatments from the late 
1980s and early 1990s, one can find, in the 
introductory parts, a declaration that an 
archaeological culture is not equal to an 
ethnos, language group or anthropologi
cal type; in the following analysis, howev
er, the said phenomena were nevertheless 
irresponsibly equated (Tönisson 1990).

Archaeological cultures 
and social identities

Concerning the topic of this article, we 
should first define archaeological cultures, 
socially determined group identity and 
ethnic identity.

(1) Archaeological culture is an artifi
cial term created by archaeologists merely 
for the organization of archaeological ma
terial, and it refers to the spatial and tem
poral coexistence of certain types of arte
facts and/or antiquities. According to this 
definition, an archaeological culture has 
nothing in common with real nations or 
ethnic groups from the past because its 
definition is not (and cannot be) related 
to them. According to Stephen Shennan 
(1989), archaeological cultures cannot be 
considered as historical actors since they 
have not been real entities, and therefore 
cannot be equated to other entities, such as 
tribes, societies and ethnic groups. Keep
ing this in mind, more “neutral” words 
and terms like a type, style, complex, tech
no-complex, etc. are much better suited to 
the description of archaeological material, 
and they have already been widely used 
(Lang 2001). Fundamentally similar terms 
to archaeological cultures are also pro
to-languages' and anthropological types', 
which were created by linguists and an
thropologists respectively, for the system
atization of their materials, and which -  in 
such a way -  have never existed in reality

(see also: Lang 2001; Brather 2004, 92 ff).
When examining the distributions of 

individual types of archaeological mate
rial, one finds not neatly bounded enti
ties but an enormous variety of overlap
ping patterns. In order to demonstrate the 
variety of such overlapping patterns of dif
ferent types of archaeological finds and 
sites, one can take the maps of the East 
Baltic region during the Roman Iron Age 
(see below and compare figs. 1-4). What 
an enormous amount of different borders! 
Which borders can be taken as the bor
ders of the archaeological cultures? Which 
borders can be left aside? It becomes clear 
from these maps that -  no matter how one 
decides to portray or distinguish the ar
chaeological cultures in the East Baltic re
gion -  they cannot be either internally ho
mogenous or sharply separated from the 
analogous neighbouring cultures’. This is 
mainly because the people who lived in 
the region in question had similar means 
for livelihood (agriculture) and similar 
settlement patterns (living most likely on 
farms); they also had close and long-last
ing social and cultural contacts (commu
nication), causing such phenomena as the 
acculturation and infiltration of cultural 
traits over an entire region.

(2) All societies consist of social groups, 
which are based on the self-conscious de
termination of the individuals according 
to some specific features in certain situa
tions (age, gender, activity, lineage, region 
of origin, religion, etc.), (Hess et al. 2000, 
55 ff). Such identification with a group (in 
which some individuals are included and 
some others are excluded; i.e. the under
standing of'us and 'them') is called social 
or group identity. All social groups -  from 
the family up to regional and religious 
groups and peoples -  can be understood 
through the existence of group identity. 
Group identities are neither homogene
ous nor enclosed; they have centres of 
identity' (so-called cores of traditions) 
and 'peripheries’ (with weaker feeling of
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identity). There are no sharp borders be
tween the identity groups, which for the 
individuals makes the transition from 
one to another relatively easy. In the same 
way, social groups are usually not stable 
or long-lasting; they can -  according to 
changing situations -  quite easily change 
not only the members but also the identity 
and character of actions. As pointed out 
by Brather, the basic structure of all group 
identities is similar, but the particular ex
pression of certain identities depends on 
corresponding social and economical re
lations, i.e. they are culture-specific. The 
intensity and character of identities also 
depends on the dimensions and organisa
tion of groups: the smaller the groups are, 
the stronger their identity.4 Social identi
ties strengthen and legitimate the existing 
social order because they explain it; they 
form frameworks for the social action of 
both the groups and individual members 
-  and therefore they are conservative (see 
Brather 2004, 97-103 and literature cited 
there).

Nonetheless, not all social groups have 
a similar role in the creation of (larger) 
identities and corresponding ideologies. 
The most important role, in this aspect, 
belongs to elite groups, which represent 
the so-called cores of tradition, while the 
common members of a group do not usu
ally have a comparable relation to the ide
ology of a larger group. It is namely the 
elite that uses collective or cultural mem
ory (myths concerning the origin of the 
group, genealogies, rituals, etc.) for the 
creation of such identity, also including -  
under certain circumstances and in more 
complex societies -  ethnic identity (Brath
er 2004, 112 IF).

(3) Ethnic identity is a special form of 
group identity, which should cover not 
only the individual groups but the socie
ty as a whole (Brather 2004, 104, 111). It

should refer to self-conscious identifica
tion with a particular group characterised 
by a specific locality and the belief in a 
common origin (history), in the same cus
toms and manners, spoken language, laws, 
etc. Ethnicity has not existed always and 
everywhere; if it once does exist, however, 
it is fundamentally important for the self- 
determination of people. Ethnic identity 
could not develop in isolation; it is a medi
um of interaction between groups: if there 
is no complementarity between groups, 
one cannot speak of ethnic identity ei
ther (Barth 1969). Interaction takes place 
if (1) groups are competing for the same 
ecological niche (i.e. the same territory or 
resource), or (2) groups are occupying dif
ferent territories or niches and are mutu
ally dependent on each other (ibid.).

According to Frederick Barth (1969), 
an ethnic border is above all a social bor
der; it might also be a territorial border, 
but not necessarily. If this border is des
ignated by some cultural elements, they 
usually change over time, as do societies. 
As pointed out by many researchers, this 
is not the entire material culture which 
has been used for the demonstration of 
identity, but only some individual traits of 
it (they vary over time and space, and are 
often not visible at all in the archaeologi
cal record), (see more: Lang 2001; Brather 
2004,106 ff.). An ethnic group -  as any so
cial group -  exists as long as the differen
tiation insider/outsider exists; it is impor
tant that the others (outsiders) recognise 
and accept this group. The integration and 
identity disappear when the recognition 
assigned by the others disappears.

In this way, ethnic identity as a collec
tive awareness about the cultural (incl. lin
guistic) homogeneity with a politically and 
socially determined group (Brather 2004, 
106), is assumed to be of relatively late or
igin, probably connected with the emer-

4 For instance, identity in so-called primary social groups (based on affiliation with a family, 
clan, neighbourhood, particular ideology, etc.) is much stronger than in secondary social groups 
formed on the basis of larger communities (Hess et al. 2000, 56-57, tab. 4.1).
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gence of more complex societies." Even in 
the European Middle Ages, ethnicity has 
been described by many researchers as a 
very flexible, transient and easily change
able phenomenon, which perhaps gained 
importance during the period (see: Brath- 
er 2004; Markus 2004, 34 ff). It is unlikely, 
therefore, that the differences between, for 
instance, distinct Stone Age or Early Metal 
Age archaeological cultures in the eastern 
Baltic region were products of the expres
sion of different ethnic identities -  ethnic
ity as a specific social strategy, as we know 
it from history, certainly did not exist in 
such early times.

The difference between the ideal mod
els of an archaeological culture and ethnic 
group becomes clearly visible in the figure 
presented by Ulrike Sommer (2003, fig. 2). 
The features characterising an archaeolog
ical culture are concentrated at its centre 
(core), while their amount and frequen
cy are decreasing towards the peripheral 
zones. In the case of an ethnic group the 
situation is, theoretically, the opposite: the 
amount and frequency of ethnic markers 
should be greatest in the border areas, ad
jacent to the neighbouring group, and their 
role should decrease towards the core.

Material remains of culture 
and ethnic studies

As mentioned in the introduction, the 
Baltic archaeologists -  as well as their col
leagues in Russia, Finland and many oth
er countries -  have been convinced in the 
appropriation of ethnic studies by archae
ological means. The discussion carried out 
in Western archaeological literature dur
ing recent decades about the possibility of

studying ethnic history in the prehistoric 
past has, on the contrary, mostly concen
trated on demonstrating why and how it 
is not possible to compare archaeological 
cultures and ethnic (linguistic) groups.6 
Thus the problem remains: is it at all pos
sible to draw conclusions about ethno- 
genesis, (the formation of ethnic groups, 
tribes, peoples) on the basis of archaeo
logical evidence, i.e. material remains of 
culture?

In this context, at least two aspects are 
clear. First, people have made different 
things in different places and at different 
times (i.e. the variability of material re
mains of culture in space and time). Sec
ond, people have spoken different lan
guages in different regions and at different 
times (the variability of language in space 
and time). What then belongs to the eth
nic identity of groups -  although it cer
tainly already existed in prehistoric times 
- 1 still cannot share the optimism of those 
who claim that archaeology is able to ex
plore this social phenomenon using ar
chaeological means. The principal ques
tion is therefore: does linguistic variability 
have anything to do with the archaeologi- 
cally observable variability o f  material re
mains?

According to Ian Hodder (1992, 11 ff), 
so-called material culture is material from 
one side and cultural from another, and 
material culture has always been meaning
fully constituted and interpreted through 
culture. Both artefacts and sites (graves, 
houses, field systems, cultic places, etc.) 
always bear some meaning in the gener
al cultural sphere and therefore reflect dif
ferent aspects of ’immaterial’ culture. As 
pointed out by some other researchers (e.g. 
Müller-Beck 2003), it is not at all accept-

According to Sebastian Brather (204, 118), the earliest written evidence on the use of ethnic 
identity comes from Greece, where the concepts Hellenes and bärbaroi were elaborated between 
the 8th and 5th centuries BC.
1 Some researchers, for instance Sebastian Brather in his recently published comprehensive mon
ograph (2004), deny any possibility of archaeological ethnic studies; others are more optimistic in 
this field (e.g. Renfrew 1998; Dolukhanov 1995; Sommer 2003).
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able to dissociate ’material* and ’immate
rial’ (’mental’) cultures -  all that we have 
is human culture as a whole. Our question 
must therefore be transformed to the fol
lowing: Is the variability of language con
nected with other aspects of human cul
ture, such as religious beliefs (reflected in 
burial and cultic customs) or social rela
tions (social structure, ownership rights, 
mating networks, etc.), or settlement pat
tern (village or single farm settlements) 
etc. In other words, the question lies in the 
culture as such: How are its different as
pects interrelated and interconnected?

The possibilities of answering this ques
tion, however, exceed the limits of archae
ology because language -  as one impor
tant component of the problem -  does not 
leave material remains. To some extent 
ethno-archaeology and cultural anthro
pology can help here, at least in the gen
eral discussion; yet in the case of particu
lar prehistoric situations, these disciplines 
are not so powerful either. Different social 
identities -  i. e. subjective self-determina
tions of people -  can in certain circum
stances provide some archaeologically ob
servable patterns, although the discovery 
and interpretation of these always remains 
problematic.

In the following I will discuss the possi
bilities and impossibilities of some mate
rial remains of culture in the study of the 
formation of social groups and ethnic his
tory. At the same time, I will demonstrate 
the distribution and probable interpreta
tion of those features in the East Baltic re
gion during the Roman Iron Age.

Pottery

Pottery has been the main, and often the 
only criterion used for the differentiation 
of archaeological cultures. From one as
pect, the clay pot is a functional, utilitar
ian thing. From another side, the technol
ogy and decoration of ceramics express

some models and traditions in cultural 
thinking that have been common to peo
ple of smaller or larger regions. The ques
tion is: What actually connected those 
people who made similar pottery?

Until pottery was made in domestic 
households, the distribution of similar 
forms, surface finishes and decorations 
of pots mostly reflected the limitations 
and traditions of communication be
tween those households. Ethno-archaeo- 
logical investigations have demonstrated 
that in societies with subsistence econo
mies, the pottery-makers were most often 
women (e.g. Knopf 2003, 190). Conse
quently, pottery should reflect the “wom
en’s world” -  the way in which women 
or their experience and way of thinking 
moved through time and space. One cul
tural and social structure used to under
stand this phenomenon is the so-called 
‘mating network’ -  i.e. that aggregation of 
groups from which a member of a given 
group will obtain a mate (Jacobs 1994). 
Christian Carpelan (1999; 2000) has pre
sented the idea that the distribution area 
of a similar pottery style would represent 
nothing but an ancient mating network in 
the frames of which pottery was made by 
women sharing the same “pattern book”, 
i.e. a common tradition. According to this 
explanation, women living in the area of 
the distribution of one pottery style had 
to be related with each other through ei
ther communicative or even genetic lines. 
That does not mean, however, that all peo
ple living in this particular area spoke one 
language. The population density in north
east Europe during the Neolithic and Ear
ly Bronze Age was so low that the mating 
networks could not be limited to artificial 
borders -  and in that case, the mate could 
be found in the nearest possible place, 
notwithstanding her/his linguistic, cultur
al, racial, etc. features (Jacobs 1994). This 
brought about close linguistic contacts as 
well as cultural and anthropological mix
ing over expansive areas (Robb 1993, 750;
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Künnap & Lang 2000). In the area of one 
pottery style, different languages may have 
been spoken; one may, however, presume 
that in the core -  where that pottery style 
was established and where one can find 
the majority of such pots -  the social in
teraction was more intense and the cul
tural (and why not also linguistic) prox
imity (identity) greater than farther off in 
the periphery.

The situation somewhat changed in ap
proximately the 1st millennium BC and 
the early 1st millennium AD, when mat
ing networks evidently gradually became 
closed, i.e. a mate was obtained from with
in a certain group. The question now is: 
what were the criteria limiting such con
nections? Was it language, religion, ideol
ogy, social partnership, or some moral or 
ethical beliefs? Until we know the answer, 
it is impossible to draw direct compari
sons between the pottery groups of ear
lier Metal Ages and spoken languages. It 
seems, however, that the borders that were 
established for what-ever reasons between 
the mating networks, and which proved 
to be stable over time (not necessarily in 
space), also became stepwise in linguistic 
barriers. It therefore seems plausible that 
pottery groups of later prehistoric and his
torical times do correlate with linguistic 
groups much more closely than in earlier 
periods.7

The whole phenomenon of pottery 
making is not exhausted with the cir
cumstances discussed above. There are 
also aspects concerning the distribution 
of pottery by trade (for instance the dis
tribution of Greek and Roman wine am
phorae all over barbarian Europe during 
the Pre-Roman and Roman Iron Ages) or 
under the pressure of ideology. The distri
bution of Corded Ware (mostly drinking

cups) might serve as an example of the lat
ter, and probably reflected some manners 
of the Late-Neolithic elite over large areas 
of Europe (i.e. drinking, feasting, hunting, 
warfare; see Renfrew 1998, 86 ff, 92 ff and 
the literature cited therein; Lang 1998).

There were three main pottery provinc
es in the East Baltic region during the Ro
man Iron Age (fig. 1). In eastern and north
ern Lithuania and southern Latvia one can 
mostly find striated (or so-called late stri
ated) pottery (with several sub-groups), 
which was the westernmost occurrence 
of this ceramics tradition characteristic of 
large regions of East Europe (Vasks 1991,91 
ff). North-eastern Latvia and south-eastern 
Estonia were similarly the westernmost ar
eas for the making of late textile-impressed 
pottery (Laul 2001, fig. 76), while in the rest 
of Estonia, Roman Iron Age pottery had 
smoothed or slightly striated surfaces (being 
rather different from southern Baltic striat
ed pottery). Particularly for the areas of the 
East European forest belt, textile-impressed 
pottery has traditionally been connected by 
archaeologists with (east) Finno-Ugrian, 
and striated pottery with (east) Baltic tribes 
(e.g. Moora 1956,65 ff, 72; Tretyakov 1966, 
125 ff, 174 ff). In the Baltic region, the bor
der between textile-impressed and striated 
ceramics lay north of the Daugava River; it 
is interesting that this border was also re
peated in the location of both different grave 
types (those of tarand-graves and sand bar- 
rows) and assemblages of grave goods (see 
below, figs 2-4).8 These circumstances have 
given sufficient reason to speak of different 
language groups living on opposite sides of 
this line, the more so because we are not -  
as already supposed by Tallgren (1922) and 
Moora (1938; 1956) and generally accepted 
by all other researchers -  dealing with mi
nor linguistic variations here, but instead

7 This is also proved by some ethno-archaeological studies carried out in different regions of the 
world, see for instance: Rice 1984, 73 ff.
' According to Andrejs Vasks (pers. comm.), during the Early Roman Iron Age striated pottery 
disappeared from those areas of Latvia known by the distribution of barrows, and was replaced 
with pottery characterized by smoothed surfaces.
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Fig. 1. The main pottery 
provinces of the Roman 
Iron Age in the East Bal
tic region. 1- pottery of 
northern and western Es
tonian style, 2- late striated 
pottery, 3- late textile-im
pressed ware.

distinct differences between two language 
families (Finno-Ugrian and Indo-Europe
an), that made communication across the 
border difficult. The other borders of pot
tery groups were usually not repeated by 
the distribution of other artefacts, except 
for that between south-east Estonia and 
central and northern Estonia, which was 
also expressed by some differences in the 
assemblages of grave goods.9 It is notewor
thy that differences between the style of ce
ramics made in two parts of Estonia -  in the 
south-east and in the north -  continued in

the second half of the 1st millennium (com
pare: Aun 1976 and Lang 1985). This differ
ence decreased and disappeared in the early 
2nd millennium, particularly due to the oc
currence of (market-oriented) wheel-made 
pottery.

Burial customs

Burial customs, grave types and grave 
goods, often treated as features for archaeo
logical cultures, also vary in space and time,

9 The main differences between southeastern and central/northern Estonia lies in the preference 
of different ornaments. For instance, finger-rings were very popular in central and northern Es
tonia, but rather rare in the southeast (see Lang 1995, table 1); there were also differences in the 
typology of some brooches (particularly in the later Roman Iron Age), while the majority of grave 
goods demonstrate similarities in both these regions (compare: Laul 2001 and Schmiedehelm 
1955).
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whereas more or less similar burial customs 
usually characterise entire regions. It is ev
ident that pottery groups usually do not 
coincide with areas of similar grave types, 
which makes it difficult to use these two 
criteria contemporarily for the definition 
of an archaeological culture. What actually 
connected these people who erected simi
lar graves? And what is the significance of 
similarity or difference in connection with 
grave building and burial customs?

Burial customs mostly reflect religious 
beliefs that might have been shared by sev
eral groups of people speaking different 
languages. When dealing specifically with 
monumental above-ground grave buildings, 
one must take into consideration the pecu
liarities of the social behaviour of the elite. 
The erection of such graves by an elite group 
served both as a means for the legitimation 
of their social power and ideology and for 
the creation of group identity; monumen
tal above-ground graves were never used 
for the burial of all of the people settled in a 
given area. In this way, monumental graves 
reflect both the religious beliefs and social 
strategies of one part of society, and this had 
no consequences for the language spoken by 
the entire population of a certain area. This 
means that we are dealing with group iden
tities rather than ethnic identities. In the 
course of time and under certain circum
stances, the identity of an elite group could 
develop into the ethnic identity of a larger 
population; one must, however, distinguish 
between these two when dealing with earlier 
prehistoric periods (see above). The social

and religious behaviour of the elite groups 
belong to the world of mens games’, and this 
was perhaps the reason why the distribu
tion of grave types does not usually coincide 
with that of pottery, which reflects the wom
ens sphere.

As pointed out by some researchers, the 
rites of passage connected with the main 
life-cycles (death, for instance) might 
contain reflections of ethnic identity (e.g. 
Markus 2004, 40-41, and literature cited 
therein). Thus burial customs might be 
relevant in ethnic studies; one must, how
ever, consider that not only one group 
but the entire population must in that 
case share the same custom; i.e. to build 
similar graves and to furnish burials with 
grave goods in a similar way. In Estonia, 
for instance, we can speak of burial cus
toms as an expression of ethnicity not be
fore the Middle Ages, when the local ru
ral population began to bury their dead 
in so-called village cemeteries, thus op
posing themselves to the Germans who 
lived in towns and estates and had differ
ent burial customs (Valk 2001). And here, 
again, the main determinations were not 
of an ethnic but religious (syncretism) and 
social (lower class) character, being equal
ly common for the peasant population of 
Estonian origin.10 All other grave types of 
earlier prehistoric periods can be inter
preted as the burial sites of some distin
guished groups within societies, reflecting 
corresponding group identities. The same 
seems to hold true for the southernmost 
East Baltic region.11

10 At the same time, Estonians with somewhat more outstanding social position could also bury 
in churchyards, and those who lived in towns did so in town cemeteries. Immigrants of foreign 
ethnic origin living in the countryside buried their dead in village cemeteries.
11 Even if we examine areas that are rather evenly covered with cemeteries (which sometimes 
might be rather large) -  like, for instance, Latgallia in the Late Iron Age (see Radiņš 1999) -  we 
cannot take for granted that all of the population was buried in those graves. In Latgallia there are 
200 flat cemeteries and 50 groups of sand barrows (with some 4000 barrows) registered and inter
preted as the burial grounds of the Latgallians. Taking into account that each of those flat cemeter
ies contains an average of ca 300 burials, and each barrow covers one to two burials (Radiņš 1999, 
170-171), one can calculate that the average population buried in flat cemeteries was around 
2100-2200, and that of barrow cemeteries was around 600-700 people (the mortality rate being
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When studying group identities on the 
basis of burial customs, it seems that not 
all details concerning the shape of graves 
and the composition of grave goods are 
equally important. For instance, the differ
ences in the typology of brooches (either a 
crossbow or disk-shaped fibula) or spear
heads (either an A or В type weapon) were 
probably not as significant as the usage (or 
non-usage) of brooches or spearheads as 
such. The material the graves were built of 
(either stone or earth) most likely depend
ed on natural conditions rather than group 
identities; yet, such circumstances as the 
monumentality and visibility of graves 
(they were either meant to last forever and 
be visible to everyone, or were hidden un
derground; the graves were built either for 
individual or for collective burials) should 
be studied more carefully in this respect. 
Only the mapping of differences and simi
larities of this kind can offer us informa
tion about the existence and usage of so
cial and cultural identities.

Several grave types and different burial 
customs from the East Baltic Roman Iron 
Age (fig. 2) have been reported. In north
ern, central and southern Estonia as well 
as in northern Latvia and northern Cour- 
land, the main grave type was the so-called 
tarand-grave. The latter were monumental 
above-ground stone graves consisting of a 
number of rectangular enclosures (called 
tarands in Estonian), used for collective 
burials, mostly cremations. Individual 
burials cannot be distinguished in these 
graves. Grave goods are high in number

but consist mostly of ornaments (especial
ly brooches and bracelets); weapons are al
most completely absent, and (bigger) tools 
are rare. There are some differences in the 
assemblages of grave goods between the 
different regions, which may refer either 
to differences in burial customs (e.g. the 
absence of funeral pottery in north-east
ern Estonia) or in clothing and decoration 
(e.g. the infrequent use of finger-rings 
in South Estonia, see above). As there is 
much evidence that only one part of the 
population was buried in tarand-graves 
(Lang 1995) -  and the majority was buried 
in other ways not visible by archaeological 
means -  it is clear that these graves mani
fested a kind of elite group identity.

Another grave type -  barrows of earth -  
was present in central and southern Latvia 
and northern Lithuania. These barrows 
usually contain some stone structures 
(most commonly circles on the original 
ground) and several inhumation burials. 
The number of burials in one barrow can 
differ, but generally does not exceed one 
dozen.1“ The assemblage of grave goods 
differs remarkably from that of tarand- 
graves: weapons and bigger tools are 
numerous,13 while neck-rings and decora
tive pins dominate among the ornaments. 
In southern Latvia, i.e. in the neighbour
hood of the northern Latvian tarand- 
graves, brooches and pottery are almost 
completely absent in the barrows (Šņore 
1993), which indicates a clear difference 
in comparison to their northern neigh
bours. Judging from the small number of

ca 30 %o). It is evident that these numbers are too small to cover the entire Latgallian population 
and all cemeteries in the Late Iron Age (for instance, the number of medieval village cemeteries in 
southern Estonia, which is not larger than Latgallia, is ca 1200; Valk 2001,19) -  i.e. this is a mani
festation of group identity („upper middle class“, for instance) and not ethnic identity.
12 This number is close to that supposed for burials in one enclosure, tarand, of the large tarand- 
graves. Due to the burial customs, single burial complexes are discernable in the barrows, but not 
in the tarands.
1 л It should be mentioned that weapons and/or bigger tools (spearheads, socketed axes and larger 
knives) also appear -  although in small numbers -  in northern Latvian tarand-graves (Moora 
1929). Thus the latter form a kind of transitional occurrence if one compares the Estonian tarand- 
graves and Latvian barrows.
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Fig. 2. The main grave types 
of the Roman Iron Age in 
the East Baltic region. 1- 
barrows of earth, 2- tarand- 
graves, 3- pit graves with 
stone enclosures, 4- ceme
teries with simple pit graves.

graves and burials, the barrows, too, were 
used for burial by only one societal group. 
There are some differences in the grave 
goods’ assemblages in the Lithuanian part 
of the barrows area of distribution (e.g. 
the occurrence of brooches, see: Michel- 
bertas 2004, and the infrequent use of 
spearheads), indicating some differences 
in the local groups ideology.

The third main grave type are found 
in the western coastal zone of Latvia and 
Lithuania -  i.e. pit graves with stone en
closures (or stone-circle graves’, see: 
Banyte-Rowell & Bitner-Wróblewska, this 
volume). The enclosures were most com
monly ring-shaped, but ovals and rec
tangles also occurred. Single inhumation 
burials were placed beneath the original 
ground and richly furnished with grave 
goods (weapons and ornaments, mini

ature clay pots, Roman coins, sometimes 
even horses). These graves were undoubt
edly also made for the burial of one (rath
er elite) part of the population.

In some restricted areas of central 
Lithuania and on the lower reaches of the 
Nemunas River there are some cemeter
ies (8 and 5 respectively) with known pit 
graves that exhibit differences (like the ab
sence of stone structures) from the buri
al grounds mentioned above (Michelber- 
tas 1986, 41-54). As such cemeteries are 
known only in small numbers, they also 
reflect a burial tradition of one social 
group, and not an entire population.

In the Baltic archaeological tradition, all 
of these groupings of graves have been in
terpreted as the material remains of differ
ent ethnic groups, retrospectively drawn 
from those societies known from late pre
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historic and medieval written sources, 
such as the northern and southern Esto
nians, Latgallians, Semigallians, Zhemai- 
tians, Cours, Scalvians, etc. (e.g. Jaanits et 
al. 1982; Laul 2001; Snore 1993; Michel- 
bertas 1986). One must consider, however, 
that it was only a smaller part of the popu
lation that was buried in the above-men
tioned graves. It is therefore likely that 
we are dealing with the manifestation of 
(elite) group ideologies, and not with the 
remains of the behaviour of entire popu
lation. O f course, those groups may have 
spoken different languages and dialects 
(they may also have shared one language); 
nevertheless, the reason for the formation 
of the groups was probably not the feeling 
of ethnic (linguistic) identity but rather 
the social and ideological needs of people 
possessing an outstanding position in so
ciety. At the same time, we do not know 
how strictly the elite groups were distin
guished in the society, and how they were 
separated from the common people. It is 
not likely that the borders between differ
ent social groups were sharp, strong and 
uncrossable; they were instead quite flex
ible.

Metal artefacts

The distribution areas of specific metal ar
tefacts do not usually coincide with those 
of pottery groups and grave types. Arte
facts were made by smiths, who were usu
ally men, and whose social status in the 
society was high. Different categories of 
artefacts were developed under different 
rules: the making of weapons followed 
military needs, but their design was cer
tainly also dependent on the development 
of fashion and social order. The making of 
ornaments followed regional directions 
in fashion, while functional requirements 
were responsible for the development of 
tools. As was the case with the rest of the 
elite, smiths were also obviously rather

well informed what products and by which 
technology were produced elsewhere; this 
is why many technologies, types and deco
rations were quite widely distributed.

The distribution of metal artefacts pri
marily reflects the location of different 
workshops' and contacts between them, 
but also the directions of exchange and 
trade. These phenomena do not have di
rect connections with the variability of 
language. The only exception is when a 
(sharp) language barrier also presents a 
hindrance to closer communication be
tween neighbours. Even the most remark
able language borders, however, cannot be 
taken as a kind of ‘Berlin Wall’ in prehis
tory; there is plenty of data indicating the 
frequent crossing of such barriers. There is 
only the question of the intensity of com
munication that could not be as high be
tween groups speaking completely differ
ent languages as it probably was between 
linguistically kindred groups.

It is nevertheless evident that differ
ent groups of people gradually elaborated 
their own preferences and traditions con
cerning different features of the material 
world. In the case of neighbouring groups, 
these differences in the types and decora
tion of artefacts were not sharp -  even in 
the case of the representatives of different 
language families -  but there were differ
ences that were gradually taking shape, for 
instance, in the assemblages of ornaments 
or in the preference of certain combina
tions of tools and weapons, etc., particu
larly in the composition of grave goods 
(see above). These aspects of the develop
ment of the material culture of different 
groups in the East Baltic region have not 
yet been sufficiently studied.

Due to the limitations of this paper 
it is not possible to analyse the Roman 
Iron Age artefact assemblages of the east
ern Baltic region in any detail. I present 
herein the maps of only a few ornaments 
(figs. 3 -4 ), with the purpose of demon
strating the enormous diversity of their
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Fig. 3. Distribution of some 
types of Roman Iron Age 
brooches in the East Baltic 
region (after Moora 1938). 
1- eye brooches of main and 
Estonian series, 2- crossbow 
brooches with tendril feet, 
3- eye-brooches of Prussian 
series, 4- ladder brooches.

geographical distribution. One must take 
into consideration, however, that the ma
jority of metal artefacts of the Roman 
Iron Age come from graves, i.e. this does 
not offer an objective picture of mate
rial culture. When analysing this inten
tionally composed cultural heritage, one 
has to consider peculiarities in the reli
gious, social, political, etc. behaviour of 
elite groups. For instance, if the peripher
al groups tried to signalise solidarity and 
close connections with those in the core, 
they evidently did so by using symbols of 
material culture in both life and in the af
terlife. One may only imagine how such 
strategies could change the ‘real’ picture 
(depending purely on the location and 
economic activity of ‘workshops’) in the 
distribution of commodities, ornaments 
and weapons.

Conclusions

As we saw, neither pottery traditions, bur
ial customs nor metal artefacts have any 
direct connection with spoken languages. 
O f course, all those traits of material cul
ture vary over space and time; yet, this is 
a regional and temporal -  and not an eth
nic -  variability. Archaeologists can easily 
distinguish between the material remains 
of culture, to say, either of Scandinavian 
or East-Baltic origin, either of Bronze or 
Iron Age; at the same time, they are unable 
to establish how many and what languag
es were spoken by people living in those 
areas at those times. Language -  although 
often used in the maintenance of ethnic 
and group identities -  hardly created such 
an identity independently and in isolation 
(Brather 2004, 153).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of some 
types of Roman Iron Age 
rings in the East Baltic re
gion (after Moora 1938). 
1- neck-rings with trum
pet-shaped ends, 2- neck- 
and finger-rings with plate
shaped ends, 3- neck-rings 
with thickening ends, 4- 
neck-rings with mushroom
shaped ends.

All aspects of material culture develop 
under different laws, at different speeds 
and over different regions, as do languages 
and social (ethnic) identities. The breaks 
and innovations in these fields of culture 
are usually not synchronous, and they 
cannot be connected with each other in 
a causal manner. What archaeologists do 
when distinguishing archaeological cul
tures’ is that they cut off one time horizon, 
one geographical area, one set of artefacts 
from this all-embracing development, 
which is called human culture. Archaeo
logical cultures’ are thus deeply artificial 
and often misleading formations, hardly 
appropriate in any prehistoric study.

It is evident that the mapping of all such 
cultural traits as done above is the map
ping of differences in human behaviour 
(see also: Anfinset 2003). Yet is it possible

to map interactions of different kind be
tween human groups?

When mapping the settlement pattern, 
economic and social relations of the Ro
man Iron Age in the eastern Baltic, for in
stance, one can see that the main portion 
of this region -  characterised otherwise 
by an enormous amount of cultural differ
ences -  now looks very uniform (fig. 5). In 
the distribution area of stone graves, bar- 
rows and pit graves with stone enclosures, 
one can speak of the settlement pattern 
consisting mostly of single farms that sub
sisted through the cultivation of perma
nent fields, while the socio-religious strat
egy was characterised by the circumstance 
that only one part of society was buried 
in the graves. A sharp contrast is observ
able on the eastern border of this region: 
archaeological material reflecting the rela-
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Fig. 5. Distribution of set
tlement pattern, economic 
and social relations in the 
East Baltic region during the 
Roman Iron Age. 1- area of 
single farms, cultivation of 
permanent fields and mon
umental graves; 2- western 
border of East-European 
communities which sub
sisted on mixed farming and 
foraging, and did not build 
above-ground graves.

tions just described are completely absent 
in eastern Lithuania, eastern Latvia and 
south-eastern Estonia. It seems that there 
has been a rather essential cultural, social, 
communicative and probably also linguis
tic border. Corresponding groups settled 
in different territories and used different 
ecological niches, which made interaction 
-  both contacts and resistance -  possible.

A rather essential border (in the distri
bution of ceramics and graves and in as
semblages of grave goods) also crossed this 
central Baltic region north of the Daugava 
River (compare figs. 1-4). This border re
flects cultural differences between groups 
with similar social strategies, and one 
may think here of the competition for the 
same territory and ecological-economical 
niche. This border was already in more or 
less the same location in the Early Metal

Age, and it remained there later, slowly 
moving northwards to the line it occu
pied between the Estonians and Latgalli- 
ans according to the first written sources. 
It is clear, on the one hand, that the Finno- 
Ugrian (Balto-Finnic) -  Indo-European 
(Baltic) language border had to lie some
where; on the other hand -  was it really a 
language border in those times? It prob
ably was; nevertheless, one must take into 
consideration that here, too, cultural dif
ferences -  pottery, graves, burial customs 
and assemblages of grave goods -  prima
rily indicated differences in the ideologies 
of different (elite) groups, as was also the 
case elsewhere in the East Baltic region. 
Probably it was just due to the sharp and 
relatively impenetrable language border -  
located north of the Daugava River -  that 
the differences between two neighbouring
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groups (the southern tarands and north
ern barrows) became more clearly vis
ible than the other borders between the 
other groups (with more related languag
es), which were by no means so Straight
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THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF GROUP: 
FROM SITUATIONAL CONSTRUCT 
TO ETHNIC GROUP

Mindaugas Bertašius

In Lithuania there is a prevailing standpoint that equates groups of archaeological sites with 
historical tribes. Terms like “tribal” and “ethnic”, which are common in our archaeological lit
erature, are to a certain extent abstractions -  they say nothing about the long process of the 
evolution of social structures from family to nation. In different times we discover different ex
pressions of social identity. Eventually other forms of identity developed -  for instance cultural 
and ethnic identity. The ethnic meaning is one but not the only meaning for many opportuni
ties that suggest the diffusion of material culture, reflected in the archaeological material. The 
archaeological material mostly represents social identity, but not ethnic identity. Wealth, the 
objects of the elite -  marks of value -  all of these are components of social identity. Grave goods 
mostly represent the social identity of individuals, families or groups.

The example for the material under discussion comes from central Lithuania, where a group 
of archaeological sites appeared since the 2nd-3 rd centuries A.D. Access to water and environ
mental conditions predetermined human activities. It was only from the Late Migration period 
that there developed some traits connected with ethnicity.

Key words: group, social, ethnic, identity, central Lithuania.

Mindaugas Bertašius, Kaunas University of Technology, Department of Philosophy and Cul
tural Science, 43 St. Gedimino, LT 44309 Kaunas, Lithuania; mbertas@takas.lt

Long theoretical discussions have contin
ued for some decades in world archaeol
ogy, meanwhile they have left few percep
tible traces in publications by Lithuanian 
archaeologists. It has aptly been remarked 
that Lithuanian archaeology could be re
ferred to as “necro-archaeology”, as its 
interest mostly concentrates on burial 
investigations, but any settlement was in
vestigated completely (Žulkus 1997, 14). 
Burial grounds have been investigated by 
the same model, which I consider to be 
aged model.

This model is like philately -  the gather
ing of archaeological items, mostly grave 
goods, remains the main objective. Such 
collection generates heaps of artefacts in 
museums, or a certain set of information 
-  some descriptive texts in the proceed
ings of Lithuanian scientific institutions.

But what next? More collections of phila
telic nature? Then frequent wars, (our East 
Baltic region is accustomed to centuries 
of war), empire-building or revolutions 
-  and some archaeological materials are 
lost. Then a new generation of archaeolo
gists hurries to gather a new collection...

Here one might discuss a broad field 
of theoretical discourse, but I would like 
to turn my attention to some details con
cerning the structure of social groups. In 
this case I have in mind the task of in
terpreting the archaeological material. 
There are many methods that can be used 
to solve this problem: theoretical discus
sions, analytical methods for precise dat
ing, and statistical methods for the repre
sentative generalization of results -  all of 
these can be applied for the dependable 
reconstruction of prehistoric communi-
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ty (and as subsequent evolution the pre
historic society). There may, of course, be 
many aspects of that problem, but I would 
prefer to discuss only a few of them.

In Lithuania there is a prevailing stand
point that equates the groups of archae
ological sites (so-called archaeological 
units) with terms of historical tribes (com
pletely ignoring the theoretical problem of 
ethnicity -  a term such as “tribe” always 
demands the ethnic “perspective”). As has 
been pointed out, the terminology of eth
nicity is used by modern ethnographers, 
sociologists, folklorists, archaeologists, 
and historians in ways that often have lit
tle in common with each other, and pos
sibly nothing in common with the use of 
similar terminology in antiquity or the 
Early Middle Ages (Daim 1983). Lithua
nian archaeologists talk in a more gener
alized way about tribes, tribal systems or 
tribal combinations, but never about spe
cific tribes and conditions of tribal life 
(compare, for example, Michelbertas 1986
-  the Roman Iron Age, Tautavičius 1996
-  the Migration period; only in the latest 
works is this problem discussed: Žulkus 
1997; 2004; Bertašius 2002). Even in the 
most recent archaeological publications 
we see the same situation, for example 
in the article concerning the Bronze Age 
(Luchtanas & Sidrys 1999), such concepts 
as tribe or even ethnicity (!) are used. Vir
tually, this is easily comprehensible -  it is 
very difficult to consider ethnicity if you 
have no ideas about the evolution of soci
ety, the broad range of changes that took 
place in a particular society over many 
centuries. Thus there is a significant gap 
in Lithuanian archaeology. This makes 
problems especially complicated when we 
talk, for example, about the Roman Iron 
Age and later periods. I would like to turn 
my attention to three cultural groups: cen
tral Lithuania (4), the delta of the Nemu
nas River (2) and the West Lithuanian 
group (1), (fig. 1). The establishment of 
these cultural groups could be interpreted

as a result of fundamental socioeconomic 
changes: any individual cultural group is 
known there earlier and the archaeologi
cal evidence is very sparse.

Is there reason to speak of tribal units 
here at that time, i.e. since the Roman Iron 
age? Can we refer to a tribal aristocracy 
or chiefs? Even in historical times, in the 
12th century, the situation was much more 
complicated and very far from what we 
(archaeologists) like to call a chiefdom. 
The kinship and the system of kinship, 
both at the higher social level and in eve
ry-day life, was similar to that in Scandi
navia, where the base consisted of aett -  a 
small unit of kinsmen, which was main 
social group in the society (Rowell 2001, 
312; Lebedev 1985, 47; Drevneisyje 1979).

A group of archaeological sites situated 
in a definite territory and arranged in a 
system (a group of certain types of sites) 
-  a so-called “territorial unit” -  does not 
offer sufficient justification to refer to it as 
a tribal unit, even if the group of archaeo
logical sites is characterized by the same 
burial rites. In the Lithuanian archaeolog
ical literature, common terms like “tribal” 
and “ethnic” are to a certain extent ab
stractions -  they say nothing about the 
long process of evolution of social struc
tures that developed from family to na
tion. One could only make a distinction 
between “tribe” and “not tribe”, but when 
“the tribe” appears, what was before it? 
There are no answers. Meanwhile, archae
ologists from other countries apply dif
ferent terms to characterize the primary 
group of families or settlements (family 
group, social group, group of communica
tion, cultural group, and situational con
struct) and different terms to characterize 
new and larger units with signs of ethnic 
identity (such as territorial unit, tribe, eth
nic group).

Sometimes it looks like the different ar
chaeological schools (processual or post- 
processual, for instance) may find the 
solution to this problem. The problem,
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however, lies elsewhere. Different schools 
of archaeology embody different subjects 
of research. As has been shown in ana
lytical research, different archaeological 
schools are hardly comparable, as they 
deal with different problems and never 
construct one firm structure of theoreti
cal archaeology. Whereas the processu- 
al archaeologists work mostly with the 
needs of mans body, the post-processu- 
alists work with social and spiritual in
terests (Bernbeck 1997, 347; Siegmund & 
Zimmermann 2000, 182-183). It is possi
ble to compare on another level, namely, 
transferring the question from “what hap
pened” to “why it happened” (Hamerow 
1998). Thus, in investigating prehistoric 
social structure -  a defined cultural group 
-  it is not the collision of different schools 
of archaeology, but more of standpoints 
and bases of sources.

But what kind of social identity is ex
pressed in small cultural groups set

tled near the banks of a river (the cen
tral Lithuanian group and the river delta 
group)? Could this be identified as a situ
ational construct, or a group of communi
cation? They have no special (individual) 
characteristics that could be interpreted 
as ethnic traits. Eventually other forms of 
identity developed -  one could consid
er cultural and ethnic identities (Brather 
2000). These, however, only developed lat
er. Ethnic identity is acquired within the 
time frame of long historic processes. It 
is something like an “ethnic practice” that 
could be re-created through the reiteration 
of the ties that joined the members of the 
community (Pohl 1991). The reality of that 
connection must be re-created (restored) 
by ritual activity in the community’s eve
ryday life. The ethnic meaning is one, but 
is not the only meaning for the many op
portunities suggested by the diffusion of 
material culture reflected in the archaeo
logical material. The archaeological mate-
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Fig. 2. Central Lithuanian group of archaeological sites (cemeteries) concentrated near the 
banks of the Nemunas River.

rial mostly represents social but not ethnic 
identity (it is not the tribe with traits like 
common language and territory, economy 
and rites). Wealth, the objects of the elite, 
signs of value -  these are all indications of 
social identity. Such objects become very 
meaningful in graves from the Migration 
period. Thus they form a general cultural 
horizon that is known over a broad part of 
central Europe. At best, grave goods rep
resent only the social identity of individu
als, families or groups (Brather 2000:168). 
The disparity in grave equipment and the 
diversity of grave goods was predeter
mined by the internal standpoint of the 
family or group. According to Hans Egg
ers: ‘graves do not contain an “objective” 
sample of all (artefact) types current at a 
particular time and in a particular region, 
but an entirely subjective selection from 
the range of (artefact) types of the respec
tive living culture (Eggers 1959,265; trans
lated by Harke 1997, 23). Thus we must

look for the reasons that influenced the 
selection of a particular grave set. Those 
reasons could be very different. As refer
enced by Heiko Steuer twenty years ago: 
“all burial items -  whether they found 
their way into the grave as property by the 
right of inheritance, by right of decease, 
under ownership, or they were placed in 
the grave as offerings in accordance with 
the burial rituals -  all of those items form 
a whole that cannot be divided into sep
arate groups (Steuer 1982, 53; translated 
by M. B.). Otherwise, in looking for the 
social structure of the community, we 
would need to do something impossible 
-  to separate groups of these items. There 
could, however, be more such groups. All 
that we have found in the graves and de
fined as burial items are remains of differ
ent worldviews. Near the grave there were 
rituals before, during, and after the crema
tion and/or burying. Some of these rituals 
will never be able to discover by archae-
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ological means, e.g. a wake, processions, 
funeral service, etc. (Harke 1997, 22). We 
will never be able to determine the way in 
which burial items got into the grave. Per
haps it was predetermined by personality, 
maybe by the pattern of family life or the 
model of the social group, or maybe it was 
influenced by historic traditions that af
fected the rules of burial and determined 
the composition of grave goods. What did 
they want to express: status, wealth, and 
the deceaseds place in real life or, ideally, 
heroism in youth, ethnicity before mar
riage, or what? (Jensen & Nielsen 1997, 
34)

The above-mentioned example of evidence 
comes from central Lithuania. There is a 
group of archaeological sites concentrated 
near the banks of the Nemunas River (fig.
2). The group of cemeteries appears in the 
2nd- 3 rd centuries A.D. Access to water and 
profits earned from the river valleys en
vironmental conditions determined hu
man activities. The central Lithuanian 
group had not been kept separate from 
the events related to the amber trade route 
in the 2nd- 3 rd centuries. The great number 
of imported items could be represented as 
an argument for this thesis (the greatest 
concentration of golden glass beads, pro
filed fibulas and other imported finds in 
Lithuania was found there). The control 
of communication by river was the basis 
of economic life. Thus we could consider 
that some geographical and economical 
conditions predetermined the settling of 
that group. There is, nevertheless, a con
flict -  how should one refer to this type 
of group? In my opinion it is a situational 
construct that in its first phase lacks any 
ethnic features. Archaeologists are accus
tomed to accept the extent of an archaeo
logical culture (and -  Lithuanian archaeol

ogists -  often the extent of archaeological 
sites that form an enclosed cultural group) 
as the representation of a tribal territory. 
They are accustomed to appreciate an ar
chaeological culture (or cultural group -  
M. B.) as a closed entity with clearly de
fined boundaries, representing a “zone 
of mutual fear” between groups (Barford 
et al. 1991, 156). The situation in central 
Lithuania, however, demonstrates anoth
er point of view. By appreciating the ar
chaeological material from Marvelė1 cem
etery, we are interfering with a so-called 
“mixed” or “fuzzy” group. For the Roman 
Iron Age there are characteristic differ
ent burial rites (flat inhumation graves, 
graves with cairns, barrows with stone cir
cles and other stone constructions, graves 
in coffins, differences in the composi
tion of grave goods, differences in social 
treatment). Archaeologists usually work 
with complete disregard for mixed cul
tural groups that exist in different prehis
toric situations; meanwhile, the formation 
of clear cultural boundaries representing 
“zones of mutual fear” appears somewhat 
later. In the first phase of its existence, the 
central Lithuanian cultural group (defined 
as a situational construct) was closely con
nected with neighbouring groups of west
ern Balts (Šimėnas 1994; Bertašius 2002; 
in print). Interfering with the problem of 
group and ethnicity and operating with 
material like grave goods or (sometimes 
also) burial rites, we must emphasize the 
phenomenon of “life stile”. This may help 
us to realize that lifestyles (or their sym
bols) do not always respect ethnic, politi
cal or social barriers, and the imitation of 
fashions led to the development of the cul
tural assemblages identified in the archae
ological material (like Coca Cola today; 
see: Barford 1991, 87). In many cases, we 
can recognise the lifestyle of the western

1 The Marvelė burial ground (located within the Kaunas city) material was collected in the expe
dition of the years of 1991-1998 headed by Audrius Astrauskas and Mindaugas Bertašius, and 
expedition of 1999-2004 headed by Bertašius. It is the greatest investigated central Lithuanian 
burial ground.
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Balts from the archaeological material.
We can discover different expressions 

of social identity in different times. From 
time to time it may be more or less strong
ly expressed. It could be a good example of 
that kind of expression -  a horizon of well- 
known warrior graves, or in other words 
-  the horizon of weapon graves. This situ
ation is characteristic of an extensive re
gion of central and east-central Europe. 
Thus there is no ethnic construct, but only 
a very expressive pattern of social identity. 
Warriors graves are characteristic of the 
Migration period. But how does migra
tion actually work? Is there a movement 
of certain groups of population, as often 
described in Lithuanian archaeological lit
erature (Šimėnas 1994), or is it a process 
for which there is a great deal of geograph
ical and sociological information that ar
chaeologists have almost entirely ignored 
(Shennan 1991, 31)?

The perspective of cultural transmission 
could explain the way the cultural uni
formity can emerge: it was advantageous 
to take decisions based not on individual 
learning but on the imitation of existing 
practices and a result of this will tend to be 
the generation of areas of cultural uniform
ity (Shennan 1991, 35). Examples of such 
cultural transmission might be adduced. 
The concentration of battle knife-daggers 
in a definite region dated to the 5th- 6 th cen
turies suggests not “an association with a 
distinct ethnic group” (Šimėnas 1996, 71), 
but rather an area of cultural uniform
ity, as they were distributed in Baltic sites 
along a coastal zone from Elbląg to Liepā
jā and along the banks of the Nemunas up 
to Kaunas. Another example of the distri
bution of crossbow brooches with a long 
narrow foot can be found (Dollkeim/Ko- 
vrovo brooches; see: Bitner-Wróblewska 
2001, 33-48). They were distributed in the 
same region and expressed the same cul
tural uniformity. Dress and weapons seem 
to have had particular significance as a 
sign of belonging to a specific group. The

social group consists of persons who in a 
particular time had acquiring some com
mon symbols and might have developed a 
system of rules (Angeli 1991,193).

The central Lithuanian cultural group is 
distinguished by its warrior graves, which 
were more expressive than those of oth
er regions. The horizon of warrior graves 
was dated to phase D/D-E (4th/5th cent.), 
and demonstrative militancy is found 
in two places in central Lithuania -  near 
Ariogala (sites of Plinkaigalis, Kalniškiai) 
and Kaunas (Marvelė) (Bertašius 2002, 
39). In that case we are detecting small 
groups of population whose members 
are often related to one another. By this 
time, newly emergent groups of warri
ors pass into the long process of develop
ing; in the first stage those groups were a 
nodus (embryo) of new tribal units, (or, 
a bit later, ethnic groups). It was like in 
central Europe, where the military struc
tures that existed at that time were the 
germ of new ethnic structures: tribes and 
tribal units (Brachmann 1997, 24). Even
tually, by this horizon, one could see ex
pressive social identity, desperately con
veyed through special sets of burial items. 
What kind of phenomenon was character
istic in a period of social mobility, when 
the position of the deceased was not sta
ble and every family sought to express its 
newly acquired position in the society (or 
sought to express a desirable and not yet 
acquired position). That led to another sit
uation, namely -  to the establishment of 
a new social structure: a social structure 
that was expressed through the graves of 
the warrior elite (compare the well-known 
grave from Taurapilis (Tautavičius 1982); 
in central Lithuania similar graves have 
been found at Kalniškiai and Marvelė; see: 
Kazakevičius 1996, Bertašius 2002, 4 3 - 
45). This phenomenon was referred to as 
a first stage in the formation of a retinue 
with chieftain -  distinguishing for his au
thority and wealth some persons were able 
to round up a hierarchic companionship
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Fig. 3. Distribution of horse graves in the territories of the Balts from the 6th to 11th centuries.

or rank-society (Rang-Gesellschaft; see: 
Steuer 1982). In Lithuania the retinue was 
organized by familiar relatives (Žulkus 
1997, 22-23). The process persisted for a 
long time. It appears that second attempt 
in social mobility was made to gaining the 
new position for families with high social 
status -  the first phase of the rite of horse 
burials, which was newly implemented in 
central Lithuania in the 7th- 8 th centuries, 
was relative to the said social mobility 
(Bertašius 2000). This may be related to 
some kind of posturing, when every fam
ily was seeking to display its high status in 
society.

The Migration period in Lithuanian ar
chaeological literature is definable most
ly as some territories with definite tribes 
having indications of ethnicity, or ethnic 
regions and tribal unions (Tautavičius 
1996). For others it is an expression of war
rior retinue, or sometimes it is interpreted 
(M. B.) as a community of equal families 
that have a strongly (firmly) expressed

identity of man. In order to answer this 
question, we must state that weapons are 
tools and potential symbols of violence. 
They may have been put into the graves 
of armed smiths, hunters (hunting is con
nected with weapons), or weapons may 
have been symbols of real or potential vio
lence, and in ritual projects they display an 
image of martial prowess and/or power -  
and they have been used as such through
out history (Harke 1997, 120). Thus the 
horizon of graves with weapons from the 
Migration period tells us nothing, or near
ly nothing, about ethnicity or tribe.

It was only in the late Migration period 
and the early Viking Age that some traits 
(fig. 3) that are closely connected with eth
nicity developed. That is a deliberate ac
tion -  the selection of some rituals that 
build up the tradition. In central Lithua
nia there are very uniform (institutionally 
formed) cremations and very expressive 
horse offering rituals. From that time one 
can consider the use of expressions of eth-
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nic identity.
At that time, horse graves become one 

of the distinctive markers of a warrior 
grave. By the early Viking age one can 
detect a well-developed retinue with for
malized horse graves and a specific set of 
grave goods (Bertašius 2002, 220).

According to Frederick Barth (1969,13), 
ethnicity is a way of organizing interaction 
between groups. By concentrating on what 
is socially effective, the ethnic groups are 
conceived as a form of social organization, 
and the primary emphasis is then given to 
the fact that ethnic groups are categories of 
ascription and identification by the actors 
themselves (Olsen & Kobyliński 1991,11). 
Thus, an important criterion distinguish
ing ethnic groups is the distinctness of 
ritualized behaviour. As every social for
mation, an ethnic group exists only to the 
extent that it exists in the consciousness of 
those who include themselves within, and 
those who exclude themselves from this 
group (Olsen & Kobyliński 1991, 12). In 
comparing archaeological material from 
the Migration period and Viking Age, it is 
possible to detect considerable differences 
relating to ethnic consciousness. From the 
Migration period, the situation in society 
determined as including/excluding could 
be characterized by highly individual ex
pression (different burial rites, high vari
ety in sets of burial items). The situation 
looks like the process of including/exclud
ing happened between individual fami
lies very intensively (Bertašius 2000). But 
only in the Viking Age it could be consid
ered about the process of including/ex
cluding in the territorial level. There are 
known unified burial rites and very ex
pressive horse offering rituals in central 
Lithuania from that period (Bertašius & 
Daugnora 2001). This is very closely con
nected with warriors retinue, since buri
al grounds with horse graves as marks of 
prestige weaponry are located in accord
ance with some pattern -  they create a reg
ular network of strategic points (Bertašius

2002). It is then possible to consider how 
the including/excluding process encom
passes the whole region of central Lithua
nia. Thus, following Richard Wenskus, we 
could emphasize the importance of terri- 
torialization as the basis of ethnic identity 
(Geary 1983, 17). Then the ethno-genet- 
ic process finds a new basis, and relations 
based on a personal rank and prestige were 
accordingly replaced by social groups that 
began to organize on the territorial level 
(Brachmann 1997, 32). At that time, the 
terminology of ethnicity was a military 
and not a cultural, legal, or linguistic des
ignation (Geary 1983, 24). In the Viking 
Age in central Lithuania, the structure of 
hill-forts with warriors' retinues was es
tablished. The hillforts were regularly lo
cated near river valleys, and formed a net
work of administrative points (Bertašius 
2002, 61). There are some places where 
artefactual evidence of traded goods has 
been found (the artefacts used as media of 
exchange were lost in the process of trad
ing -  hack-silver, coins, weights and other 
objects of trade, namely precious metals, 
decorated metalwork, weapons, cauldrons 
and others). In this case, strategic control 
of trade subordinated political control of 
the region. It seems likely that the early 
rudimentary Lithuanian state developed 
in central Lithuania.

It appears that the present day has influ
enced our opinion about the past. The lack 
of information, particularly in connection 
with intuition, compels us to search for 
prehistoric society through imitation or 
foresight, in that the intersection of past 
and present are unavoidable. I and we, 
here and beyond, person and group -  the 
archaeologist investigating the graves and 
the world of the deceased is confronted 
with all of these concepts. The archaeo
logical data are only a shade of prehistor
ic reality. The surviving evidence and past 
reality can never be identical, and there
fore the archaeological material will al
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ways be fragmentary (Harke 1997,22). We 
are studying only allusions to a past world 
-  the world of ambitions, wishes, myths, 
and indefinable competition. Every soci
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MATERIAL CULTURE AND THE 
EAST BALTIC BRONZE AGE SOCIETY

Algimantas Merkevičius

The aim of this article is to try to reconstruct the basic features of the East Baltic Bronze Age so
ciety from the evidence provided by material remains. The article also raises the following ques
tions: To what extent can we reconstruct the East Baltic Bronze Age society? Which particular 
data can one use? Theoretical and methodological aspects are also analysed. An attempt is made 
to find the “proper” terms to describe the society of the period under consideration. The con
clusion is reached that changes indicating the emergence of inequality in personal status can be 
noticed in the material culture of the East Baltic area in as early as the 3rd millennium BC. The 
transition from a simple, egalitarian society to a non-egalitarian, complex society began. At the 
end of the Neolithic, a differentiated society, which can be called a “rank” society, was formed. 
At the beginning of the Bronze Age, bronze artefacts appear in the area, witnessing the existence 
of individuals with exceptional status, wealth and power. The population growth, economic de
velopment and increasing imports of metal artefacts, as well as the rise of local metal processing 
and other factors resulted in a further differentiation of the society. In approximately the mid
dle of the 2nd millennium BC, or a little later, a hierarchical, stratified, partly centralised society 
developed as a result of internal developments and even more of external influences. This is wit
nessed by the appearance of especially rich burials in mounds and fortified settlements, which 
become the political, defensive, economic and religious centres of the area. It was then that the 
elite appeared to consist of community chiefs, semi-professional warriors, merchants trading 
metal artefacts and amber, as well as specialised metalwork craftsmen. Political and economic 
power became more and more concentrated in the hands of chiefs and the elite. Labour mobili
sation becomes more evident, and dependency and interaction within the society increase. The 
centralisation of the society is growing. Economic growth triggers the relocation of fields away 
from the settlements. There are signs witnessing the appearance of tribute and taxation. A kin- 
based society consisted of three hierarchical layers: the “rulers” or chiefs and the elite, “commu
nity” members or farmers and stock-breeders, and “dependants”.

Key words: material remains, East Baltic area, Bronze Age, society.

Algimantas Merkevičius, Department of Archaeology, Vilnius University, 7 St. Universiteto, 
Vilnius 01513, Lithuania; algimantas.merkevicius@if.vu.lt

Introduction

The aim of this article is to try to reconstruct 
the basic features of the East Baltic Bronze 
Age society from the evidence of material 
remains alone, as almost no other data is 
available. The article also raises the ques
tions To what extent can we reconstruct the 
East Baltic Bronze Age society? Which partic
ular data should be used, and what methods 
are most appropriate for the reconstruction o f

East Baltic Bronze Age society? Which terms 
best characterise the East Baltic Bronze Age 
society and its social structures?

The Bronze Age in the East Baltic area is 
a specific phenomenon compared to other 
European regions. There is no non-ferrous 
metal ore in the region, but large quantities 
of amber are deposited along the East Baltic 
coast. Another specific feature of the region 
is the rather limited use of bronze artefacts 
during the period under consideration.
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During the last few decades, the recon
struction of societies, including Bronze 
Age societies, has been a very popular 
topic in Western archaeology. Numerous 
studies have been published in which dif
ferent aspects of the society have been 
analysed (e.g. Bradley 1989, 11-20; Kris
tiansen 1989; Ehrenberg 1989; Hodder 
1986; Earle 1997; Kristiansen 8c Rowlands 
1998; Kristiansen 2000; Harding 2002).

The situation in Lithuania as regards the 
reconstruction of the East Baltic Bronze 
Age society is very poor. There are almost 
no archaeological studies on this topic. 
The few available articles are usually bare 
speculations without any argumentation 
or reference to archaeological material.

The situation in Latvia and especially in 
Estonia is completely different. As of the 
last decade, information about Bronze Age 
society in Estonia and Latvia can be found 
in a number of articles in which the recon
struction of the East Baltic Bronze Age so
ciety is based on archaeological data and 
solid interpretations (Ligi 1995, 264-265; 
Lang 1995,180-181; 1996, 605-620; 2000, 
317-319, 327-329, 347-351; 2002, 17-25, 
163-168; Vasks 1994,68-73, 121).

There are valuable studies of social or
ganisation and other aspects of Bronze 
Age society in Scandinavia, which is espe
cially important to the East Baltic area for 
many reasons, not just from the theoreti
cal and methodological point of view (e.g. 
Bolin 1999; Larsson 1989; Kristiansen 
1998a; 1998b; 1998c).

Social archaeology in Lithuania is still 
in an early stage; therefore this article is 
just a modest attempt to reconstruct the 
society of the East Baltic Bronze Age.

Classifications of the 
societies, terminology 
and its definitions

During the last two centuries there have 
been various classifications of the socie

ty, and different terms have been used to 
characterise societies at different levels 
of development. Since the end of the 19th 
century, basically evolutionary models of 
the societies have been presented, starting 
from the least developed and simplest so
cieties to very complex societies after the 
formation of the state. In the late 1950s 
and 1960s, a fourfold classification of soci
eties was introduced (Feinman 1996). This 
classification was developed in “Primitive 
Social Organization* (1962) by Ameri
can anthropologist Elman R. Service (see: 
Feinman 1996). According to this classifi
cation, the evolution of society underwent 
4 basic stages: band, tribe, chiefdom and 
state. This classification of societies became 
widely, almost universally used, especially 
by Western archaeologists. Though this 
model of the development of society has 
recently often been criticised for its exces
sively broad range of variation (Milisaus- 
kas & Kruk 2002, 238; Kristiansen 2000, 
44), it is still widely used. One can sup
port the opinion that since the 1960s, the 
term ‘chiefdom” has been expanded to the 
point of meaninglessness (Milisauskas & 
Kruk 2002, 238). Some archaeologists be
lieve that this model of societal develop
ment should remain the most general one. 
According to Kristian Kristiansen (2000, 
44), “it remains a highly useful theoreti
cal framework at a general level of expla
nation”. The model therefore continues to 
be followed, with an attempt to improve it, 
particularly with regard to chiefdom-type 
societies. This term is most often used to 
characterise the majority of Bronze Age 
societies in different European regions. 
Chiefdom-type societies are further clas
sified and characterised. They are divided 
into various new types and stages. Andrejs 
Vasks (1994, 121) uses the term “low level 
chiefdom” to describe the Bronze Age so
cieties of the Daugava region. Kristiansen 
and some other archaeologists divide 
chiefdom-type societies into simple and 
complex chiefdoms (Kristiansen 2000,44),
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some also use the term “highly stratified 
chiefdoms”, or group chiefdom-type soci
eties into two types: collective and individ
ualising (Kristiansen 1998b, 107; 1998c, 
248). In some of his articles Kristiansen 
establishes three developmental phases of 
chiefdom-type societies: an initial phase, 
an expansion phase, and a consolidation 
phase (Kristiansen 1997, 29). Along with 
the new terms, new definitions are intro
duced. The chiefdom, according to Kris- 
tansen .. should be seen as a tribal form 
of social organization. Economic and po
litical processes are organized along lines 
of kinship (or kinship relations are de
fined along the lines of production and 
exchange). Control, embedded in kinship, 
has not yet transformed social groups into 
classes. Nevertheless, even within tribal 
structures hierarchy and exploitation may 
still be a major factor” (Kristiansen 2000, 
48).

In the 1960 s, Morton Fried proposed 
an alternative evolutionary scheme -  a 
fourfold classification of societies, namely 
egalitarian societies, rank societies, strat
ified societies and states (see: Shennan 
1999, 871). This system of social evolution 
is as widely used as the former. Services 
“tribe” and “chiefdom” categories roughly 
correspond to Frieds “rank society” and, 
to a lesser extend, the “stratified society” 
{ibid.). These two systems of societies are 
quite often blended together, and terms 
from both systems are used concurrently. 
Following the appearance of Frieds sys
tem of social evolution, corrections of his 
model began. Kristiansen (1997, 18-19) 
suggests two variants of stratified societies: 
decentralised stratified societies and cen
tralised archaic states. According to him, 
“... between chiefdoms and fully developed 
states, stratified societies were an archaic 
form of state organization...” (ibid.). This 
classification merges two systems of so
cial evolution into one. Renewed and cor
rected definitions of the stratified society 
are presented. According to Kristiansen,

a decentralised stratified society as a gen
eral type can be described in the follow
ing manner. “Subsistence production is 
decentralized, with village communities 
or individual farms scattered across the 
landscape. Chiefs and kings set themselves 
apart from the agrarian substrate and rule 
through a retinue of warriors. Freed from 
kinship obligations, the warrior chiefs and 
kings control, undermine, and exploit the 
farming communities through tribute and 
taxation. Ownership of land is formalized, 
and a landless peasant class develops. Re
gional and local vassal chiefs provide war
riors and ships for warfare” (Kristiansen 
1997, 19).

Some archaeologists use one or another 
social evolution system. Anthony Harding 
(2002, 325) prefers to use the term rank 
societies instead of chiefdom when refer
ring to the European Bronze Age. What 
does “rank” society mean? According to 
Stephen Shennan (1999, 875), “... we have 
to use it in a generalized way as simply in
dicating societies in which there are status 
and power differentials, but social stratifi
cation is not marked, and the state form of 
organization is not present”.

In addition to the above, the terms sim
ple and complex societies (Kruk 8c Mili- 
sauskas 1999, 317-318) are also used. Val
ter Lang opposes the idea of Bronze Age 
chiefdoms in northern and western Esto
nia, and has defined the social economic 
structure of that period as the system o f  
a central settlement and individual farms 
(Lang 1996, 620). Various other terms are 
also used to describe Neolithic and Bronze 
Age societies, such as hierarchical differ
entiated, complex-kin-organised, transeg
alitarian and others.

Not all archaeologists, however, use the 
evolutionary systems of society. Ian Hod- 
der (1986) has criticised the use of the 
term chiefdom, and suggests the abandon
ment of evolutionary typologies, as all ty
pologies simplify diverse data.

In this article I use all the terms that in
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my opinion are appropriate for the char
acterisation of particular aspects of socie
ties under examination.

Some theoretical positions

The present article employs certain theo
retical considerations with a view to re
constructing past societies through mate
rial remains.

(1) “Archaeology explores ancient peoples 
and societies through material objects left 
behind by them” (Lang 2002,17). But mate
rial objects do not speak for themselves. “To 
study ancient social organization, archae
ologists had to frame the right questions, 
and devise the meanings to address them” 
(Feinman 1996,659), because “material cul
ture transforms, rather than reflects, social 
organization according to the strategies of 
groups, their beliefs, concepts and ideolo
gies” (Hodder 1998, 24). Thus I accept the 
theory of the non-linear and indirect rela
tion between material culture and society.

(2) In studying a society, we must re
member Feinmaris statement that “some 
of the most broadly relevant and stimulat
ing questions that archaeologists examine 
are social” (Feinman 1996, 659), as well as 
Langs question “...what exactly should one 
study to know what ancient society looked 
like?” (Lang 2002,17). One can agree with 
his own answer, that ”... one should study 
everything, from the smallest piece of an 
ornament to the largest hill-fort, and from 
a single stray find to a whole pattern of an
tiquities covering entire regions” (ibid.).

(3) Nevertheless, for the investigation 
and reconstruction of societies archae
ologists must select particular groups of 
material objects which maintain the most 
extensive social information, and employ 
appropriate methods for the study of these 
objects. In any case, according to Lang 
(2002, 18), “the main problem here lies in 
the correct interpretation of the relevant 
archaeological material”.

(4) One can agree with Thomas B. Lars- 
sons statement that economy, ideology 
and politics are aspects of society (Lars- 
son 1989, 26). “... Relationships between 
the political, the ideological and the eco
nomic were of a highly determinist na
ture” (Rowlands 1998, 51). The economy, 
ideology and society are very closely inter
related. Economic and ideological chang
es generate changes in the society and its 
social structure.

(5) Data from settlements and cemeter
ies serve as the main archaeological sourc
es for the reconstruction of the structure 
of a society.

(6) Social relations in the East Baltic 
Bronze Age can also be revealed through 
the examination of artefacts. Artefacts had 
their meanings and active functions. The 
quality and quantity of artefacts reflect so
cial differences. Or, as noted by Harding, 
“Particular artefacts might then play par
ticular roles or have particular meanings, 
and these meanings might change de
pending on context” (Harding 2002, 326).

(7) In order to determine the character
istic features of the society, it is also nec
essary to analyse various society-related 
aspects, such as power, wealth, land own
ership, control (over resources, wealth, 
long distance trade, people), domination, 
centre-periphery relations, the nature of 
tribute/taxation, labour mobilisation, set
tlement and other hierarchy, the organisa
tion of production and distribution, the 
internal structure of the society, social 
strategies, military organisation, the spe
cialisation of production and trade, pres
tige goods, demography, ecology and oth
ers.

(8) The development of societies is pre
conditioned by both internal and exter
nal factors. In the East Baltic region, the 
development of Bronze Age societies dis
plays both continuity and innovation. The 
impact of external influences on the soci
eties during the period under considera
tion is very significant.
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(9) One can agree with the general evo
lutionary scheme of societal development 
used in processual archaeology -  from 
band to tribe, chiefdom and state, or egal
itarian society, rank society, stratified so
ciety, and state (Shennan 1999, 871), but 
this scheme is insufficient for the descrip
tion of societies of a particular region and 
period. Various aspects of social develop
ment must be stipulated. Various specific 
terms should be used to characterise indi
vidual societies.

(10) The role of the individual in the so
ciety should not be overlooked, and this 
is especially emphasised by postprocessu- 
al archaeology (Johnson 2001, 104-105). 
Every single archaeological object is cre
ated by an individual or group of indi
viduals rather than by the social system 
(Hodder, 1986). Single individuals, politi
cal and religious leaders in the society, as 
well as other charismatic, ambitious and 
talented individuals played an important 
role in the society (Milisauskas & Kruk 
2002, 239-241). They can significantly 
modify certain “objective” processes that 
take place in the society.

(11) Not all of the processes that oc
curred in the society were “materialised”. 
Some aspects of the society cannot be es
tablished on the basis of the evidence of 
material remains alone. Reconstruction of 
a past society is always subjective and de
pends on our theoretical approaches and 
research methodologies.

Causes of social development 
in the Bronze Age

Societies develop and change for various 
reasons and as a result of different factors, 
including economic, social, ideological, 
ecological and others. Changes in a soci
ety are determined by internal develop
ments and external influences. “A society 
can only continue to exist if it is internal
ly and externally well adjusted” (Hodder

1998,93). Unadjusted societies degenerate 
and break down.

Changes in the society in question were 
related to economic development, which 
was conditioned by the appearance of new 
technologies as well as the advent and in
creasing use of new types of artefacts, es
pecially artefacts made of bronze. As a re
sult of economic and social implications, 
the significance of farming and stock- 
breeding increased. Societal changes are 
also closely related to population growth 
and the construction of new settlements. 
New and more extensive territories were 
assimilated and used to satisfy economic 
needs. The size of arable land and pastures 
was also growing.

Economic and demographic changes 
are linked to alterations of ideology, reli
gion, rituals and the political system. All 
of this leads to changes in the society. Ac
cording to Michael Rowlands (1998, 51), 
the relationship between the political, the 
ideological and the economic were of a 
highly determinist nature.

The development of society in the East 
Baltic region displays a further inter
nal development which was considerably 
conditioned by external factors. Changes 
in the society were forced by growing in
ter-regional exchange, as a result of which 
metal artefacts appeared and became in
creasingly common as very important 
symbols of the social status of some in
dividuals. The society was changing, and 
its complexity grew also due to the inten
sifying specialisation of production (the 
rise of high-ranking specialised trades
men and craftsmen), the concentration 
of wealth and power, property and politi
cal differentiation, the interaction and in
creasing dependency of certain groups of 
individuals, the construction of fortified 
settlements and barrow mounds, the need 
to protect property and increasing con
flicts, as well as the growing importance 
of warfare.

The development of farming and stock
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breeding, the increase of population as 
well as the appearance and spread of met
al artefacts were the main causes behind 
changes in the society. Kristiansen under
scores the significance of the emergence 
of metal for the development of societies 
in the Scandinavian region. According to 
him, a new metallurgic tradition gradual
ly developed into a highly stratified chief- 
dom in certain nodal areas, based on the 
control of production and exchange in 
metalwork (Kristiansen 1998b, 107). He 
also notes the significance of those re
gions from which metal artefacts were im
ported. The driving force in this develop
ment, according to Kristiansen, was the 
Ünetice culture (ibid). In the East Baltic 
region, as in Scandinavia, the society was 
highly affected by the emergence of met
alwork and also by influences from Cen
tral Europe, from whence most metal ar
tefacts were imported, and from whence 
new different information, ideas, habits 
and technologies came. In addition to the 
Ünetice Culture, a huge influence was ex
erted on the East Baltic society of the late 
Bronze Age by the Scandinavian societies, 
and particularly by the Central European 
Tumulus culture.

East Baltic society

Transition from the Neolithic 
to the Bronze Age

According to various archaeological data, 
Mesolithic European societies were sim
ple egalitarian. What made the Europe
an societies change, and when7. The main 
changes took place in the Neolithic peri
od. These changes are associated with the 
development of farming and stock-breed
ing, and the appearance of metalwork, as 
well as changes in ideology and religion 
(Milisauskas & Kruk 2002). Though the 
Neolithic period in western and central 
Europe, as Shennan claims, was based on

hoe cultivation, it was egalitarian in the 
area of social relations, and ritually de
fined in communal relations and ideology 
(Shennan 1982a, b). Such a general char
acterisation of the Neolithic in central and 
western Europe in general corresponds to 
the situation in the East Baltic area. But 
even in the Middle Neolithic, as was noted 
by Sarunas Milisauskas and Janusz Kruk 
in a recent study (2002, 238-239), various 
archaeologically observable changes point 
to increases in social and political com
plexity in some parts of Europe. Larsson, 
with reference to some British archaeolo
gists, claims that “... the egalitarian struc
ture seems to undergo a radical change 
during the third millennium BC, when 
certain areas of Europe move towards 
more hierarchical forms of organization -  
this is visible in the archaeological record, 
especially during the Early Bronze Age” 
(Larsson 1989, 35-36).

The East Baltic region, however, differs 
from other European regions, and we can
not automatically transfer and apply the 
model of other regions to the area under 
consideration. What, then, was the situa
tion in the East Baltic region7

According to Rimutė Rimantienė, 
changes in the society in what is today 
Lithuania are observable in as early as the 
Middle Neolithic. Exchange with other re
gions located northwards and southwards 
began. Such exchange, as pointed out by 
Rimantienė, covered luxury items, and in 
particular ornaments, which were not es
sential for these communities. Such ex
change demonstrates that a tier of individ
uals emerged in the society who needed 
prestigious foreign articles (Rimantienė 
1995, 101). Residents of the East Baltic 
regions offered amber artefacts and raw 
material for exchange. Amber workshops 
in the East Baltic region were being estab
lished from the end of the Middle Neo
lithic and especially in the Late Neolithic. 
The majority of these were located in the 
coastal area, in the settlements of Šventoji
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and other Lithuanian and Latvian coast
al settlements. As the demand for amber 
grew, the establishment of amber work
shops in the East Baltic area began even 
in settlements that were far from the sea. 
They were found in settlements in east
ern Latvia, at Lubāna Lake and elsewhere 
(Rimantienė 1995, 102). The East Baltic 
peoples exchanged amber for artefacts of 
greenish and blackish slate found in the 
northern part of the East Baltic region, in
cluding axes, gouges, spearheads and even 
ornaments (Rimantienė 1995,101).

The first half of the 3rd millennium BC 
witnessed a further novelty that was es
pecially important for economic develop
ment, i.e. the ard. Three ards were found 
in settlement 6 at Šventoji. According 
to Rimantienė (1995, 81-82) they were 
pulled by men. A fragment of a further 
ard pulled by oxen, was found in settle
ment 4A at Šventoji (Rimantienė 1995, 
83). Thus, arable farming in the East Bal
tic region, which was especially important 
for economic growth, began in the first 
half of the 3rd millennium BC. The begin
ning of arable farming, the increasing im
portance of farming and stock-breeding, 
the growing number of settlements and 
their population, interregional exchange, 
including the exchange of prestigious ar
ticles, the emergence of large settlements 
with specialised amber workshops, the lo
cal manufacturing of prestige items (some 
of which were imitations of metalwork), 
demonstrate enormous economic and so
cial changes.

In the 3rd millennium BC a new burial 
practice, i.e. burial in barrows, began in 
the south-eastern Baltic region (Kaup and 
other barrows on the Sambian peninsula) 
(Gimbutienė 1985,46-48). Only high sta
tus persons were buried in barrows. The 
emergence of barrows is believed to dis
play religious changes and the appearance 
of high status individuals, all of which 
institutionalised leadership. Economic 
growth and ideological transformations

changed the society. All of this shows that 
the social and economic development of 
the society had reached a sufficient level 
and led to disintegration of the simple, 
egalitarian society. Formation of a non
egalitarian, complex, differentiated, rank- 
ordered society began. The differentia
tion of the society was further stimulated 
by the appearance of the first copper and 
bronze metalwork at the very end of the 
3rd millennium BC.

The Bronze Age

In one of his articles Kristiansen (1998b, 
106) raised an important question: Why 
was bronze adopted, especially in areas 
without copper and tin? Was it primary fo r  
social or economic reasons? The answer to 
this question can be found through the 
analysis of the first imported bronze arti
cles. At the beginning of the Bronze Age, 
metal articles were scarce; therefore they 
could not be very important from the eco
nomic point of view. In addition, apart 
from axes, only ornaments and prestige 
weapons such as halberds were imported 
(Gimbutienė 1985, 56-63; Merkevičius 
1994, 2 -3), which leads to the incontro
vertible conclusion that the first bronze 
artefacts were imported to the East Bal
tic region for social rather than economic 
reasons. Such imported artefacts indicate 
increasing inequality and the existence of 
individuals with a very high status, which 
are very distinctive within the society in 
the East Baltic area at the beginning of the 
Bronze Age.

I selected some groups of material ob
jects for the reconstruction of the Bronze 
Age society in the East Baltic area, in or
der to reveal the level of the society, its 
tendency towards alteration and the social 
structure, namely the data about settle
ment sites, burials and artefacts.
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Settlement sites

Settlement data are extensively used for 
the reconstruction of societies (e.g. Lang 
2002, 17-25; Milisauskas & Kruk 2002, 
239). This article will not touch upon the 
distribution of settlements. It will discuss 
the emergence and different types of set
tlements, as well as the formation of set
tlement hierarchy.

More extensive studies of Early Bronze 
Age settlements are relatively scarce. Judg
ing from the available data, they were small, 
comprising a few little houses for families. 
One nuclear family is supposed to have 
consisted of 4 -5  persons (Lang, 1996,619). 
All of the settlements represented one ma
jor type, i.e. unfortified settlements. Nev
ertheless, the Early Bronze Age and espe
cially its second half seem to have been the 
initial phase in the emergence of fortified 
settlements (Merkevičius, in press). With 
reference to the above, however, we can 
assume that settlements displayed only 
one administrative level. Though the set
tlements represented one major type, they 
were not, however, of equal value. Un
fortified settlements differed in terms of 
size, as well as in the quantity and qual
ity of retrieved finds and location. Some 
settlements were built in locations well 
“protected” by nature, on hillocks, at the 
confluence of rivers, etc. On the basis of 
these data, we can claim that settlements 
already had a different significance in the 
Early Bronze Age, and especially in its 
second half. There were two main levels 
of settlements, i.e. small ones, with “ordi
nary” finds, representing small poor com
munities and larger ones, with imported 
artefacts and amber workshops, housing 
richer communities. It is difficult to assess 
to what extent the smaller communities 
were “subjugated” by the larger communi
ties and their chiefs, though a certain de
pendency was most likely already present. 
It is quite probable that richer communi
ties displayed a certain communal level,

while the poorer ones were of local level.
In the beginning of the Late Bronze age, 

fortified settlements were already used in 
the East Baltic region along with unfor
tified ones (Lang 2002, 23; Vasks 1994, 
120-121; GrigalaviČienė 1995, 22-40). In 
addition, there were palafitic settlements 
constructed on water. In recent years such 
settlements have been investigated in east
ern Lithuania, on Luokesai Lake. Sev
eral palafitic settlements dating from the 
Late Bronze Age were found on this lake 
(Baubonis et al. 2002a; 2002b). Thus, from 
the beginning of the Late Bronze Age, i.e. 
the last quarter of the 2nd millennium BC, 
settlements of different types and signifi
cance appear, which doubtless reveals the 
existence of settlement hierarchy. The hi
erarchy has at least two, or even three lev
els of permanently occupied sites, which 
may represent at least two, or even three 
organisations on the decision-making lev
el: local, communal and regional. The hi
erarchical structure of settlements shows 
the existence of a hierarchical society. 
Fortified settlements in the East Baltic re
gion, as well as in other regions, were mul
ti-functional central places of power and 
wealth for the entire region, and had spe
cial functions: political-administrative, de- 
fence-related, economic (production and 
trade) and religious. According to Lang 
(2000, 319), fortification is a distinctive 
feature of centres of social, economic and 
political power, and I would also add re
ligious power. Artefacts indicating bronze 
casting and trade were only found in for
tified settlements (GrigalaviČienė 1995, 
102-107). Fortified settlements were in
habited by the chief of the region, his fam
ily and maybe his kinsfolk, as well as peo
ple who were subordinate to or dependent 
on him in one way or another. The use of 
unfortified settlements, villages or hamlets 
continued. Unfortified settlements were 
smaller and poorer. During excavations, 
not a single one of these revealed traces of 
bronze processing. Different levels of set-
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tlement indicate a certain subordination 
of the societies. It also indicates the pres
ence of a certain centralisation. Some of 
the fortified settlements were established 
close to important rivers and controlled 
trade routes. According to Lang (2002, 
23), fortified settlements in the East Baltic 
area were established in places with good 
transport routes. As a matter of fact, all of 
the fortified settlements had control over a 
certain territory with a number of unfor
tified settlements. During this period the 
situation in many other European regions 
was very much the same (Kristiansen 
2000, 111). As mentioned above, Lang re
fers to this socio-economic structure as 
Kthe system of a central settlement and in
dividual farms” (Lang 1996, 620).

Burials

Ancient, especially monumental, graves 
primarily reflect the ideology and social 
strategies of certain social groups (Lang, 
this volume). Analyses of grave types, 
constructions and grave goods help to de
fine certain social groups of people of the 
period, to reconstruct the social status of 
individuals and sometimes even to estab
lish their occupation. The burial sites of 
the East Baltic region can be divided into 
two types, i.e. cemeteries with pit graves 
and above-ground barrows. In the region 
under consideration, barrows appeared 
in the Late Neolithic (Gimbutienė 1985, 
46-56). During this period they were still 
scarce, while their arrangement and burial 
items attest to the high status of the buried 
individuals. Only a few barrows in the re
gion are known from the beginning of the 
Bronze Age.

From the middle of the 2nd millenni
um BC and later, the number of barrows 
in the East Baltic region increased signif
icantly due to the influence of the Cen
tral European Tumulus culture. They were 
different in terms of size, the complex
ity of the grave structures, the number of

stones circles, the furnishing of the graves, 
the burial items, etc. Some of the burials 
were arranged on a stone paving in the 
centre of the barrow. The dead individu
als were placed in wooden coffins. There 
is no doubt that individuals buried in bar- 
rows were regional chiefs or representa
tives of the elite. The types of barrows, the 
arrangement of the graves and the analy
sis of burial items makes it possible to dis
tinguish at least two groups of individuals 
buried in barrows, i.e. graves of region- 
al/tribal chiefs and graves of the broader 
elite. The few exceptionally rich burials are 
attributable to chiefs of the region. Such a 
burial was found in the huge Rantau bar- 
row (Sambian peninsula). It revealed a 
male buried in the centre of the barrow, 
deposited in a log coffin placed on a stone 
paving, furnished with a bronze sword, 
amber and faience beads, a double-edged 
Nortican type axe, a bronze bracelet and a 
pin (Gimbutienė 1985, 69-71). This burial 
definitely belongs to a regional level chief. 
The burial items imply that he was both a 
military chief and a religious leader with 
enormous wealth and power. Some buri
als in barrows were not as rich but nev
ertheless revealed numerous metalwork 
items, e.g. the Šlažiai barrows in western 
Lithuania (Grigalavičienė 1995, 64-65). 
Here dead individuals were found bur
ied with diverse bronze burial items, par
ticularly ornaments. The size of the bar- 
rows was also impressive, ranging from 2 
to 4 m, but the arrangement of the graves 
and especially the burial items attest to 
the lower rank of the buried individuals. 
There is no doubt that representatives of 
the elite, mostly females, were buried here. 
The growing number of barrows and the 
burials of rich individuals of different rank 
in barrows manifest the formation of the 
layer of “rulers”, i.e. tribal/regional chiefs 
and the elite, in the middle and second 
half of the 2nd millennium BC.

Most members of the society, farmers 
and stock-breeders who did not have ex
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ceptional riches and power, were buried in 
burials much less monumental than bar- 
rows, i.e. cemeteries. Their graves were 
not as elaborately arranged, while the bur
ial items are much more modest and even 
non-metal.

Thus on the basis of burial types, at least 
two or three hierarchical layers of the so
ciety can be identified, i.e. the “ruling” 
layer, comprising chiefs and the elite, and 
the communal, comprising farmers and 
stock-breeders. People buried in the cem
eteries, or even in the settlements with
out burial goods, or with a very few non- 
metal items, may belong to the category of 
“dependants”.

After the introduction of cremation prac
tices in the region, not very many burial 
items were found. Nevertheless, the differ
ences in burial types and even the limited 
burial items remain. In addition, the quality 
of the urns, the arrangement of graves and 
other features are also different.

Artefacts

The quality and quantity of artefacts re
flect social differences. Artefacts had their 
meanings and active functions. Artefacts 
can be assessed not only in the light of 
quantity and quality, but also on the basis 
of their value, origin, function, accessibil
ity and other features.

The analysis of finds from the social 
point of view must have a specific meth
odology. In this aspect, the specifics of 
the East Baltic Bronze Age lies in the fact 
that bronze finds are relatively rare. In the 
course of the whole period, stone and bone 
artefacts prevail. Nevertheless, the situa
tion in some micro-regions is conspicu
ously different. Thus, bronze artefacts in 
the region under consideration were rare, 
truly valuable and intended only for ex
ceptional individuals. I would classify all 
the finds into items of bronze, amber and 
other materials, such as flint, stone, bone, 
antler, clay, etc. Bronze artefacts can be di

vided into imported and local ones, and 
both groups can further be divided into 
prestige and “simple” articles. Artefacts 
made of flint, stone, bone and other ma
terials can be divided into two groups, i.e. 
“copies” of metal articles and simple arti
cles made from the above-mentioned ma
terials. I believe that this classification of 
artefacts to some extent reflects certain 
social groups of the East Baltic Bronze 
Age society. What do these classifications 
imply?

(1) The first group comprises individu
als who used imported and local prestige 
artefacts of bronze, and sometimes im
ported, simpler articles. What articles were 
these? Early Bronze Age halberds, swords, 
faience and amber beads, double-edged 
Nortican type axes, daggers and some 
types of imported ornaments, etc. Finds 
of these artefacts are very scarce. In cas
es when they were found in graves, these 
were very rich and exclusively arranged 
barrow burials. The holders of these ar
tefacts were conspicuously outstanding 
members of the society. They may have 
been regional/tribal chiefs.

(2) The second group comprises indi
viduals who used bronze artefacts which 
were much simpler and “cheaper”, and 
which were most often manufactured lo
cally. These were simple flanged or socket
ed axes, spears, ornaments, etc. The hold
ers of these articles can be identified as 
the elite of the society. They include com
munal chiefs, semi-professional warriors, 
wealthy craftsmen engaged in metalwork 
processing or merchants in metal artefacts 
or amber.

(3) The third group comprises individu
als employing artefacts which were “cop
ies” of metalwork, made of flint, stone or 
bone. As they were not wealthy enough, 
and/or did not have the befitting status 
that enabled them to use metal artefacts, 
they chose to use articles imitating met
alwork. It seems, however, that they did 
have a certain “right” to use artefacts re-
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sembling the metalwork used by the elite. 
This means that they had a certain special 
status which was higher than that of the 
ordinary members of the society, but one 
rank lower than the elite. Quite a lot of 
such non-metallic imitations of metal ar
tefacts have been found. They mainly in
clude ornaments, especially pins, and also 
weapons, although working tools have 
also been found. This group of artefacts 
may have been used by a special group of 
society, perhaps chiefs of small impover
ished communities, or wealthy commu
nity members, some farmers/stock-breed- 
ers, warriors, craftsmen and merchants.

(4) The fourth and largest group of ar
tefacts includes simple flint, stone and 
bone artefacts. These finds are most com
mon. They doubtless belonged to most 
members of the community engaged in 
farming, stock-breeding, hunting, fish
ing, gathering and the manufacturing of 
“simple” articles. They may also have been 
used by individuals from the third rank of 
“dependants”.

Structure of the East Baltic 
Bronze Age society

According to Hans Bolin, Bronze Age “so
ciety” should be understood as a group of 
“families” or lineage groups sporadically 
or continually acting together very closely, 
occupying a territory and simultaneously 
producing/reproducing a common social 
structure (Bolin 1999, 43). This definition 
of society is somewhat applicable to the 
East Baltic Bronze Age society.

“Societies can be differentiated verti
cally, in terms of hierarchical levels, and 
also horizontally, in terms of the division 
of labour” (Shennan 1999, 871). In the 
East Baltic region, Bronze Age societies 
were based on kinship. According to the 
archaeological data, which mostly come 
from settlements, the small nuclear fam
ily consisted of 4 -5  members (Lang 1996,

619; Vasks 1994,120). A group of kindred 
families comprised a community, and a 
few communities comprised a tribe, the 
chiefs of which had control over a certain 
territory, including settlements, burial 
grounds (cemeteries), forests, rivers/lakes, 
fields, ritual places, etc.

In as early as the beginning of the Bronze 
Age, society was non-egalitarian, complex 
and ranked. As witnessed by the archaeo
logical data, the society already had excep
tional individuals, or chiefs, and an aris
ing elite. The majority of people, i.e. the 
ordinary members of the society, engaged 
in farming, stock-breeding and hunting/ 
gathering. Hierarchical layers, however, 
had not yet developed.

Hierarchical layers in the society arose 
in the second half of the 2nd millennium 
BC, following the appearance of fortified 
settlements, burials of chiefs and the elite 
in barrows, and the increase of imported 
prestige artefacts as well as the growing 
local manufacture of bronze and prestige 
articles.

One can agree with Langs statement that 
in the Late Bronze Age,"... the social struc
ture had three hierarchic layers: the chief 
or king with his/her lineage at the top, free 
farmers in the middle and dependants at 
the bottom” (Lang 1996, 620). One could 
call the first hierarchical layer the “ruling”, 
or chief and elite families' layer, the sec
ond layer of the society -  the communal, 
or farmers/stock-breeders’ layer, and the 
third -  the dependants layer”. Each layer 
consists of sub-layers.

The “ruling” layer consisted of several 
sub-layers. The society was headed by the 
chief of the region/tribe. He lived in a for
tified settlement with his family. His bur
ial was exclusive, arranged in a huge Ran
tau-type barrow, furnished with abundant 
metalwork burial items, both imported 
and prestigious local ones. He was most 
likely not only a political and military, but 
also a religious leader who to a certain ex
tent controlled economic activities in the
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region (interregional exchange of metal 
artefacts and amber as well as the process
ing of metal. He had a platoon of semi- 
professional warriors with whose help he 
secured control of the ordinary members 
of the society -  farmers and stock-breed
ers. One rank lower was the tribal elite, 
consisting of communal chiefs, semi-pro
fessional warriors, traders of metalwork, 
amber and other artefacts, as well as crafts
men who specialised in metal articles.

The second and most numerous commu
nal layer included farmers and stock-breed
ers. They were more or less wealthy. For 
most farmers and stock-breeders, hunting, 
gathering or fishing was not less important.

The last category comprised depend
ants. These were impoverished, degrad
ed individuals who had no or almost no 
property, war prisoners, personal serv
ants, and the like.

Conclusions

In the Late Neolithic, i.e. the 3rd millenni
um BC, the material remains of the East 
Baltic region display changes indicating 
the emergence of inequality in personal 
status. The transition from a simple, egali
tarian society to non-egalitarian, complex 
societies began. At the end of the Neo
lithic, a differentiated complex society, 
which can be called a rank-based society, 
was formed. High-status individuals, who 
used exclusive imported and expensive lo
cal personal items corresponding to their 
high status (especially weapons and orna
ments), stand out in the society. They were 
buried in exclusive burials, i.e. barrows. 
These outstanding individuals controlled 
the sources of raw material (amber), ex
traction, production and trade. They took 
part in inter-regional exchange. They must 
have been the political, military and reli
gious leaders of the society, who also had

a certain control over the economy.
In the beginning of the Bronze Age, i.e. in 

the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC, 
imported bronze artefacts, including axes, 
daggers, halberds and other especially ex
pensive and prestigious articles appeared in 
the East Baltic region. Single barrows with 
rich burial items arose. This shows that 
some members of the society had become 
very wealthy and acquired an exceptionally 
high status and power prior to the appear
ance of metal artefacts. It was more from so
cial than economic causes that metal arte
facts appeared in the region.

The emergence of metalwork in the re
gion considerably accelerated differentia
tion within the society. This differentia
tion increased even further due to trade in 
metal artefacts, the manufacturing of met
al articles and economic growth.

The second half of the 2nd millennium 
BC witnessed the appearance of fortified 
settlements -  regional centres and very 
rich burials, attesting to the presence of 
regional/tribal chiefs. The trade in metal 
artefacts and amber grew, as did the man
ufacturing of local metal artefacts, includ
ing prestige items. Due to the influence of 
the central European Tumulus Culture, 
economic growth, communal differentia
tion and the increase and concentration 
of wealth and power, the sub-layer of the 
elite was formed. This comprised com
munal chiefs, semi-professional warriors, 
metal and amber merchants and crafts
men specialised in metalwork. Regional 
chiefs partly controlled quite a large ter
ritory and members of the society from 
fortified settlements -  tribal/regional 
centres where the trade and manufactur
ing of metal artefacts was concentrated. 
A hierarchic, low-level centralised and 
stratified society was formed. It had three 
major layers: the “rulers” (chiefs and the 
elite), “communal” members (farmers and 
stock-breeders) and “dependants”.
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Archaeological studies of 
past societies: the varieties 
of social archaeology

Already more than 30 years have passed 
since David Clarke (1973) announced, in 
a very influential article, “the loss of inno
cence” of archaeology. And despite the still 
widely retained image of archaeology as a 
science of digging, today archaeology has 
become more complex (some have even 
labelled it a megascience; see Bogucki 
1999), so that archaeological excavation is 
no longer regarded as the only or favoured 
part of archaeological research. A very im
portant new development in archaeology 
during recent decades has been the in
creasing role of interpretations of and re
flections on material culture, based both 
on scientific methods and approaches de
veloped from humanitarian and social 
theory.

Although there is a long history of so

cial reconstructions of past societies, the 
thorough archaeological investigation of 
questions such as social organisation, so
cial status, etc., with extensive use of ex
change models, settlement patterns and 
burial analyses, for example, began in Eu
rope, and especially in America, with the 
rise of New or processual archaeology in 
the 1960s-1970s. Some decades later, in 
the late 1980s and 1990s, the processual 
approach was discussed by the advocates 
of post-processual archaeology, who, un
der the influence of contemporary social 
theory, included questions of agency, so
cial action, ideology, gender and also pow
er in the archaeological agenda of West
ern archaeology. It should, however, be 
noted that due to the development of the 
Marxist approach since the 1930s in the 
Soviet Union and later also in Eastern Eu
rope, archaeological studies approached 
the interpretation of changes in societies 
and material culture using the socio-eco-
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nomie criteria of Marxism. Therefore this 
Marxist but dogmatic archaeology might 
be considered the first explicit applica
tion of social methodology in archaeol
ogy, although the understandings of so
ciety and power were developed within 
the framework of this particular ideology. 
Thus, since the 1960s-1970s, three main 
traditions of archaeological research can 
be distinguished in Europe, which apply 
different approaches to the study of past 
societies: Anglo-American and Western 
European (partly overlapping with proc- 
essual and post-processual archaeologies), 
Central and Southern European (which 
retain the cultural-historical approach 
that originated in the early 20th century) 
and Eastern European (including Soviet 
Marxist and post-Soviet archaeologies).

The influence of processual archaeology 
on later studies of social questions (includ
ing those rejecting this approach) cannot 
be overestimated. Much criticism was 
subsequently directed at this approach, 
but nevertheless it was the first time in ar
chaeology when particular attention was 
paid to issues relating to social develop
ments, and much of the methodology and 
terminology developed within this frame
work may still be, and indeed is, used in 
contemporary European archaeologies. 
Processual archaeology was very anthro
pological (Lewis Binford, probably the 
most active proponent of New Archae
ology, stated that archaeology should be 
treated as anthropology; see Binford 1962) 
and explicitly evolutionary. Very detailed, 
albeit static and generalised, schemes and 
models of social development towards the 
state were elaborated. Among the most 
common models, widely used in archaeol
ogy, was that of American anthropologist 
Elman Service (1962; 1975), formulated in 
the 1960s and 1970s, which distinguishes 
four stages in social evolution -  the group 
or band (characteristic of hunter-gather
ers living in small-scale mobile societies 
and not possessing governmental fea

tures, so the groups are not integrated into 
any larger political organisation); the tribe 
(emerging along with the establishment 
of a food-producing society, containing a 
larger number of members of local soci
eties, with permanent and politically au
tonomous settlements as the basis of the 
settlement pattern, and with personal, not 
formal rulership); chiefdoms (settlements 
lose their autonomy and are integrated 
into a larger political system with a hierar
chical and formalised organisation ruled 
by chiefs with real power and authority) 
and early states (due to the institutional
isation of power, centralisation of power 
and hierarchisation developed). In this as 
well as in other evolutionary models (for 
example, Fried 1967; Friedman & Row
lands 1977; Gibson & Geselowitz 1988; 
Johnson & Earle 1987; Sanders & Webster 
1978), the trajectories of the development 
of societies were viewed in the light of 
progress due to gradual transformations 
from simple to more complex forms of so
cial organisation.

Criticism of evolutionary thought at
tracted increasing attention in the last 
decades of the 20th century, partly also re
viving the ideas of American anthropol
ogist Franz Boas, expressed in the early 
part of the century, on the importance of 
cultural relativism and historical partic
ularism. Thus, considering social evolu
tion as a myth, Anthony Giddens stressed 
that human history cannot be viewed as 
evolution (Gidenss 1999). The criticism 
of social evolution was directed towards 
the decreased role of particular histori
cal development, which in evolutionary 
schemes had been replaced by general 
criteria, the ignoring of diffusionism and 
the role of individuals and historical co
incidences. Thus, instead of cross-cultural 
generalisations and similarities, this ap
proach stressed the specific features and 
unique character of cultures. Also, a turn 
towards social theory (mainly to the cul
tural studies of Michel Foucault, particu
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larly Foucault 1977; 1980) led to the rise of 
questions concerning power as the central 
theme in social analyses. Alongside the 
topicality of power, new perspectives on 
the archaeological understanding of past 
societies and the interpretation of mate
rial culture were opened up through vari
ous sociological and anthropological ap
proaches, such as the structuration theory 
and agency of Giddens, the interpretation 
of social status and authority put forward 
by Max Weber, gender theories, the col
lective and individual action and habitus 
construct of Pierre Bourdieu, etc. These 
new theories and methods in post-proc- 
essual archaeology were mainly applied in 
studies of the Neolithic (see, for example, 
Barrett 1994; Hodder 1990; Thomas 1991; 
1996) while, for example, the Marxist and 
Structural-Marxist approach dominated 
analyses of the Bronze Age archaeologi
cal evidence (see, for example, Kristiansen 
1998; Sherratt 1993), and discussions on 
Iron Age and medieval archaeology only 
rarely involved theoretical standpoints 
(but see Hedeager 1992). Thus not all ar
chaeological periods have attracted equal 
attention from the theoretically orientated 
archaeologists, but contemporary archae
ology is nevertheless enriched by these 
new humanitarian perspectives and by the 
retention of the achievements of processu- 
al positivism and evolutionism, including 
a large variety of approaches and theoreti
cal tools that have also changed our view 
of the social organisation of past societies. 
Such a synthesis of different approaches 
might be used and is very welcome in dis
cussions of the material culture of differ
ent ages, since today we have some time 
distance that permits us to recognise and 
avoid the various shortcomings of what 
were previously opposing points of view.

Besides theoretical and critical think
ing, however, contemporary archaeology 
needs material culture to raise discussions 
on prehistoric, medieval or post-medi
eval topics (and material culture is in an

indirect way also involved in the historio
graphic discussion of the development of 
archaeological thought, so there is no way 
of doing without material culture). Like 
other studies, discussions of topics relat
ing to social organisation, status, power, 
gender, central sites, etc., might be devel
oped on the basis of a wide range of ar
chaeological evidence, obtained preferably 
from well-surveyed types of archaeologi
cal sites or from extensively researched 
(excavated) sites. In actual fact, it is the 
burial grounds and living sites and struc
tures, and the artefacts recovered from 
them, that are the basic source material 
for social studies in archaeology (in dis
cussions of some social questions, other 
types of archaeological sites are also very 
important, such as field systems, cult sites, 
hoards and deposits, fortifications, etc.). 
Thus living sites are a valuable source for 
calculating the number of local communi
ties, the dynamics of demographic proc
esses, the reconstruction of the organisa
tion of the settlement pattern and social 
space, and the distinction of central sites/ 
areas. Cemeteries represent a very widely 
used source in social archaeology, despite 
the many unsolvable questions relating to 
their origins, representativity and structu
ration. However, that section of evidence 
uncovered in cemeteries (including the 
organisation of the cemetery, the location 
of burials and grave goods) is important 
enough to be used in studying both hori
zontal and vertical social relationships in 
particular communities. Thus it is only 
the interpretative combination of all types 
of evidence that permits a more complete 
(although never total) picture of the struc
ture of past communities and the actions 
of past individuals.
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Social and political 
structures of Late Iron Age 
societies in the territory 
of present-day Latvia: a 
historiographic background

The last centuries of prehistory in what 
is today Latvia (from the 9th to the end 
of the 12th century, corresponding to the 
Late Iron Age in Latvian archaeologi
cal periodisation) may undoubtedly be 
considered the best-researched period 
of Latvian prehistory in archaeological 
terms, due to the number of extensive ar
chaeological excavations. It is especially 
eastern Latvia (the present-day regions of 
Vidzeme, Latgale and Augšzeme, which 
in later prehistory were mostly inhabited 
by certain ethnic groups, the Latgallians, 
Selonians and Livs, associated with areas 
of particular material culture on the ba
sis of later written records) that has been 
more extensively surveyed and investigat
ed, and the archaeological sites here have 
been excavated on a larger scale than in 
other regions. Thus the evidence of mate
rial culture obtained from these centuries 
provides major opportunities for attempts 
at interpreting social dynamics. However, 
material culture has its limits too, since it 
does not contain information about verbal 
communication. Thus an individual with 
material culture of supposedly low social 
rank may in reality belong to the upper 
stratum of society.

Up to the present day, the constitution 
of societies, political structures and pow
er relations in later prehistory cannot be 
included among the widely analysed and 
discussed topics in Latvian archaeolo
gy. Rather, the opposite is true: the study 
of these questions was until recently ne
glected, and answers to questions con
cerning social and political structures 
were replaced with general assumptions 
or cliches (for a survey of social archaeol
ogy in Latvia, see Sne 1999). Accordingly, 
certain stereotypes may still be found as

relics of previous research in contempo
rary studies. Among the most common 
and at the same time also very stable as
sumptions is the idea of the presence of a 
stratified society and state organisation in 
the present territory of Latvia, mainly in 
eastern Latvia, in the last centuries of the 
Late Iron Age, and therefore in this article 
attention will be focussed on this region. 
The origins of this presupposition go back 
to the research tradition of the cultural- 
historical approach, which played a very 
important role in the emergence and for
mation of Latvian archaeology.

The development of Latvian archaeol
ogy reflected the tendencies of the cul
tural-historical approach ever since the 
emergence of archaeology in the middle 
of the 19th century, and up to the middle 
of the 20th century. Due to this, primary 
attention was paid to artefactual studies 
and problems of ethnic history. In fact, 
the first scientific discussion in the 1840s- 
1850s among certain Baltic German ar
chaeologists and historians concerning 
the burials found in Aizkraukle cemetery 
involved the ethnic affiliation of these bur
ials: whether they were Varangians or lo
cal people -  the Livs (Bähr 1850; Kruse 
1842). Working within the framework of 
cultural-historical archaeology, the Baltic 
German archaeologists of the second half 
of the 19th century and the early 20th cen
tury did not deal much with social inter
pretations, so generally the Baltic German 
researchers can rather be regarded as anti
quarians. Partly similarly, partly different
ly, but still within the same tradition, the 
first Latvian historians and archaeologists 
of the late 19th century and later also those 
of the first Republic of Latvia retained a 
very idealistic view of the pre-Crusade so
cieties, emphasizing their high level of de
velopment.

As the consequence of the political 
changes in 1918 resulted in the establish
ment of an independent state, the neces
sity of re-writing the history of Latvia was
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recognised. This re-writing was done in 
a national vein, but little can be revealed 
about social questions relating to prehis
toric societies. Thus, for example, in the 
first general overview of Latvian archae
ology published in 1926 under the editor
ship of Francis Balodis, we find no char
acterisation of prehistoric societies. Only 
describing the culture of the Late Iron Age, 
Balodis outlines some general features of 
these societies, stressing their democrat
ic organisation. Thus, in his view, every 
Latvian was a freeman, and all the people 
were equal both in terms of wealth and so
cial rank. They were governed by wise rul
ers, an aristocracy called the labiesu who 
owned larger fields and castles and exer
cised power; these were also the leaders of 
military retinues (Balodis 1926, 80-81). 
Concerning the political structures of late 
prehistoric societies, dominant in this and 
other publications of the interwar period 
(i.e. the 1920s and 1930s) was the view 
that state organisation had existed. Cer
tain more detailed attempts to reconstruct 
the social and political organisation of so
cieties in prehistoric Latvia were made by 
the distinguished Latvian historian Arveds 
Švābe in the 1920s-1930s, but these were 
based on evidence from folklore and me
dieval written sources (Švābe 1921; 1956). 
Švābe, like Balodis, followed the intellec
tual atmosphere of those years in recog
nising the existence of states in Latgallian 
societies, with inherited power held by a 
ruler/king. They distinguished Jersika as 
the main state, while two other formations, 
Koknese and Tālava, were considered to 
be some kind of buffer states formed by 
the King of Jersika with the support of the 
princes of the Russian principality Polotsk 
(Balodis 1936; Švābe 1936).

In the middle of the 20th century, due to 
political changes and the Soviet occupa
tion, the explanation of the development of 
prehistoric societies was set within a dog
matic Marxist framework. Thus in Latvian 
archaeology Marxist archaeology was the

first social archaeology, since prehistoric 
transformations were now explicitly con
nected with the relations between produc
tion and social questions. It was a study by 
the famous Estonian archaeologist Harri 
Moora (1952) on primitive and early me
dieval society in Latvia that became the 
cornerstone of Soviet Latvian archaeolog
ical theory and interpretations. The study 
by Moora actually represents the first ap
plication of the Marxist approach in Latvi
an archaeology and prehistory, arranging 
the archaeological evidence according to 
the different stages of social development. 
Thus, the Mesolithic and Neolithic was the 
period of the matriarchal kin community; 
the late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age 
saw the transition to the patriarchal kin 
community; the Late Bronze Age and the 
beginning of the Early Iron Age represent
ed a patriarchal kin society; the Early Iron 
Age saw the disintegration of the kin com
munity and the formation of a territorial 
community; the Middle Iron Age is char
acterised by the transition to a class soci
ety; and the Late Iron Age saw the emer
gence of feudal relationships. This scheme 
of prehistoric socio-economic and po
litical development elaborated by Moora 
became the dogma and axiom in archae
ology, repeated in every scientific mono
graph, as well as in general overviews of 
Latvian history. Unfortunately, we must 
recognise that the influence of this fossil 
scheme can still be felt in contemporary 
Latvian archaeology (see, for example, 
Mugurēvičs & Vasks 2001).

The Marxist methodology of the study 
of social organisation (like the scheme of 
Moora, later likewise very often repeated) 
originated in the social analysis of Nukšas 
cemetery by Elvira Šņore (Shnore 1957, 
40-47). Šņore, in her research on this Late 
Iron Age Latgallian cemetery, made an at
tempt to reconstruct the social structure 
of society on the basis of the uncovered 
graves. Four social groups were distin
guished, which were retrospectively con
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nected with different social strata and 
positions mentioned in the 13th centu
ry Heinrici Chronicon. The first category 
consisted of elders of villages and lands, 
reflected in male burials with rich grave 
goods, including decorated coats and 
headdresses, a large number of weapons 
(a sword, 1-2 spears, an axe), armbands, 
fibulae and finger-rings. The second cat
egory consisted of male burials with ex
pressly military grave goods, who were 
accordingly regarded as members of reti
nues and/or noblemen, their political sta
tus being very close to that of the elders. 
The largest was the third group of burials, 
those of the free peasants of the territori
al community. They were provided with a 
less rich grave inventory, consisting sim
ply of an axe, a knife, a penannular brooch 
and sometimes also a spear, an armband 
and/or a ring. It was considered that these 
people participated in popular assemblies, 
bore arms and formed a peoples army. 
The last group represented servants, gen
erally buried only with a knife. These were 
unfree people like slaves. The social mod
el of late prehistoric society was based on 
218 burials from the 9th to 12th century ex
cavated in the cemetery. As a matter of 
fact, there were only 20 burials from the 
8th/9lh_9th century, 84 burials from the 9th/ 
10th-1 0 th century, 81 graves were dated to 
the 10th/11th- 11th century and only six bur
ials represented the 11th/12th-1 2 th century. 
Thus the model was created on the basis 
of the 10th—11th century burials, not taking 
into account the chronological dimension 
of social development. Also, the commu
nity (-ies) using Nukšas cemetery was not 
large at all; it has been calculated that the 
average number of members of this hypo
thetical Nukšas community was about lb -  
24 people per generation, i.e. only a few 
households (Šnē 2002, 187).

Thus the Marxist approach, based on 
evolutionary thought, involved a search 
for the gradual development of social 
complexity towards state societies and

viewed primitive society, as it was called, 
as a sequence of different stages of social 
evolution. In Soviet historiography, the 
emergence of states and the development 
of feudal society in the present territory 
of Latvia, mostly in the Latgallian lands, 
was regarded as having taken place in the 
10lh— 12th centuries. And in accordance 
with the generally expressed ideologised 
view, which stressed the importance of 
eastwards contacts and denied the role of 
western influences, the emergence of feu
dal relationships was connected with the 
direct positive influence of the Russians, 
so that these political structures were held 
to have been formed according to the ex
ample of the Russian principalities (as ex
amples, in addition to many others, we 
may mention Auns 1982; Moora 1952; 
Mugurevich 1965; Zutis 1948). Some re
searchers considered these state-like for
mations as they were called in the Sovi
et tradition, to be the outposts of Russian 
principalities and ruled by the Russian 
princes, regarding their centres as Rus
sian settlements (for example, see: Kol- 
chin 1985).

The so-called Third National Revival of 
the late 1980s and the re-establishment of 
the independent Republic of Latvia stim
ulated attempts to escape the ideological 
framework of Marxism in the social and 
humanitarian sciences, including histo
ry and archaeology. The study of social 
questions became topical in Latvian ar
chaeology and, starting from the middle 
of the 1990s, several archaeologists and 
historians have devoted attention to vari
ous questions relating to the socio-politi
cal development of prehistoric societies. 
In 1992, the first critical article was pub
lished on the socio-political organisation 
of the Gauja Livs around the turn of the 
13th century (Ābelnieks 1992), and this 
was the first attempt to break with the pre
vious tradition and the social model es
tablished by Moora. Since the middle of 
1990s, certain new research topics such
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as social space (Bērziņš 1997; Šnē 2000a), 
early towns (Caune 1992; Radiņš 2002; 
Šnē 2000a; Zemītis 1993), sources of pow
er (Šnē 2000b), social symbols (Zemītis 
1994; 1995; 2002), etc., as well as some 
contemporary terminology, have been in
troduced in Latvian archaeology (for dis
cussions of social terminology, see Vasks 
1994; Vasks et ai. 1997). Thus, among the 
newly-coined terms is the Latvian ver
sion of the term chiefdoirf -  vadonības 
sabiedrības. The use and application of 
this Western term might raise doubts as to 
its usefulness, but we must recognise that 
the use of such general terms for charac
terising social development from the Ear
ly Bronze Age to the Late Iron Age are use
ful only in order to place the material in 
some general framework on the basis of 
certain cross-cultural similarities. When 
the discussion proceeds further, with con
sideration of how society was constitut
ed, how it worked and lived, then general 
terms will not be sufficient. Thus, the es
tablishment of the framework forms the 
beginning of the study, but not the end 
and the conclusion. Accordingly, there is 
no necessity to invent new terms along
side those that have already been invented 
and used. Nevertheless, with regard to the 
understanding and interpretation of so
cio-political circumstances and their de
velopment, not very many new features 
were introduced, and generally the study 
of questions relating to power is not yet 
common in Latvian archaeology. Actually, 
most of the current research in Latvian ar
chaeology concerning social questions in 
past societies reflects the ideas and influ
ence of the approach of process ual archae
ology, while many interpretations are also 
being developed in the way they were stat
ed during previous decades.

These previously undiscussed questions 
of social development in prehistory have 
also been raised in archaeological studies 
in the other Baltic countries. Thus, in the 
last decade, the socio-political organisa

tion of prehistoric societies has attracted 
attention among Estonian archaeologists. 
On the basis of a wide range of Western 
theoretical archaeological literature, but 
under the very strong influence of the 
structuralists, Priit Ligi (1995) created a 
model of the development of societies in 
Estonia in the Late Bronze Age and Iron 
Age, a period which lasted 2000 years. He 
distinguished several phases of social con
solidation and legitimisation of power, 
succeeding one another in societies with 
increasingly complex social organisation. 
Contrary to the previous views, which 
emphasised economic development (but 
which in modified form had nevertheless 
survived in archaeology also), he stressed 
the ideological aspect as the primary 
source of transformations in the material 
world. Other Estonian archaeologists have 
also considered that the socio-political or
ganisation of late prehistoric societies has 
so far been understated. Marika Mägi has 
very actively defended the idea of higher 
social stratification than previously as
sumed on Saaremaa, with increasing strat
ification from the 10th century onwards 
and the emergence of political centres on 
the island, as on Gotland (see, for exam
ple, Mägi 2002). At the same time, Valter 
Lang (2002) has studied territories of pow
er and has recognised a two-level hierar
chy of power (hillfort power territories, 
consisting of several vakuses mentioned 
in the early 13lh century written sources) 
in northern Estonia, which allowed him 
to speak of early feudal relations prior to 
conquest. He also suggests that the situ
ation would have been similar in other 
parts of Estonia and in Latvia. Thus, so
cial studies in Estonian archaeology have 
generally been influenced by various ap
proaches in Western social archaeology 
(contrary to the situation in Latvian ar
chaeological thinking), looking for social
ly stratified societies and the emergence of 
feudal power before the Crusades, while 
in Latvian archaeology similar but previ
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ously held beliefs have been retained.
Thus these are the questions concern

ing power structures and the existence of 
states in later prehistory, in the centuries 
before the Crusades, which have been the 
focus of some archaeological debate in 
Baltic archaeology. The predominant view 
among contemporary historians and ar
chaeologists in Latvia is that Jersika and 
Koknese were states of the indigenous 
people, the Latgallians, under the rule of 
local kings, although they were depend
ent as vassals on Polotsk (Vilcāne 1997, 
6-7). This, essentially, is the same opin
ion as expressed 50 years ago by Moora. 
Nevertheless, in the studies published in 
recent years, the development of prehis
toric societies in Latvia has been seen as 
a straightforward and progressive evolu
tionary trajectory ending with the emer
gence of the states at the end of prehistory 
(states are seen as having existed among 
both the Couronians and the Latgallians) 
(Mugurēvičs & Vasks 2001; Vasks et ai. 
1997). Actually, the idea of the presence 
of states (or state-like formations) in Lat- 
gallian societies was borrowed from the 
previous tradition of national archaeology 
that existed before the Second World War, 
while also showing remnants of the Soviet 
tradition. This question was so politically 
and ideologically important that even the 
representatives of different political views 
have expressed essentially similar views 
on socio-political organisation in later 
prehistory, assuming the presence of the 
states there. The only difference was that 
of purpose: pre-war national archaeology 
used this idea to strengthen national iden
tity and pride, while Marxist archaeology 
tried in this way to prove the formation of 
feudal relations and a class society. This 
idea, mainly based on medieval written 
sources, had already long since become 
a myth reflected in studies by both pro
fessional specialists and non-professional 
enthusiasts. A crucial role was played here 
by the Heinrici Chronicon, written in the

early 13th century under the conditions 
of the Crusades. The critical study of ar
chaeological remains, however, and both 
evidence and contemporary archaeologi
cal methodology and theory allow us to 
create and put forward quite a different 
picture of the socio-political development 
and constitution of Latgallian and other 
societies.

Late prehistoric societies in 
eastern Latvia: chiefdoms 
or early states?

The general anthropological and archaeo
logical evolutionary schemes of social ev
olution have described complex societies 
as chiefdoms and early states. O f course, 
these very general terms do not describe 
social relations in practice, so they can 
only be used as a point of departure and 
a general framework that must be fol
lowed through investigation of the way 
in which societies existed. Nevertheless, 
these terms provide a framework allow
ing the researcher (and also the reader of 
social studies) to orientate himself/herself 
both in the social trajectories of past so
cieties and in the criteria for interpreting 
material culture.

The understanding of the term ‘chief- 
doni has changed a great deal since it was 
invented and introduced in Western an
thropological and later archaeological lit
erature in the middle of the last century 
(see Yoffee 1993, 60-63). Some research
ers have included chiefdoms among in
termediate societies (Arnold 1996), while 
others have considered them to be a kind 
of tribal form of social organisation (He- 
deager 1992; Kristiansen 1991; 1998). 
Overall, this term is widely used to char
acterise a very broad range of societies 
somewhere between segmentary socie
ties and early states, and this very broad 
range has led to very different classifica
tions of chiefdoms (see Earle 1991; 1997,
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209-210). In these evolutionary schemes, 
the chiefdom is used as a description for 
complex pre-state and pre-industrial soci
eties that are regional polities with a pres
tige goods economy, monumental build
ings, redistribution, a political hierarchy 
of sites and persons, economic specialisa
tion, a high level of production and oth
er characteristic features. During recent 
decades, one can trace a transition from 
economic to administrative and decision
making elements in the characterisation 
of chiefdoms. Nevertheless, the main fea
tures of chiefdoms are defined on the basis 
of kin-based social and political structures 
and the personal character of the power 
of the political leaders, who can achieve 
a higher social and political position in 
the community due to particular person
al skills. These leaders were considered to 
be primus inter pares, and the commoners 
had the option of not following their rules 
and demands.

The relationship between chiefdoms 
and early states has been understood quite 
variously, stressing the similarities in the 
social dynamics of these two kinds of soci
eties or, on the contrary, emphasising the 
crucial differences between these kinds 
of social and political organisation. Some 
decades ago, on the basis of world-wide 
comparative studies, a group of features 
were singled out that were held to be char
acteristic of early states, such as a sufficient 
population to provide social stratification 
(involving at least three social strata) and 
economic specialisation, centralised gov
ernment with the power to maintain rules 
with the help of authority, military force 
or threats, independence from the state 
territory, production providing a regu
lar surplus used to maintain state institu
tions, and a collective ideology that legit
imises the ruling power (Claessen 1978). 
Above all, however, the emergence of the 
state is characterised by the institutionali
sation of power, inequality in the access to 
resources and the decreasing importance

of kin ties, replaced by territorial and po
litical relations among the representatives 
of the state. Thus the formation of the state 
cannot be regarded as the intentional and 
wishful aim or target of any society. This 
is actually the most essential transforma
tion from a kin-based society to a society 
with institutionalised government. In ad
dition, this transformation is not a long- 
lasting process, although various circum
stances and preconditions may prepare 
the groundwork for the formation of a 
state society even over a period of several 
centuries. The transition from a pre-state 
kind of social and political organisation 
to the state (always taking into account 
and keeping in mind the limitations of 
such general terms!) is quite brief, and 
might end successfully with the creation 
of state structures or it may equally likely 
fail, and then society returns to the previ
ous model of organisation, or even a sim
pler one. It is also possible that this tran
sition never occurs, and societies remain 
in self-sustaining existence in a chiefdom 
organisation, for example. In any case, it is 
not acceptable to try to find and identify 
state organisation at the end of prehistory 
as if they had gradually followed on from 
the chiefdoms. Rather, societies fluctuat
ed continually in terms of social dynam
ics. Chiefdoms may form a strong alterna
tive developmental trajectory, which may 
not involve a transition into states. Thus 
chiefdoms and states should instead be re
garded as forms that are equal and able to 
coexist, at the same time avoiding placing 
them into stadial sequences.

During recent decades, archaeologists 
and anthropologists have worked hard 
to establish various criteria for recognis
ing particular types of social organisation 
on the basis of material culture. Features 
have been found that are characteristic 
of different social and political structures 
and positions in settlement patterns and 
structures, grave inventories, the structure 
of the sites of economic activities, etc. In
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the late prehistoric societies on the territo
ry of present-day Latvia, social status and 
power positions are evidenced by materi
al from living sites and cemeteries, since 
other kinds of archaeological sites have 
been either poorly surveyed or rarely sub
jected to research.

Social structures and relations are real
ised only in the spatial dimension and vice 
versa; control over space lies at the centre 
of social power. Thus, the relations be
tween space and society are closely linked, 
reflexive and mutually dependent. Spatial 
organisation reflects social organisation 
and social relations; it also regulates social 
relations by forming the space for human 
existence (for a theoretical discussion of 
social space see Gron 1991; Hillier & Han
son 1984). Analyses of social space con
sider the presence or absence of particu
lar social areas, as well as areas used for 
different activities, public improvements, 
the proportion of different buildings, the 
distribution of buildings and their layout, 
access to buildings, the proportion of built 
and non-built areas, etc. (Chapman 1990; 
1991; Hamerow 1995).

On the territorial level, the study of so
cial space is connected with the identifica
tion of centres (or rather central areas) and 
their hinterland. Concerning late prehis
toric Latvia, hillforts are very often viewed 
as centres. In prehistoric Latvia, hillforts 
were the main and most important defen
sive structures. The emergence and rise 
of hillforts was already closely connected 
with warfare and militarism during the 
Bronze Age, while during later prehistory 
these sites would have also had different 
meanings. The existence of hillforts cannot 
be reduced only to their military aspects. 
Impressive fortification is more a feature 
of military weakness than of power, while 
at the same time also a symbol of prosper
ity. At the beginning of the Late Iron Age, 
impressive rebuilding and extension work 
was organised at many hillforts and set
tlements, including the strengthening or

construction of fortifications, the exten
sion of hillfort plateaux, etc. Thus at sev
eral hillforts, the fortification system con
sisted of more than two (up to four or five) 
banks and ditches. However, it should be 
remarked that the only difference between 
hillforts and settlements lies in the geo
graphical location and impressive fortifi
cations of the hillforts; otherwise the two 
kinds of sites are similar, and both could 
have served as centres for some particular 
function.

Intrasite spatial organisation at late pre
historic dwelling sites in eastern Latvia 
is quite difficult to study, since the struc
tures are often not preserved, or else have 
been disturbed or destroyed by later re
building or medieval activities. One can 
observe a tendency towards the increas
ing density of buildings on hillforts near 
the end of the study period, so that by the 
end of the Late Iron Age, buildings were 
usually also situated in the central areas of 
hillfort plateaux (for example Daugmale 
Hillfort). An intensive, but not so dense 
layout of buildings is also visible in the 
settlements where there was no shortage 
of open space. Thus in Laukskola settle
ment, which covers about 5 hectares, the 
buildings were located in several (four or 
five) groups along the banks of the River 
Daugava, with a distance of 8 -10  metres 
between them. About two or three such 
groups of buildings, consisting of up to 50 
houses, including both dwellings and out
buildings were in simultaneous use. Over 
the centuries, a slight restructuring of 
space can be observed, since the inhabit
ed area shifted eastwards at the end of the 
Late Iron Age (Zarina 1973).

The size and appearance of buildings is 
determined by both economic and social 
factors. The sizes of houses were similar 
in all of the settlements of the Livs or the 
Latgallians, generally varying from 15-22 
m2 (2 -4  X 3 -5  metres; see Šnē 2002, tab. 
2). Thus no major differences can be seen 
in terms of the size, appearance, function-
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al separation, etc., of buildings on differ
ent sites, as well as within sites. (It should 
be noted that the only exception among 
building remains in late prehistoric Latvia 
is a building uncovered on Tanlskalns 
Hillfort with an area of more than 230 m2 
(Balodis et al. 1928), but this is probably a 
question of faulty methodology). Thus the 
construction of social space reflects the 
relatively egalitarian society that existed 
during later prehistory, changing slightly 
in the 11th-1 2 th centuries towards a more 
complex organisation. It is impossible, 
however, to detect any social group of par
ticular status manifested in the spatial di
mension.

The absence of hierarchical spatial or
ganisation does not necessarily mean the 
absence of social leadership, so this evi
dence must be viewed in conjunction 
with the material obtained from burials. 
The obvious and quite banal statement 
that the deceased cannot bury themselves 
should be the starting point in the inter
pretation of the social context of burials 
(on the archaeology of death and burial 
see Carr 1995; Chapman et al. 1981; Pader 
1982; Parker Pearson 1999). The deceased 
is prepared for the funeral by his/her con
temporaries, taking into consideration the 
context of the death, the interests of soci
ety and the individuality of the deceased. 
Thus the funeral is a realisation of socio
political decisions, manipulating the body 
of the deceased in the interests of the com
munity. Both the social position of the de
ceased and the status of the participants 
of the funeral determine the burial ritual. 
Three levels of relations can be followed 
in burials: the social context, the way of 
life of the deceased (which at the time of 
the funeral is already past) and the ideo
logical relationships between the deceased 
and living people (Schulke 1999, 96-97). 
Although religious and social aspects 
are closely interconnected in burial rites, 
some funeral traditions are more con
cerned with one area or another. Thus, for

example, burials in the cemeteries of the 
Livs were arranged quite strictly follow
ing a north-west orientation, so this fea
ture of burials seems to be connected with 
religious aspects and tradition. The buri
als of the Latgallians show different orien
tations for male and female burials. Male 
burials are oriented eastwards, while those 
of females face westwards (of course, with 
considerable variation, but essentially dif
ferent practices are observed quite rarely, 
only in about 6-8%  of cases; Radiņš 1999, 
25, 41-42). Thus this feature of burials 
seems to be connected with religious as
pects and tradition, and may only have 
been connected with gender differences in 
particular cases. Similar conclusions apply 
to the grave layout, which in late prehis
toric cemeteries is quite uniform.

From the perspective of social inequal
ity, it seems useful to look at two elements 
of burials: the way the dead are buried and 
the composition of grave goods. The prac
tices of cremation and inhumation, as well 
as flat and barrow burials, were all in use 
during later prehistory. At the Liv cem
eteries, cremations comprise up to 1/3 of 
the burials (sometimes, particularly in the 
Gauja Liv cemeteries, the figure is higher, 
up to 50%), and they date mostly from the 
10th- 11th centuries. At Latgallian cemeter
ies, cremations are very few, usually up to 
8-10%. Judging from the artefacts found 
in the cremation graves, the proportion 
of these decreased towards the end of the 
Late Iron Age. Both cremations and inhu
mation graves can be found in flat as well 
as barrow cemeteries. It seems that, in 
view of the expenditure of time and mate
rial and the effort put into organising the 
cremation burials, they may be regarded 
as connected with some particular social 
position of the deceased and its ideolog
ical manifestation, while the barrows in
stead reflect a cultural tradition.

A great deal of attention is devoted to 
grave goods as indicators of peoples so
cial position and wealth, often to the ex
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elusion, in social studies, of other aspects 
of the burial and cemetery. Major differ
ences can be observed among burials in 
terms of grave goods, and these were in
fluenced by many different factors. The 
character of grave goods is determined, 
among other circumstances, by regional 
differences, and in contemporary research 
we must also take into account the condi
tions of preservation of the grave goods. 
It is usually the opposite poles that at
tract the attention of researchers, namely 
burials with rich grave goods and buri
als without this feature. Burials with rich 
grave goods have been interpreted quite 
variously, being regarded as indicating 
the burials of honourable and/or wealthy 
people, or as an expression of fear, so that 
people presented to the deceased the very 
best of everything, in an attempt to protect 
themselves from his or her return. Thus, 
every case probably incorporated differ
ent aspects of relations between man and 
society, but there is no rule for the inter
pretation of these burials, and both the 
symbolic value of artefacts placed in bur
ials (but which is unknown to us today) 
and the relativity of the term ‘rich burials 
(the rich burials may differ between cen
tral and peripheral cemeteries) are both 
factors to be considered. Burials without 
grave goods are also not a very widespread 
phenomenon in late prehistoric cemeter
ies in Latvia. Usually at least a knife and 
some beads were placed in the grave. For 
example, at Laukskola cemetery, only very 
few burials belong to the group of unfur
nished graves, where the burials have not 
been disturbed. Sometimes these graves 
are located in the periphery of the cem
etery. It does not seem reasonable to con
nect these graves with Christian burials 
on the basis of the assumption that buri
als of Christians would not contain (or in
clude only very few) grave goods. Rather, 
these are burials of slaves or persons who 
had lost the support of the family and end
ed their lives in solitude. Another small

group of graves is that of cenotaphs (sym
bolic burials), which occur in the present 
territory of Latvia during the Viking Age, 
so they might have had a direct connec
tion with the increasing frequency of mil
itary activities. Cenotaphs were probably 
intended as burials of people whose bod
ies had been lost due to the circumstanc
es of their death. There were also various 
reasons for arranging graves with sever
al (usually two) burials. There are many 
combinations of burials of different sexes 
and ages buried in different ways and with 
different amounts of grave goods in col
lective graves. Some of these graves might 
contain the burial of a master and a slave, 
but in some cases human sacrifice or self- 
sacrifice is also a possibility. In any case, a 
more obvious reason for burying several 
people in a common grave seems to be si
multaneous death.

Various attempts have been made to cal
culate the values of grave goods, using dif
ferent statistical methods. We must rec
ognise the identification of the burials of 
the upper social stratum as those with the 
highest number of grave goods as outdat
ed and overly simplified. Another way in 
which to examine social standing is to es
tablish groups of complexes of artefacts 
recognised in the burials (for example, 
see Solberg 1985) or the values of arte
facts (for example, see Lehtosalo-Hilan- 
der 1982, 37-44). Such approaches actu
ally identify the social position and wealth 
of the persons in society and exclude the 
influence of the society of the living in the 
organisation of the burials.

A more fruitful method in social recon
structions seems to be the approach based 
on the comparison of the NAT (number 
of artefact types) of different burials. This 
number is the sum of types of artefacts 
recognised in a burial, so it makes no dif
ference how many artefacts of any partic
ular type are represented (for the method, 
see Hedeager 1992). A shortcoming of this 
method is the necessity to use only evi-
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dence obtained from undisturbed graves, 
which, unfortunately, usually represent 
less than half of the burials in cemeteries. 
The sum of types of artefacts has been cal
culated for several well-researched Liv and 
Latgallian cemeteries (for a more detailed 
account, see Šnē 2002, 250-273). The late 
Middle Iron Age cemeteries show a socie
ty of equals that actually also continues in 
later centuries. The cemeteries of the Livs 
demonstrate a very high number of graves 
with medium NAT values, as well as the 
highest NAT figures, while at some Lat
gallian cemeteries, chronological develop
ment can be seen in manifestations of so
cial position. Thus these calculations show 
societies with a large middle-stratum and 
only certain persons deserving higher or 
also lower social position.

Although very important, it is not easy 
to distinguish material symbols indicating 
status, wealth and power. These positions 
were not identical, however, with some ar
tefacts reflecting power and status, while 
others indicated wealth and status, etc. We 
will not go into a discussion of this here, 
but it seems that among status symbols it is 
possible to consider double-edged swords, 
battle-axes and neck-rings for males, ex
change items, and certain pendants and 
brooches (see Šnē 2002, 283-334). In dif
ferent centuries, these artefacts had differ
ent meanings, and this also depended on 
the location of the site of inhabitation (as 
those sites situated close to the waterways 
had more opportunities to obtain prestige 
imported items). It seems, however, that 
the use of virtually all imported artefacts, 
or those mentioned above, was not strictly 
limited to a narrow circle of people, since 
these occur among burials with differ
ent NAT values, and not only among the 
burials with the highest NAT. Thus status 
was not institutionalised and/or inherited 
-  everybody had some possibility and/or 
opportunity to change his/her position.

Therefore the construction of social 
space at dwelling sites and social manifes

tations in burials show that late prehistoric 
societies in Latvia were largely organised 
on egalitarian principles, while differ
ences in social position and wealth were 
demonstrated by the type of burial and 
the artefacts. Individuals had to compete 
intensively for status positions and work 
hard to maintain them, since it was easy 
to lose status. Small and relatively egalitar
ian societies are, however, also open to so
cio-political changes that depend on both 
objective circumstances and subjective in
dividual agents who aim to obtain author
ity and power in different ways. Status and 
power were personal attributes; they could 
be earned as well as lost in competition. In 
addition, neither ethnic nor individual so
cial identity was of highest importance in 
prehistory; people belonged to a particu
lar family, and this was the cornerstone of 
the identity of any person, upon which he 
or she could rely. Late prehistoric socie
ties seem to have been stable and strong 
enough, and there were probably only 
particular individuals -  agents -  who at
tempted to overcome the traditional limi
tations and framework of society in order 
to obtain a position that would increase 
their power. Such attempts during the Age 
of the Crusades are described in the writ
ten sources of the 13 th century, and sever
al similar phenomena can also be recog
nised in material culture evidence from 
later prehistory.

Thus, for example, on the basis of the lo
cally-produced replicas of western Europe
an coins probably made at Daugmale Hill- 
fort (Berga 1993), it seems possible that in 
the second half of the 11th century some 
chief of Daugmale (who, of course, remains 
anonymous to us) attempted unsuccessfully 
to enlarge his individual power. In spite of 
the foreign symbols used on the coins, this 
local coinage might be regarded as an indi
cator of attempts to gain control of trade, or 
at least to control long-distance trade. Such 
control would provide some economic re
sources and a base for political ambitions.
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But the life story of these innovations was 
very short. Local and/or regional society 
and its chiefs may have interrupted the ac
tivities of this agent by a variety of means, 
which may have included burning down 
Daugmale Hillfort. (Of course, this is only 
speculation, but why not?) It is also worth 
noting that in the early 13th century the first 
written records do not distinguish any par
ticular, strong political figure in the region 
of the lower reaches of the Daugava, and in
stead indicate relatively explicit equality in 
this area.

One cause of confusion may be the is
sue of whether positions of power were 
inherited or achieved via personal skills 
and characteristics. Heinrici Chronicon, 
for example, gives some kind of evidence 
about the inheritance of power, when de
scribing the crusader attack on Jersika in 
1209 (HC XIII, 4). Looking back at the 
town of Jersika, which had been set ablaze 
by the crusaders, Vissewalde, the chief of 
Jersika, who is referred to in the chroni
cle as rex, or king, expresses his emotions, 
crying with grief, and the author also at
tributes to him the words that he had in
herited Jersika from his fathers, and that 
his people had lived there. Thus it seems 
that Vissewalde, who was born and grew 
up in Jersika, had been successful enough 
in politics, warfare, etc., to be able, when 
faced with the circumstances of the Cru
sades, to form some kind of a coalition of 
local societies under his leadership. Thus 
this power would instead have been based 
on his own personality and kinship rela
tions with the Lithuanians for, as we have 
seen above, there is no archaeological evi
dence proving the presence of strong and 
inherited power in the lands of the Latgal- 
lians. Of course, the remains of material 
culture say nothing concerning inherit
ance, and there are only indirect indica
tions, such as the ideological egalitarian
ism represented in burials and living sites, 
described above. Hillforts have often been 
cited as evidence of the centralisation of

power, but this widely held view of hill- 
forts as the seats of chiefly power (shown 
in pictures to resemble castles) should be 
abandoned. Hillforts functioned in differ
ent ways; they were household residenc
es, military fortifications, sites of refuge, 
economic centres close to early towns, 
etc. But impressive fortifications gradu
ally and collectively built and maintained 
by the whole local community were more 
a symbol of the might and prosperity of 
the whole community than of strong indi
vidual power, and, as we have mentioned 
above, no indications of some higher sta
tus sites within the hillforts can be dis
tinguished (see Šnē 2000a for a detailed 
discussion of the meaning of hillforts). 
Thus any chief was considered as one of 
a number of equals, despite his particular 
influence or sources of power.

It was the Age of the Crusades that led 
to new transformations influencing every 
sphere of life in eastern Latvia as well as 
in the whole Baltic Sea region in the late 
12th and 13th century. The Crusades in
troduced into the region new social, eco
nomic and ideological organisation in the 
central European sense, while many fea
tures of late prehistoric social relations re
mained in force during the medieval pe
riod. This also influenced the formation of 
a dual structure in the society of medieval 
Livonia. It is impossible to find features 
of state organisation before the Crusades, 
since there is as yet no archaeological evi
dence that any centralisation of power to
wards state organisation occurred in the 
present territory of Latvia during the Late 
Iron Age, contrary to what has generally 
been suggested, believed and expressed in 
archaeological and prehistoric studies. In
stead, the opposite was the case: the chief- 
dom was retained here as a potent alter
native organisation to the state. Achieving 
changes in the constitution of society and 
power relations requires the presence of 
both favourable objective circumstances, 
including the capacity of society to un-
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dergo such transformations, and certain 
agents -  active individuals working for 
their own subjective interests. It is certain 
that late prehistoric societies involved at 
least certain ambitious agents, and both 
the Viking Age and the post-Viking Age 
provided major opportunities for them to 
show their fortune and skills in military 
and economic spheres of life. Actually, it 
may be supposed that by the end of the Vi
king Age, in around the 11th century, these 
opportunities decreased. In any case, 
however, the general situation and cir
cumstances did not favour the ambitions 
of agents for power and authority. Mili
tary means probably allowed particular 
individuals to distinguish themselves (in 
that sense we might refer to the late pre
historic societies in eastern Latvia as 'mili
tarised societies’, see Šnē 2002, 350-355), 
while economic aspects also played some 
role, and among these control over long-
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In this article the origins and development of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture (from the 
early 3rd to the late 13th centuries AD) are discussed, and the necessity of paying greater atten
tion to the archaeological evidence is stressed. Correspondingly, various social and religious 
manifestations within this culture, relating to its formation, existence, and transitional periods 
are examined, and some new approaches are proposed.
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Introduction

In the basins of the Nemunas and Neris 
rivers there are many archaeological sites 
from the Roman, Middle and Late Iron 
Ages that are treated as monuments of 
the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture. This 
conception is highly important in order to 
obtain an objective understanding of the 
history of both Lithuania and Belarus.

At this point I would like to discuss a 
statement prevalent in the historiography 
and related to the interpretation of the East 
Lithuanian Barrow Culture. It has been 
stated that the roots of the Lithuanian na
tion are already evident in the early period 
of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture (cf. 
Volkaitė-Kulikauskienė 2001, 113). The de
velopment of this culture during the 1st and 
early 2nd millennium AD did not undergo 
any significant interruptions. This cultural 
formation became a form of the feudalis
t s  organization in the 13th century as a di
rect result of the gradual development of 
the institutions and relationships between

the members of the community. Almost all 
archaeological studies in the former Soviet 
Union were conducted according to such a 
pattern. The investigations of these cultures 
are actually much more sophisticated and 
should be verified in greater detail.

I would like to add some significant ma
terial to the investigation of East Lithuanian 
Barrow Culture, and interpret it as a much 
bigger complex of interdependent features 
including material culture, religious features, 
burial rites and peculiarities of lifestyle. This 
article is devoted to two aspects of the East 
Lithuanian Barrow Culture, namely its ori
gins in the late second and early third cen
turies and the changes that followed in the 
middle of the fifth century (fig. 1).

Origins of the culture

Researchers only observe closer contacts 
between western Baltic tribes and Striat
ed Ware Culture during the final period 
of its existence. Quite a number of rough-

Fig. 1. Presumed stages of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture (drawn by the author).
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Fig. 2. The East Lithuanian Barrow Culture. Distribution of the burial sites of the Late Roman 
and Middle Iron Ages (drawn by the author).

surface pottery characteristic of the west
ern Balts began to appear in the area of 
the Striated Ware Culture at the turn of 
the first millennium ВС (Даугудис 1966; 
Бобринский 1978, 250; Лухтан 1987, 20; 
Медведев 1998, 82-84).

The same direction of interaction (from 
southwest to northeast) is demonstrated 
by the migration of small groups along the 
moraine heights of Sudovia, Dzūkija, East 
Lithuania and Selonia to Suvalkai (Suwałki) 
region, eastern Lithuania, and Selonia 
(Шноре 1985,44-46; Nowakowski 1995,78; 
cf. Чеснис 1985,148). Single flat graves and 
barrows including both inhumations and 
cremations illustrate this process (Osowa, 
Przebród, Raczki, Szwajcaria in Suvalkai 
region and Bakšiai, Kairėnai, Medžionys, 
Pakrauglė, Seiliūnai -  in Lithuania) (fig.

2). Lesser known recently excavated graves 
dating from the 3rd century AD are located 
in Akmeniai-Kurganai, Antasarė, Baliuliai, 
Migonys, Moša, Pakalniai, Pilviškės, 
Slabadėlė, Visginai (barrow groups) and 
Graužiniai, Zapsė (flat graves). A revision of 
the hillfort materials shows that the end of 
the Striated Ware Culture and major chang
es in hillforts should be dated to the late 2nd 
and early 3rd, but not to 4th or 5th centuries 
(Лухтанас 2001,24). The complex of the ar
chaeological sites in Kernavė provides good 
examples. During the late 2nd and early 3rd 
century the buildings on the Aukuro kalnas 
hillfort were burnt down (Luchtanas 1994, 
52). On the site where the people of the Stri
ated Ware Culture were buried in the Pajau
ta valley, a new large settlement was founded 
(Luchtanas 2002,22).
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Fig. 3. The Wielbark Culture. Distribution of stone circles and stone-covered barrows dated to 
the Roman Iron Age (according to Wołągiewicz 1986). 1 -  stone circles, 2 -  stone-covered bar- 
rows of the early Roman Iron Age (Lubowidz s Phase), 3 -  stone-covered barrows of the late 
Roman Iron Age (Cecele Phase).

The goods found in the graves and in 
some settlements, primarily enamelled 
penannular fibulae and cuff-shaped brace
lets, show direct contacts between eastern 
Lithuania and the Suvalkai region on the 
one hand, and Bogaczewo on the other 
(Nowakowski 1995, 77-78; 1996, 91; Bit- 
ner-Wróblewska 1998, 308). So far, how
ever, we have no answers about the ori
gin of the barrows in Suvalkai and eastern 
Lithuania. At that time, barrows were un
known to the Dollkeim-Kovrovo Culture 
in Samland and the Bogaczewo Culture 
in the Mazurian Lakeland (Nowakowski 
1995, 79; Bitner-Wróblewska 1998, 308). 
Bi-ritualism was also unknown to the 
Bogaczewo Culture (Nowakowski 1998, 
15). Big flat burial grounds with crema

tion graves were prevalent there.
I presume that the appearance of stone- 

covered barrows in Suvalkai and eastern 
Lithuanian regions in the 3rd century AD 
is a phenomenon similar to that in Poles’ye 
and right-bank Mazovia (see Wołągiewicz 
1977, 70; 1986, 70) (fig. 3). In this region 
barrows did not predominate at that time 
(cf. Jaskanis, 1996). In 1975, however, 68 
barrows were recorded in 21 localities (54 
of them recently excavated) (Wołągiewicz 
1977, 69-70).

The presumption about the synchrony 
of the processes in both regions may be il
lustrated by the following facts.

(1) The construction of the stone-cov
ered barrows in the first centuries AD and 
especially in the 3rd and 4th centuries in the
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Wielbark Culture (types 4a-b; Wołągiewicz 
1977, 71-75; 1986, 67-68) is the same as 
in Suvalkai and eastern Lithuania.

(2) The same should be said about the 
fact that barrows were mostly established 
for individual graves; inhumations were 
more numerous than cremations; buri
als were usually in pits beneath the foun
dation of a barrow; the prevalent direc
tion of the graves was towards the north, 
with some inclination to both east and 
west (Могильников 1974, 163-164; Jas- 
kanis 1974, 216; Wołągiewicz 1977, 69; 
Tautavičius 1977, 14).

(3) The tall stones (internationally called 
Stellas) so characteristic of burial sites in 
the Wielbark Culture area (Chyżewska- 
Sulowska 1971, 139; also see Kmieciński 
1962, 101-103) are widespread in south
eastern Lithuania and partly also in west
ern Belarus (see Vaitkevičius 2003, 80- 
84). The size and height of the stones were 
the same in both regions. In the Dieveniš
kės barrow group a tall stone was erected 
on the northern side of stone-covered bar- 
row no. 3 (fig. 4). The remains of the de-

Fig. 4. Dieveniškės barrow no. 3 and tall stone 
on a foot. Photo by A. Tautavičius from 1951.

stroyed cremation grave were found there 
(Tautavičius 1958, 71). Not far from the 
Migliniškės barrow group, there is also a 
tall stone, and two tall stones (1.15 and 
1.3 m high) at two Noreikiškės hillforts 
and an open settlement of the first centu
ries AD. It seems that a similar pair of tall 
stones also stood by the destroyed Ricieli- 
ai-Degėsiai barrow group (Šneideris 1935, 
201).

In general, this presumption conflicts 
with the fact that assemblages of Balts 
grave-goods from the 3rd and 4th centuries 
often included weaponry (Dirmiškės, Ei- 
tulionys, Moša, Visginai), in contrast to 
those in the Wielbark Culture.

In interpreting the appearance of stone- 
covered barrows in the Suvalkai and east
ern Lithuanian regions, it is important to 
note two more phenomena. Firstly, many 
inhumation graves in the barrows dated to 
the 3rd and 4th centuries have been robbed 
(Dirmiškės, Eitulionys, Maisiejūnai, 
Pilviškės) (Астраускас 1989, 73). The ex
ample of the Eitulionys cremation grave, 
which was found over a robbed inhuma
tion grave, clearly shows that the robber
ies took place in ancient times. Secondly, 
stone-covered barrows are often situated 
on the former open-settlement areas of 
the Striated Ware Culture (Akmeniai-Kur- 
ganai, Eitulionys, Moša, Pilviškės, Sausiai- 
Maišinė, Vilkiautinis, Visginai; for Latvian 
examples, see Шноре, 1985, 40).

The first phenomenon may be explained 
in various ways, among them also as a re
sult of conflict between different/un- 
friendly communities. In the second case, 
the behaviour of the people erecting stone- 
covered barrows in the areas of the former 
settlements resembles claims to establish 
their own power in a foreign territory.

In about the middle of the 3rd century 
the Sudovian Culture appeared in the Su
valkai region (Kultura Sudowska) (Nowa
kowski 1995, 77; 1998, 15). The number 
of barrows covered by stones and earth 
increased in eastern and especially in 
south-eastern Lithuania. Moreover, set
tlements in open areas (Bakšiai, Nemai- 
tonys, Poškonys, Seiliūnai) and at the foot 
of small hillforts (Beižionys, Dirmiškės, 
Graužiniai-Bendžiukai,Lavariškės,Maisie
jūnai, Mėžionys-Bogutiškė, Migonys, 
Moša-Navasodai, Zapsė-Paveisininkai, 
Žuklijai) became the most prevalent form 
of dwelling in this region. Although in the 
northern and eastern localities the hill-
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forts of the Striated Ware Culture were 
common up to the early 5lh century AD 
(Медведев 1996, 63-64), the beginnings 
of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture 
should be considered to lie in the first half 
and the middle of the 3rd century (Лухта- 
нас 2001, 27). This was a time of changes 
in lifestyle (from big hillforts to open set
tlements) and of the spread of new burial 
practices mainly attested by the barrows.

The first stage of the culture 
(up to the mid-5th century)

The East Lithuanian Barrow Culture ab
sorbed various elements that were of vari
ous origins and for a long time were not 
completely united. This area extended from 
the Daugava in the north and reached the 
middle of the Nemunas. The watershed 
between the Žeimena and Šventoji rivers 
divided this cultural space into northern 
and southern areas. The latter, covering 
the middle Nemunas and Neris regions as 
well as the whole Žeimena basin, was the 
main arena of the above-mentioned proc
esses. Taking into consideration the typi
cal grave-good assemblage (see Simniškytė 
1998, 20-22) and common collective bur
ials in the barrows, the northern part (in 
the upper Šventoji region) should be asso
ciated with the traditions of the northern 
Lithuanian and Latvian Barrow Culture 
(cf. Шноре 1985; Simniškytė 1999).

Sometimes the southern part of the East 
Lithuanian Barrow Culture is divided into 
the northern area of the 'Lithuanian bar- 
rows and the southern one of the stone 
covered’ barrows (Лухтан & Ушинскас 
1988, 92-95; Tautavičius 1996, 46, 97; the 
approximate border would be the Neris 
river). However, the differences between 
these areas in about the 4th and 5th centuries 
were insignificant. In the north, too, there 
are quite a number of barrows covered 
by stones (Alinka, Mėžionys, Paraisčiai, 
Pilviškės, Šilinė-Borava) and in the south

by earth (Migonys, Punios Šilas). In all of 
the barrows, inhumation graves are found 
predominately beneath the barrow foun
dation. The grave-good assemblages are 
the same in the both areas; and the gen
eral northern (western or north-western) 
grave orientation is also similar.

The comparatively extensively explored 
barrow groups in Eitulionys, Maisiejūnai 
and Mėžionys maybe regarded as standard 
monuments of the first stage of the culture 
(Покровский 1897, 168-181; Kaczyński 
1963; Bliujus 1983; Butėnas 1998).

In the barrows covered with stones 
or earth and surrounded by stone cir
cles, there are burials in pits beneath the 
barrow foundation. Usually there is one 
(sometimes more) inhumation grave, 
which is oriented northwards or west
wards. Normally their assemblages of 
grave-goods consisted of two or three 
things. Neck-rings with knot terminals, 
cuff-shaped bracelets, enamelled penan- 
nular fibulae, small bronze cylinders, and 
in sectional view rhombic spiral temple 
ornaments with overlapping terminals, 
belong to the standard female assemblage 
(see Simniškytė 1998, 20-22). Neck-rings 
with spoon-shaped terminals, also men
tioned by Andra Simniškytė, are much 
more typical of central Lithuania (cf. Li
etuvos 1978, 18-20). (Spiral temple orna
ments will be discussed below.)

The jewellery of this type has so far been 
dated to the 4th or 5th centuries (cf. Tautavičius 
1996, 161-162). In the meantime, there are 
serious reasons for dating the appearance of 
these temple ornaments to an earlier period, 
namely the 3rd century.

In Baliuliai barrow no. 1, a temple orna
ment was found in the assemblage, includ
ing a fragment of a neck-ring with a 'box’, 
a brooch with a bent-back foot and other 
goods (Kliaugaitė 2000, 174). In Pakaln
iai barrow no. 7, such temple ornaments 
were found together with an enamelled 
penannular fibula of the 2nd type dated 
to the turn of the 2nd century (Jabłońska
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Fig. 5. Distribution of spiral temple ornaments with overlapping terminals (drawn by the au
thor).

1992, 125-128), as well as with beads dat
ed mostly to the 3rd century (types 1 -6 ,12 , 
198, 362, 387a-b, 388; according to Tem- 
pelmann-Mączyńska 1985) and type A 
bronze bucket-shaped pendants (see Beil- 
ke-Voigt 1998, 63-67). A similar temple 
ornament was found in Pilviškės barrow 
no. 1 together with a silver plate of a neck
ring Ъох’, characteristic of the middle and 
second half of the 3rd century (see Michel- 
bertas 1986, 97), etc.

The spiral temple ornaments with over
lapping terminals whose sectional view is 
rhombic are observed in a rather compact 
area (fig. 5). Prevalent among East Lithua
nian barrows inhumation graves, these 
temple ornaments may be good indicators 
of the first stage of the above-discussed 
culture. Therefore it is impossible to agree

with Valentin Sedovs statement that these 
temple ornaments are not standard arte
facts of the early East Lithuanian Barrow 
Culture (Седов 2001, 83).

In contrast to the assemblage of female 
grave-goods, the male one is not as tell
ing. It mostly includes weaponry and cer
tain types of tools. It has already been duly 
noticed, however, that in general male ob
jects are the same in large areas and in var
ious cultures (cf. Godlowski 1974, 62-63, 
65; Nowakowski 1998, 15). For instance, 
some finds linked to eastern Lithuania 
and dated to the 3rd century, demonstrate 
direct connections with the Pszeworsk 
Culture in the south: compare spearheads 
with barbs found in Antasarė-Laukiai, 
Dirmiškės, and Želmeniškė, a shield boss 
in Seiliūnai, spurs in Dirmiškės, plate
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shaped fire steels found in Mėžionys and 
Pilviškės (Godłowski 1974, 65; Kokowski 
1985 (type IA2a); Ginalski 1991, 57-59, 
66-67 (types C l, F3); Michelbertas 1999). 
Buckles of the types D17, D20, D29, 
D30, G l, H ll ,  H13 (according to Mady- 
da-Legutko 1986) and spearheads of the 
types 1A, IB, 4A, 4B (according to Каза- 
кявичюс 1988) also often belong to male 
grave-goods assemblages.

Among standard open settlements of 
the first stage of the East Lithuanian Bar- 
row Culture worth mentioning are those 
in Bakšiai (materials are still unpublished) 
and Kernavė (Лухтан 1987).

While exploring hillforts and settle
ments at their foot, different cultural layers 
were not always properly chronologically 
distinguished. In this respect a notable ex
ception would be the recently excavated 
Aukuro kalnas hillfort in Kernavė.

The settlements had consisted of rectan
gular post buildings. Pottery with a rough 
surface was evidenced by the potsherds 
found there (about 70 per cent). The 
rest was represented by striated, smooth 
and polished pottery. Many clay spindle 
whorls, awls, knives, and finds connect
ed with iron manufacture were also un
earthed there (cf. Лухтан 1987; Лухтанас 
2001).

The time of abandonment of the open 
settlements is not completely clear. Cyl
inder-shaped ribbed spindle whorls and 
pinched potsherds found in Kernavė in
dicate that this may have taken place in 
around the 5th century (Luchtanas 1998, 
84).

Burned fortifications and triangular 
arrowheads peculiar to the Huns would 
clearly indicate the end of one settlement 
stage in the hillforts in the mid-5th cen
tury (Zabiela 1995, 49; Лухтан 1997, 15- 
16). However, the changes in burial prac
tices at the same time have not yet been 
discussed in greater detail. This process 
seems to have been one of the short and 
dynamic processes in the history of the

discussed culture.
The barrows of the same type and the 

location of the early cremation graves in 
pits beneath barrow foundation illustrate 
the link between old and new burial cus
toms. Contrary to prevalent opinion, (cf. 
Лухтан & Ушинскаc 1988,95; Tautavičius 
1996, 52) many old burial sites were aban
doned (Eitulionys, Maisiejūnai, Mėžionys, 
Slabadėlė) with the spread of the crema
tion rite or soon thereafter. During this 
short transition period it was customary to 
arrange cremation graves in the mounds 
of the former erected barrows (Paraisčiai, 
Rudesa, Taurapilis). In the same period 
many new burial sites were established, 
and cremation graves are generally found 
in such sites (see selected data in the ap
pendix).

Certain geographical features also dis
tinguish old and new burial sites. The 
newly established burial sites usually did 
not have any direct relations with hillforts 
or open settlements. With regard to their 
environment, the barrows belonging to 
the first stage of the culture under consid
eration are located in morainic regions (cf. 
Шноре 1985, 45-46; that is also charac
teristic of the burial sites of the Wielbark 
culture -  Могильников 1974, 162). East 
Lithuanian barrow groups established in 
the 5th century are quite often situated in 
sandy areas (Pabarė, Pamusys, Sudota, 
Vyžiai).

The spread of the cremation rite led to 
the disappearance of spiral temple orna
ments -  indicators of the first stage of the 
culture. Single spiral temple ornaments, 
found only in the Chernaia Luzha barrow 
no. 2, in the double cremation grave and in 
barrow no. 7 of the third site at Paduobė- 
Šaltaliūnė, imply that these goods were 
sporadically used until the turn of the 5th 
century (see Покровский 1899, 36-47; 
Steponaitis 2000, 205).

Following the wide distribution of the 
cremation rite, standard female grave- 
goods became spindle whorls and awls
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untypical of burials of the former period 
(Таутавичюс 1953, 144). In the course of 
the new stage of the East Lithuanian Bar- 
row Culture, however, the custom of plac
ing sickles in female graves was still pre
served. However, dealing with processes 
of the 5th century, I will pay special atten
tion to male grave-goods.

A common male grave-goods assem
blage of the East Lithuanian Barrow Cul
ture appeared in the mid-5th century. 
It consisted primarily of conical shield 
bosses and iron fibulae of the so-called 
Vilkonys and Pilvinai types, B-shaped 
buckles (types H23, H24 according to 
Madyda-Legutko 1986), narrow-blade 
axes (also with elongated backs) and some 
types of spearheads (2, 3, 4B according to 
Казакявичюс 1988) and knives (cf. Мед
ведев 1996, 57-58) (fig. 6).

Assemblages of this kind appearing in 
large areas between the middle Nemunas 
in the south, the Šventoji in both the west 
and the north, and the middle Neris in

Fig. 6. Male grave-good assemblage found 
in Popai-Vingeliai barrow no. 2, cremation 
grave no. 1 (according to Luchtanas 8c Vėlius 
2002).

the east, have evidently enlarged the area 
of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture. 
Many burial sites were established in new
ly settled areas, for instance along the up
per Gauja, the upper Žeimena and at Lake 
Sviri (see fig. 2).

The above-mentioned male grave- 
goods assemblage appearing in both in

humation and cremation graves, could in 
my opinion point to the false conclusion 
that the spread of the cremation rite was a 
long and slow process that took place be
tween the late 4th and early 6th centuries 
(Tautavičius 1996, 52; cf. Bertašius 2002, 
75, 79, 165). Actually, related weaponry in 
a particular burial site was found only in 
inhumations or in cremations. For exam
ple, conical shield bosses are found only 
in inhumations (Bauboniai-Musteniai, 
Degsnė-Labotiškės) or only in cremations 
(Popai-Vingeliai, Vilkiautinis, Vyžiai). The 
same phenomenon is evident with respect 
to other kinds of goods. I therefore doubt 
whether the male grave-good assemblage 
of the mid-5th century was characterized 
by such a long lifespan.

The ‘farewell to weaponry does not seem 
to have been long and gradual. Most likely 
only the members of two or three genera
tions (maybe father-son, older son-young- 
er son) were buried with their equipment. 
The types of goods representing the male 
assemblage of the 5th century were not lo
cal -  they were often distributed widely 
in central and south-eastern Europe (cf. 
Бажан & Каргапольцев 1989; Гавриту- 
хин 1989; Bliujienė 2002, 148-149). From 
this perspective, it is worth noting that the 
spread of popular goods such as B-shaped 
buckles or iron fibulae with lofty bow did 
not in principle cross the western border 
of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture. In 
addition, it is not quite clear why the male 
assemblage did not include the brace
let with thickened terminals. This orna
ment was especially popular among the 
inhabitants of the adjacent central Lithu 
anian region (see Kazakevičius 1993, 119; 
Tautavičius 1996, 250-252; also Bertašius 
2002, fig. 25).

Some bracelets with thickened termi
nals, found in cremation graves of east
ern Lithuanian barrows belong to female 
or unidentified assemblages (Bauboni
ai-Musteniai, Poškonys, Sudota 1st site). 
The only known exception would be a de
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stroyed inhumation grave in the Taurapi- 
lis barrow no. 4, where a silver bracelet of 
a related type with a conical shield boss 
was found (Tautavičius 1981, 34, fig. 38).

The main question is why the appearance 
of the above-mentioned male grave-goods 
assemblage coincides with the spread of 
the cremation rite among the inhabitants 
of eastern Lithuania. 1 have mentioned cul
tural changes in eastern Lithuania in the 
mid-5th century, but at this moment I will 
emphasize that these changes were parallel 
to those in other Baltic regions. One can 
compare the situation in central Lithuania 
and along the lower Nemunas (Šimėnas 
1994), Selonia (Simniškytė 1999, 31, 33), 
Suvalkai and Mazuria (Antoniewicz 1960, 
321; Jaskanis 1974, 37; Nowakowski 1998, 
16; Bitner-Wróblewska 1998, 305). The 
cremation rite appeared in a large area 
of eastern Lithuanian barrows together 
with the standard weaponry assemblage 
(this may be not a special Baltic feature, 
cf. Steuer 1982,189). This warrior stratum 
was united by both weaponry of the same 
type and similar approaches to the afterlife 
(predominately to cremation). In addition 
to the general fact of cremation, the cus
toms of breaking and destroying weapons 
as well as placing them in particular po
sitions in the burials must be mentioned 
(Kuncienė 1980, 49; Tautavičius 1996, 55- 
56; Vėlius 2000, 237).

Discussion

The history of the East Lithuanian Barrow 
Culture is much more complicated than 
the researchers sometimes suggest. The 
cultural, social and religious aspects in
fluenced by external and internal factors 
changed more than once. Various points 
of view enable us treat this culture (from 
the 3rd to the 5th centuries) as dynamic and 
having interactions with other cultures.

The distribution of stone-covered bar- 
rows and tall stones, their location in the

former settlements, grave robberies, and 
spiral temple ornaments as cultural indi
cators as well as standard weaponry as
semblages and the introduction of the cre
mation rite should evidently be discussed 
and verified once again.

It can be presumed that the Wielbark 
Culture (obviously, as well as the substra
tum of the Striated Ware Culture) played 
a significant role in the process of the for
mation of the East Lithuanian Barrow 
Culture. The interaction between Balts 
and the Wielbark Culture is an interest
ing and promising topic of research (cf. 
Nowakowski 1989). Some examples dis
cussed above indicate that this interaction 
can be characterized not only by the ex
change of goods. In the early 3rd century, 
direct influences from the south reached 
the Balts. People from the Wielbark Cul
ture area participated in the formation of a 
new cultural unit in the former area of the 
Striated Ware Culture.

Some facts indicate that the first stage 
of the East Lithuanian Barrow Culture, 
which began in the 3rd century, ended in 
about the mid-5th century: namely, the 
changes in male and female grave-goods 
assemblages; a transition from prevalent 
individual burials in the barrows to col
lective ones; the abandonment of the old 
burial sites and the establishment of new 
ones, as well as the neglect of the open set
tlements. One of the stages of hillfort use 
ended after the Hunnic forays in the same 
period. In the middle of the 5th century 
significant cultural changes (in social life, 
burial customs, and so on) are also ob
served in the neighbouring regions.

The fact that the innovations in burial 
practice, supposedly introduced by war
riors in the mid-5th century did not com
pletely suppress the old rites should signify 
a link between the first and second stages 
of the culture. In this event the warriors 
buried in the barrows could have been 
representatives of the same or a closely 
related culture. In what way they became
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bearers of the new burial rite is not clear. 
Perhaps they were related to the events 
in central Europe in the 5th century and 
even its participants. According to some 
suggestions, the cremation rite could 
have reached eastern Lithuania from the 
Dnepr area or some other eastern Baltic 
region (Nowakowski 1995, 80; Volkaitė- 
Kulikauskienė 2001,174, 321).

In my opinion, when speaking about 
the introduction of the cremation rite it 
is important to emphasize that this proc
ess was not geographically uniform (cf. 
Волкайте-Куликаускене 1979, 38; Лух- 
тан & Ушинскас 1988, 93). In some lo
calities warrior graves marked the end of 
the inhumation period, and in others only 
the beginning of a long period of crema
tions. Rich male grave-goods assemblages 
of the mid-5th and early 6th century were 
unearthed in both inhumation (Taurapilis 
barrow no. 5) and cremation graves (grave 
no. 4 in Sudota site no. 1, barrow no. 30) 
(cf. Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, fig. 33).1

Conclusions

The history of the East Lithuanian Bar- 
row Culture offers numerous examples of 
social and religious processes as well as 
many difficulties in the interpretation of 
the rise and development of the culture.

The appearance of stone-covered bar- 
rows in the regions of Suvalkai and east
ern Lithuania in the 3rd century AD is in 
all probability related to the same process 
in Polesye and right-bank Mazovia (in the 
Wielbark Cultures area).

The first stage of the East Lithuanian 
Barrow Culture is characterized by prev
alent inhumation graves. The spiral tem
ple ornaments with overlapping terminals 
may be regarded as reliable indicators of 
this stage of the said culture.

The new social and religious processes 
in eastern Lithuania in the mid-5th cen
tury are linked to the significant cultural 
changes that took place in western and 
central Europe.

1 Besides some impressive female inhumation graves of the same period were unearthed in Cegel- 
nė (barrow no. 4; together with an infant) (Zabiela 1996, 45-46), in Pavajuonis-Rėkučiai (barrow 
no. 11; together with an infant) (Semėnas 1998), in Baliuliai (barrow no. 12) (Kliaugaitė 2002).
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Appendix

East Lithuanian Barrow Culture
Selected list of excavated barrow groups dated to the Roman and Middle Iron Ages

Locality Total number 
of barrows 
and exca
vated items

Number 
of inhu
mations

Number 
of cre
mations

Notes

1st stage
Vinkšninės 1/1 1 -

Migūnai 3/1 1 -

Puntuzai I 4/2 1 -

Padvariškės
(Blagodatna)

7/1 1 -

Pilviškės 9/1 1 -

Punios Šilas 10/1 1 -

Visginai ?/3 3 -

Migonys 36/6 6 -

Moša (Naujasodai) 13/8 5 1 A horse grave found
Varapniškės ca.20/ca.l0 14 ?

Mėžionys 16/16 29 -

Slabadėlė ca.30 / 26 25 1
Taurapilis I 14/8 7 2 At least 4 horse graves found
Maisiejūnai 43/22 17 2 There was also a cre

mation grave dated to 
the Late Iron Age

Taurapilis II ?/7 2 2-3
Antasarė (Laukiai) 41 / 12 9 3 2 horse graves found
Eitulionys ca.20 / 14 16 4
2nd stage
Borava 31/5 1 4
Akmeniai-
Kurganai

?/3 1 5

Želmeniškė 7/7 3 5
Paraisčiai I 14/11 3 6
Papiškės 
(Varėnos r.)

? / 25 2 9

Baliuliai ca.15/13 5 11
Андреевцы ca.20 /16 2 14
Vilkiautinis ca.150/34 3 31
Žvirbliai 70/65 2 ca. 50 A number of graves 

dated to the Roman and 
Middle Iron Ages

Mickonys ca.5 / 3 - 1
Ziboliškė III 4/1 - 1
Versekėlė 18/11 - 2
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Locality Total number 
of barrows 
and exca
vated items

Number 
of inhu
mations

Number 
of cre
mations

Notes

Kaziuliai ? / 2 - 2
Paginiai 6/1 - 2
Rėkučiai - 
Paversmis I

16/3 - 2

Sausiai-
Bevandeniškės

10/3 - 3

Zabieliškės ?/3 - 3
Римшанцы 7/4 - 3
Bagočiai 15/6 - 4
Будраны ca. 25/10 - 4 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
Rėkučiai ?/ 1 - 4
Aleksandriškės-
Pukštėnai

4/1 - 5

Понизье 25/8 - 5
Dieveniškės 8/6 6 There was also a cre

mation grave dated to 
the Late Iron Age

Pabarė 50/19 - 7 A number of graves dated 
to the Middle Iron Age

Vilkonys 20/11 - 5-8
Stakai 54/10 - 8 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
Sudota I ca.100 / 19 - 40 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
Жэлядзь ?/ 12 - 10
Popai-Vingeliai 30/9 - 14
Paduobė- 
Šaltaliūnė III

60/10 - 15

Pamusiai ca.100 / 47 - 15 A number of graves dated 
to the Middle Iron Age

Sausiai-Maišinė ca.100 / 18 - 20
Vyžiai Ca.70 / 11 - 14
Чорная Лужа 40/12 - 13
Пшьвшы 36/14 - 11 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
Grigiškės-Neravai 60/50 - ca. 40 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
Karmazinai ca.150/46 - 40
Засв1р ca.200 / 52 - ca.40 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
Kretuonys I 413/54 - ca.35 A number of graves dated 

to the Middle Iron Age
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PRINCIPLES OF ESTONIAN 
PREHISTORIC RELIGION: WITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS TO SOUL BELIEFS

Tönno Jonuks

The article offers an overview of the development of religion in the areas of present-day Estonia. 
Two long periods, the Bronze and Iron Ages, are under investigation, and these have been di
vided into five sub-periods in accordance with grave forms. It will be shown how different phe
nomena were important in different periods and how these developed. The distinctive element 
is the cult of ancestors, which was orientated mostly towards the elite. Different concepts of the 
soul can also be observed. It seems that during the earlier periods, this concept of a collective 
soul was more important, whereas during later periods, the idea of an individual soul became 
more and more important. The cult of the skull can also be followed through the analysis of 
archaeological data. Over a 2000-year period we can follow a constant development of the reli
gion, where different phenomena undergo changes but are nevertheless connected with earlier 
and later forms.

Key words: prehistory, prehistoric religion, graves, elite, ancestor cult, cult of skull, concepts of 
a collective and individual soul, development of religious beliefs.

Tönno Jonuks, Estonian Literary Museum, 42 St. Vanemuise, Tartu 51003; tonno@folklore.ee

In this article I will present some principles 
of prehistoric religion in Estonia during the 
Metal Ages, between the 11th century BC 
and the 13th century AD. The article is based 
on my MA thesis (Jonuks 2003), and only 
the main results are presented here. Most of 
the discussion has been removed because of 
the limitations of the article. A much longer 
article, together with argumentation will be 
published in 2005 in the collection of arti
cles Mythologica Uralica (Jonuks, in print).

Religion has usually been studied using 
the phenomenological method, in which 
a single religious phenomenon is studied; 
it usually concentrates on the description 
and development of the phenomenon. 
The method has been used extensively, 
not only by historians of religion (Masing 
1995; Paulson 1997; Viires 2001), but also 
by archaeologists (Jaanits 1961; Selirand 
1974; Kulmar 1994) in studying Estoni
an prehistoric religion. Unfortunately, the 
method allows us to see only one side of 
religion (see the critique of the method in 
Hedin 1997; Jensen 2003).

In the following I will attempt to exam
ine religion in one particular period and 
compare different phenomena, trying to 
date them, and to analyse which phenom
ena might have been present and coin
cided. In doing so, the main purpose is to 
look at religion as a complete picture, as a 
narrative of one period (Jensen 2003,451). 
The problem that remains is that we can 
mostly only cover such themes as burying, 
concepts of the soul and the Afterworld. 
But this is the problem with our sources 
and the level of our knowledge, and the 
broader purpose of the study should still 
be to examine religion as a system of dif
ferent phenomena, including deities, rit
uals and beliefs concerning the society of 
the living, etc. To achieve this purpose, 
many other disciplines should also be in
volved in the study, but if the task is to 
follow the development of prehistoric re
ligion, the basic discipline should remain 
archaeology.

As for the sources, the article is based 
more on archaeological data than on folk
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lore, which has so far been predominant 
in the study of Estonian religion. There are 
several reasons for this. One is that folk- 
loristic data was mostly recorded at the 
end of the 19th century or during the 20th 
century. Thus we have no proof as to how 
to date the information we obtain from 
folklore. We do not even know how much 
of the oral tradition could be dated back 
to pre-Christian times. It is very likely that 
there are motifs originating from the pre
historic period, but there has nevertheless 
been too little research done on the sub
ject. And even if we find something what 
definitely belongs to the prehistoric times, 
we cannot date it more precisely than sim
ply to the pre-Christian era. These are 
therefore the main reasons why I have 
based my work on archaeological data and 
use folkloristic sources only as compara
tive material.

So far Estonian prehistoric religion has 
been studied in this way only once. In Os
kar Loorits doctoral thesis (Loorits 1959) 
development of religion was divided ac
cording to archaeological periods: Bronze 
Age, Early Iron Age and Late Iron Age. But 
results of the research were made accord
ing to folkloristic data and linguistic and 
archaeological results were just used as an 
illustrative material. But the main prob
lem of the thesis was that too much atten
tion was paid to ethnopsychology and the 
idealized conception of the common cul
ture of all Finno-Ugrian tribes. It all made 
the results of the thesis too subjective and 
thus doubtful.

As the starting date I chose the begin
ning of the Late Bronze Age, the 11th cen
tury BC, when aboveground stone-cist 
graves were taken into use in Estonia. It 
seems that in this period some very basic 
changes took place in religion and in the 
broader mentality. Although many phe
nomena were active since the Neolithic 
and Early Bronze Ages, it seems that the 
principles had changed, and so much that 
was new was accepted; thus we can take

1100 BC as a starting point of a new re
ligious concept. One important new idea 
seems to have been that the ancestor cult, 
which definitely also existed during the 
Neolithic Age, had changed a lot, and 
the new above-ground stone graves were 
probably used more as cult places rather 
than burial places. This is the viewpoint 
which has been stressed by several archae
ologists, especially in Scandinavia (Kaliff 
1997; Widholm 1998; Victor 2002). Un
fortunately, stone graves can give more 
information, mostly about ancestor wor
ship, than about other religious phenom
ena. Contemplations on anything outside 
of that sphere, especially the concepts of 
deities, are highly speculative. As it is not 
credible that ideas of god did not undergo 
any changes, we must be content with the 
conclusion that we are unable to trace this 
information.

The final data on the period under in
vestigation dates from the beginning of the 
13 th century, when Estonia was conquered 
by the Danes and the Brethren of Swords 
Order. After that we can no longer speak 
of the natural development of religion but 
rather of some new factors that were influ
encing the development of religion.

As graves were the main sources for 
the long period under investigation, the 
period was divided into five parts: stone- 
cist graves (11th—2nd centuries BC), early 
tarand-graves (6th century BC -  1st century 
AD), typical tarand-graves ( l st- 5 th centu
ries AD), stone settings (5th- 9 th centuries 
AD) and the Late Iron Age (9th-  13th cen
turies AD) as a period of multiple grave 
forms that did not have as much of a rit
ual purpose as the previous stone graves. 
Main sources of the study, i.e. stone graves, 
give also the borders of study area -  main
ly northern and western Estonia, where 
stone graves were spread.

With the purpose of reconstructing re
ligious beliefs, I am proceeding from the 
idea that graves and other archaeological 
data can offer us information about ritu-
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als. If we understand the ritual we can also 
make assumptions about the ideas. O f 
course, that is the ideal view and we will 
probably never be able to reconstruct the 
concept of prehistoric religion. We can 
only guess.

In the period of stone-cist graves the
dead bodies of the majority or at least one 
part of the population seem to have been 
cremated and the remains scattered. Evi
dence of this has been found under some 
stone graves (Vehendi, Lagedi IX, Rebala 
II and III). Although it needs much de
tailed analysis, it is possible, that during 
the Bronze Age dead bodies of either ma
jority or elite of the society were burned 
and cremation remains were scattered on 
the ground at a special place. As the re
mains were left on the ground they disap
peared and were preserved only in places, 
where stone grave was built and protected 
these. The background ideology of this be
haviour may have been the belief in one 
collective soul made up of the souls of 
all of the departed ancestors of the line
age. That is why it was not important to 
keep one body separate, and burned bones 
were mixed in graves and also at scattering 
places. The concept of the collective soul 
was probably also the reason why not to 
preserve the body at all: it was important 
to free the soul from the body.

There may have been another way to deal 
with dead bodies: to leave the body on the 
ground together with grave goods. This is 
the way some Finno-Ugric peoples have 
buried their dead up to very recent times. 
Unfortunately, this kind of behaviour does 
not leave any traces to investigate. If this 
manner of burial was widespread, it prob
ably had a different background, and most 
likely had Late-Neolithic roots. If these 
two burial customs were used at the same 
time it would be plausible to suggest that 
dead bodies of elite were cremated and 
remains handled according to the collec
tive soul belief. The latter means strong

solidarity with the family, together with 
stronger relationship and worship of an
cestors.

In the Late Bronze Age this tendency 
was accompanied by a religious-social sys
tem called the sacral kingship (see more 
about the concept in Sunqvist 2002 and 
references therein), expressed in stone- 
cist graves. The grave-form is rather static 
and canonical. There is a central cist in the 
centre of grave and a stone wall (or sev
eral walls) surrounding it. Seldom there 
can be several cists but in this case there 
is always one in the centre. The graves are 
rather ‘empty” of grave goods and usually 
just ornaments or ceramics can be found. 
There are mostly inhumation burials in 
the cists and inhumations or cremations 
between the cist(s) and the wall(s). There 
can be one or two burials in the central 
cist, rarely more.

In the concept of sacral kingship there 
was a custom of rendering prominent a 
single ancestor that was not only excep
tionally inhumed, but also given a sepa
rate stone coffin. From linguistic sourc
es it is also probable that Estonian word 
kuningaZy the king, was borrowed in these 
times (Ariste 1981, 474). Etymologically 
the word is also connected with ancestor 
and religion, meaning “the leader of the 
kin” (Puhvel 1987,193) or “son of the out
standing man” (Sundqvist 2002, 76). The 
sacral kingship rituals probably included 
the presentation of genealogies, creation 
myths and also rituals with bones; at some 
stage of these rituals the cists may have 
been opened. It seems that at the begin
ning of this period few stone-cist graves 
were built, and the circle of people who 
could be buried in them was limited.

Consequently, not all generations nec
essarily built stone-cist graves, but rath
er every second generation or so; not all 
heads of families acquired the status of 
kingship, but it could instead have been 
one antecedent over several generations. 
At the end of this particular era, dur
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ing the Early Pre-Roman Iron Age, the 
number of stone-cist graves grew, and a 
larger proportion of the population be
longed to the sacral chiefdom. It is likely 
that at the same time as stone cist graves, 
sacred groves were included as loci of re
ligious practices, possibly as sites for de
ity worship (for example, the cult of the 
god of thunder). It is likely that the cult 
of the Sun was also important at the same 
time, as is indicated by the orientation of 
stone-cist graves (Löugas 1996, 102). The 
importance of the Sun may already have 
been raised during the Neolithic, when 
the agrarian economy caused the rise of 
agrarian cults, in which the Sun usually 
has an important role.

In the period of early tarand-graves the
overall concept of the soul appears to have 
remained unaltered -  as in earlier times, 
the majority of the dead were buried out
side the stone graves, and the burial cus
toms and their religious background had 
most probably been preserved. There per
sisted the idea of a collective ancestral soul 
with the exceptions of certain individuals, 
most probably kings.

Early tarand-graves seem to have contin
ued the tradition of stone-cist graves. Al
though the grave form has been changed -  
we are dealing now with man-sized stone 
cists that might have been situated either 
irregularly, forming a system of cists built 
one after another, or regularly, forming a 
row of cists - ,  there are usually inhuma
tion burials with quite a few grave goods. 
Some of the graves of this period are single 
tarandSy which are bigger in size and con
sist mostly of cremation burials, whereas 
the remains of cremations have been scat
tered between the gravestones.

The sacral kingship is most evident 
in the early tarand-graves of irregular 
structure on the islands of Saaremaa and 
Muhu and in western Estonia. In the early 
tarand-graves with regular structures and 
in single tarawd-enclosures, the form of

worship of the dead king seems to have 
differed. Although inhumation into indi
vidual and thus distinguished coffins con
tinued, the early tarand-graves appear to 
represent the last manifestation of sacral 
kingship in the way it used to be expressed. 
The disappearance of the emphasis on the 
dead king does not have to mean that the 
phenomenon of sacral kingship had been 
diminished, but it had just been changed. 
It was no longer important to emphasise 
the king in the grave, and there were prob
ably other ways of showing this.

Single tara?id-graves express the first 
signs of the approach that would become 
wide-spread in the next era -  an individ
ual was rarely distinguished, and the reli
gious role of the king (most probably the 
power that was inherent in his soul and 
body) was extended to his kin. The line
age of the king was distinguished from 
the rest of the community, and was bur
ied in a separate burial ground. In this pe
riod, cult places were being created at the 
northern or north-eastern sides of graves, 
for the performance of a variety of rituals 
connected with the worship of the dead. 
One expression of the cult of the dead was 
scull idolization (examples can be found 
at Tuulingumagi grave of Tönija in Saare
maa (Mägi 2002b, 57), Töugu grave (Lang 
2000, 213) and Hiiemägi grave of Kunda 
in Virumaa. In each of them it was pos
sible to follow special attitude towards 
skulls. There was a single skull placed on 
one cist wall in Kunda, a single skull was 
buried under the north-eastern corner of 
the oldest tarand in Töugu, and lot of skull 
fragments were found in upper layer of 
the grave in Tönija.

In the period of typical tarand-graves 
and single tarand-graves, the religious 
background of the grave type represents 
most likely the strengthening and chang
ing of the idea of preserving the soul(s) 
and the power of the sacred/dominating 
family and its use for the good of the com-
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munity. Typical tarand-graves and single 
tarand-graves were the main grave-forms. 
The former have been formed of rectan
gular enclosures, built side by side in one 
row, while cremated burials are dominat
ing. Remains of cremations have been scat
tered between stones and a single burial is 
seldom discernable. Grave goods, mostly 
ornaments, have been scattered between 
stones as well. The scull cult was practised 
on the grave, and it is probable that some 
of the grave margins were used for cult 
purposes, as they extend beyond the rest 
of the formation with their thicker stone 
layers. It is possible that there were post- 
holes at the margins of the grave (like at 
Tuulingumägi of Tonija (see Mägi 2001), 
indicating the worship of sculls or other 
kind of idols.

On the basis of the different ornament 
designs found on artefacts, one may pre
sume the worship of certain atmospheric 
or cosmologic phenomena (e.g. the Sun) 
that may have originated from the south
ern Baltic region. This does not mean that 
people did not worship atmospheric phe
nomena before that time, but we only have 
data of it from this period. There are clas
sic symbols of the Sun (such as swastikas) 
on brooches and ring and dot signs on 
other artefacts. Nevertheless, it has been 
suggested that Sun worship has never 
been important in the area occupied by 
present-day Estonia (Mägi 2002a, 129). 
Moreover, ring and dot signs are not nec
essarily symbols of the Sun, but may also 
have had many other meanings.

In spite of the strong religious influences 
originating from Scandinavia during the 
earlier periods, not all of the grave forms 
were adopted (e.g. only one bauta-sione 
grave with separated burials has been 
found); the conclusion would be that only 
the ideas that fit earlier local concepts were 
integrated into the local belief system.

Throughout the period of stone set
tings, especially at its instigation, impor
tant changes occurred in religious views,

the most prominent of these being the rise 
in the significance of the individual soul 
alongside the collective soul. It may be that 
this change was brought about by Baltic or 
northern European influences. In connec
tion with this comes the concept of the Af
terworld, different from the previous one, 
as a separate space that inspires the fur
nishing of graves with other items except 
of ornaments (e.g. weapons, horse equip
ment, etc.), and the hiding of hoards, quite 
many in burial grounds, but this may also 
be the reason for the presence of hoards 
in water bodies. The earlier view of the 
collective soul still held ground and was 
dominant, but the progress towards the 
subsequent surfacing of the concept of the 
individual soul can be followed through
out this era.

The structured stone graves of earli
er types were no longer erected, and nor 
were the old graves intensely used as bur
ial grounds. In their place there appeared 
structureless stone settings into which 
bones were scattered in accordance with 
earlier ‘collective-soul” beliefs or, pro
ceeding from the new views, bones were 
buried in small “nests” (see Mandel 2003). 
Infrequently, inhumations occurred that 
also conveyed the concept of individual 
souls.

Typical tarand graves were still used as 
cult and burial places, but new graves were 
no longer built. Outstanding members of 
the community or members of old line
ages were probably buried in the tarands, 
and thus the old myths were represent
ed, and traditional contacts with ances
tors were fortified. Although there have 
also been later, even medieval burials in 
tarand-graves as expressions of ancestral 
worship, these should be considered mar
ginal. The main reason of these one can 
see in the expression of belonging into old 
family and strengthening of older myths 
of origin and genealogies of the family.

In Scandinavia, it seems that in this pe
riod, villages and the farms of prominent
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chiefs probably acquired the status of cult 
places (Gaimster 1998). Disappearance of 
aboveground stone structures probably 
indicates also in Estonia that stone graves 
were no longer in use as ritual places and 
turned to be more as “burial places” It is 
a general tendency that great collective 
cult festivities seem to have become more 
and more important, the most important 
of these probably being agrarian calen
dar celebrations. Deities and their cults 
most likely had a significant role to play 
in village rituals. So it is probable that also 
villages in Estonia took over the place of 
ritual activity. Moreover, quite a many of 
Estonian late-prehistoric villages, as we 
know, have been settled during this peri
od. But sacred groves were probably also 
in continuous use during this era.

Unlike in Scandinavia, which up to that 
time had been the origin of the main in
fluences, figūrai or pictorial representa
tions of gods were not considered essen
tial here. This may indicate that in the 
period of stone settings, Scandinavian be
lief systems had begun to develop in a dif
ferent direction -  or that the importance 
of Baltic influences grew. The latter may 
be implied by the increasing frequency of 
occurrence of Baltic-type artefacts in the 
tarand-grave period.

In the Late Iron Age, the Viking Age 
seems to have been the turning point for 
the disappearance of the collective spirit 
belief system and a break in the tarand- 
grave tradition. In the forthcoming peri
od, individualism in both inhumation and 
cremation burials in all grave types in
creased (Mägi, in print). In addition to the 
separated nature of the burial, the graves 
on the ground were also separated from 
the surroundings, again indicating stress 
on individuality. As of the Viking Age, in
humation burials began to arrive on the 
scene once again. Burials in stone graves 
and ground pits both indicate the prom
inence of the Afterworld concept, which

conditioned the furnishing of graves. It 
seems that the Afterworld concept reached 
to its peak in the 10th-1 1 th centuries. In 
that period, well-equipped inhumation 
burials appeared where there were tools, 
weapons and other items as grave goods 
(Raatvere, Inju, lila and others) (Jonuks 
2003, 125).

It seems that all ritual practices except 
for the memorial feasts on graves ceased 
in the Late Iron Age, and villages and 
probably also groves finally became the 
predominant places of worship (Sund- 
qvist 2002).

Miscellaneous pendants of obviously 
cultic background occur over a large area; 
their simultaneous appearance may be 
connected with concurring processes in 
Europe. It is plausible that this process was 
at least partly connected with the spread 
of Christianity, as is also suggested by oth
er regions (Staecker 1999, 227). It is com
mon to relate cross-shaped pendants with 
Christianity. It seems that other pendants 
can also be directly or indirectly related 
with Christianity. The 10th century, when 
in most areas of northern Europe the 
wearing of all kind of pendants increased, 
is the same period in which Christianity 
spread to the Nordic countries and Rus
sia. Thus the wearing of crosses may also 
have influenced people to wear other kind 
of religious symbols.

Although there is reason to believe that 
religious views in Estonia supported pol
ytheism, our information on the subject 
is limited to the famous Tharapita from 
the Chronicle of Henry of Livonia chron
icle. The image of that god as a superior 
heavenly being probably already gathered 
ground in the Neolithic (Kulmar 1994; 
Sutrop 2002, 31), but there is no evidence 
for detecting and characterising it prior 
to the 13th century. It is also obvious that 
the god Tharapita has undergone changes 
over the centuries. The original superior 
heavenly being has probably changed into 
some more concrete god.
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By the end of the Iron Age, theism in 
Estonia most likely had two kinds of ob
jects, which we know from the Chronicle 
of Henry of Livonia -  higher gods (deus) 
and lower deities (artima). The latter group 
apparently comprised both fairies and 
guardian spirits, with various deities be
longing among the fairies. Although there 
is almost no information about a proper 
upantheon” among the Estonians, it is pos
sible that Tharapita was not the only supe
rior god of heaven at the end of the Iron 
Age, and that he was complemented by a 
god of thunder that may have been known 
by the name Uku (Ukko) in northern and 
western Estonia. Such a division may al
ready have occurred during the Late Neo
lithic or the Early Bronze Age, when the 
heavenly superior being began to divide 
(Kulmar 1994), and the cult of the thun
der-god became important.

More may be construed about the sa
cred groves. Sacred groves were not origi
nally burial places (Valk 1995, 460); this 
connection seems to have been a later de
velopment. After the acceptance of Chris
tianity, churches were erected on the sites 
of some sacred groves or social gathering 
places. As most such churches were parish 
churches, one may assume that there may 
also have been parish groves or other cult 
places for larger communities.

From the 10th-1 1 th centuries, a change 
took place in the belief system -  this was 
the time during which Christianity ar
rived. As with the processes that occurred 
in the neighbouring areas, in Estonia it 
was also the local elite that was the first 
to embrace the new faith (Selirand 1974, 
186; Mägi 2002a, 151). It is quite probable 
that the elite had the first churches erect
ed in Estonia, even before the 13th century 
conquest (Kala 1998, 44).

As follows, the acceptance of Christian
ity also evolved similarly to the changes 
that religion underwent in the preceding 
periods. Just like the changes in spiritual 
matters that had taken place in the Viking

Age, the spread of Christianity brought 
about many innovations. The most im
portant of these was the new concept of 
the soul -  all of the members of the com
munity were believed to have a soul, and it 
was necessary to take care of all of them, 
and not just those of the elite, as before. 
This new concept led to alterations in the 
overall mentality, and was the basis for the 
prevalence of the concept of the individu
al soul. The process reached its climax in 
the 13th century, when large inhumation 
burial grounds appeared.

There are several reasons why it would 
be justifiable to speak of Estonian Chris
tians even prior to the 13th century (see 
Mägi 2002a), and it is likely that the proc
ess that was launched would gradually 
have resulted in the Christianisation of the 
whole country. On the other hand, Estoni
an Christians could not have been consid
ered properly orthodox, due to their lack 
of a Christian social organisation, and in 
spite of their having been baptised, they 
would have remained outsiders for the Oe- 
cumen. Thus it was justifiable in religious 
terms for the Crusaders to conquer these 
lands in the name of the Holy Faith.

Conclusions

The discussion above suggests that the 
topic under examination in this study 
-  i.e. that of Estonian stone graves -  has 
constituted a part of the cultural area of 
the northern part of the Baltic Rim, while 
still displaying certain differences from its 
neighbours. From this cultural area, ma
terial and religious influences reached Es
tonia. At the same time, no concept was 
adopted in its entirety, but was rather fit
ted to the earlier background.

The theories expressed in this work 
must not be seen as applying in all cases to 
all of Estonia, as most of the districts have 
had their own distinct cultural and social 
history. The generalization mainly con
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cerns northern and western Estonia. The 
research also allowed me to draw the con
clusion that although the change in grave 
types that inform us of ritual behaviour 
has been rapid, the grounds of the reli
gious system in Estonia remained more or 
less uniform from the Late Bronze Age to 
the Migration Period. In this period, new 
concepts of the soul began to spread; the
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medieval or post-medieval burials will be made, and the wide-ranging theory concerning “con
fronting pagan relicts” will be discussed. The principal aim is to demonstrate that burial coins of 
the Middle Ages and post-medieval times can be interpreted as adopted by the local population 
as a reaction to Christian ideology and coin-based economic relations.
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Introduction

It is universally accepted that archaeology 
should be divided in two parts: prehistoric 
and historical archaeology. The border be
tween these two branches separates peri
ods with or without writing, and is differ
ently established in different parts of the 
world (Orser & Fagan 1995, 6 ff; Andren 
1998,1 ff, fig. 1). Historical archaeology in 
the East Baltic coincides with the begin
ning of the Middle Ages at the edge of the 
12th century and in the 13th century. This 
was a time when a huge amount of writ
ten sources appear describing historical 
events and people who used to live in this 
part of modern Europe at that time.

The rise of the Middle Ages is the sub
ject of a huge volume of scientific re
search. A whole series of scientific disci
plines such as art history, anthropology, 
philology, geography, ethnology, etc., with 
their different methods of analysis and 
procedures for examining sources, have 
been combined to solve this problem. Me
dieval historians and archaeologists with 
their source material -  texts and artefacts 
-  play an especially important role in this.

Historical and archaeological sources dif

fer in their origin and possibilities of in
terpretation. Archaeological material pro
vides a great deal of valuable information 
for interpretation concerning processes 
that have occurred in the past. Most histor
ical sources are specially constructed and, 
in many cases, were recorded prior to the 
conclusion of the processes or phenome
na that took place. They are event-related, 
i.e. created to describe a specific event or 
events, and are generally connected with 
the ruling elite (Austin 1990,12).

The assumption that archaeological ar
tefacts and historical texts are equal wit
nesses of a people's past is becoming ever 
more established among many Europe
an archaeologists investigating the Mid
dle Ages (Andren 1998, 35). These kinds 
of sources can be mutually co-ordinated, 
although it is essential to keep a certain 
distance between them, for example un
matched archaeological material should 
not be interpreted on the basis of histori
cal sources alone, nor should archaeologi
cal material be specially selected to illus
trate historical texts. Archaeology should 
be used to find “otherness” we do not 
know from the written sources (Austin 
1990, 33).
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In reading the Baltic archaeological lit
erature regarding Christian expansion, 
one of the main research topics is the cor
pus of so-called pagan relics. Each burial 
mode that does not fit with the Christian 
tradition or the medieval European buri
al rite is considered to be a specific rem
nant of paganism. Archaeological data 
from burials is frequently interpreted 
through medieval and post-medieval de
scriptions of native pagan beliefs, as well 
as 19th and 20th century ethnological data 
(Urbanavičius 1966,105 ff; Valk 1995,149 
ff). At the same time, when looking for 
the explanation of why Christianity was 
established in this part of the Baltic re
gion through such a long and complicated 
process, conclusions are often drawn that 
stress factors of ideological-religious (pa
gan -  Christian) and ethnic-cultural (na
tive -  foreign) confrontation (Mugurēvičs 
1990, 175 ff; Valk 1995, 132; 1999, 109).

In this paper, research will concentrate 
on coins from 14th to 17th century burials 
in Lithuania, which according to wide
spread opinion is one of the pagan relicts. 
A comparison between medieval or post 
medieval burials will be made, and the 
wide-ranging theories concerning “con
fronting pagan relicts” will be discussed. 
The principal aim is to show that burial 
coins of the Middle Ages and post medi
eval times can be interpreted as having 
been adopted by the local population as a 
reaction to Christian ideology and coin- 
based economic relations.

Christianization and 
burial coins

It is universally accepted when research
ing burial customs that general cultural, 
ideological or religious changes in society 
become very tangible. Consequently, ar
chaeological material found in cemeter
ies from transitional periods can be vari
ously used as one of the basic sources for

studying the mentality (way of thinking) 
of people from the past.

The end of 12th century Christian ex
pansion in the eastern Baltic area re
flects the following archaeological traits: 
a change in burial pattern (inhumation 
graves became universally common); uni
form burial orientation (the dead were 
oriented east to west); and also additional 
grave goods (the assemblages of weapons, 
tools and ornaments formerly abundant
ly found in prehistoric burials gradually 
shifted to contain costume details, small 
personal and household items as well as 
coins in medieval graves), (Urbanavičius 
1966,105 ff; LA 1974, 297 ff, Valk 1995,70 
ff; 1999, 137 ff).

Similar burial rites are known from 
graves dating from the period of the tran
sition to Christianity in neighbouring re
gions. Coins are often found as part of 
burial inventories in north-western Rus
sia, dated AD 900-1000 (Ravdina 1988). 
Numerous coins have also been found in 
Viking Age -  early medieval cemeteries in 
eastern parts of Sweden (Gräslund 1967, 
175 ff; Staecker 1999, 291-321). The ritual 
of placing coins in graves is considered to 
be a result of Byzantine influence in Scan
dinavia (Gräslund 1967,193).

The Grand Duchy of Lithuania only be
gan to issue its own small denomination 
coins in the 1380s (Gudavičius 1991, 24 f; 
Ivanauskas & Balčius 1994). At the same 
time, when the country was converted 
to the Christian religion, coins imme
diately appear as grave goods in graves 
(Urbanavičius 1967, 61ff).

Up to 1990, according to statistics pre
sented by Eugenijus Svetikas (1995), more 
than 5000 coins dating from the 14th to 
the 17th centuries have been found in 
182 cemeteries in the present territory of 
Lithuania. Only 19.7% of all burials, i.e. 
1194 graves dated to the 14,h to 17th cen
turies contained coins. Over and above 
these statistics, the author distinguishes 
2010 graves (33.1%) containing additional
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grave goods -  weapons, tools, potsherds, 
bird bones, etc. (Svetikas 1995, tab. 2.), 
(fig. i).

Taken together, if coins and grave goods 
can be considered without exception as 
’ pagan relicts” (they were found in a little 
more than half of the statistically analysed 
burials), it would have to be acknowledged 
that pagan elements are not commonly 
discernible. More than 47% of cemeteries 
belonging to the period in question do not 
have exceptional grave goods, and can be 
interpreted as being classically Christian. 
In comparison, the high percentage of 
burials containing additional grave goods 
may be a result of the comparatively late 
Christianization of Lithuania (the official 
date is AD 1387). For example, in south
ern Estonia, where conversion took place 
some 150 years earlier, the number of 
graves containing additional grave goods 
from the same period reaches only 1/3 of 
the total burial count (Valk 1999, 74).

Mentality and 
monetary economy

In discussing the dating of burials, which 
is basically determined from supporting 
numismatic material, it is clear that coins 
dated to the mid-15th and even early 16lh 
centuries are rarely found in graves. The 
essential turning point occurred in the 
second half of the 16th century. According 
to the statistics mentioned above, up to 
37% of all burials containing coins found 
in Lithuania belong to this period. There is 
an abundance of coins in 17th century bur
ials compared to the previous period (Sve
tikas 1995, tab. 2), (fig. 2). Tbis increase 
in the 16th to 17th centuries is noticeable 
in the Latvian and Estonian cemeteries 
that were investigated (LA 1974, 298; Valk 
1999, fig. 50).

The statistics show that the number 
of burials containing only a few coins is 
quite high. From 1 to 3 coins were found

14th-17th century grave statistics

Fig. 1 .1- graves with coins, 2- graves with ad
ditional grave goods, 3- graves without coins 
and additional goods. (Source: Svetikas 1995, 
tab. 2)

in almost 80% of all analysed burials in 
Lithuania. A similar quantity of graves 
with a few coins is noted among the medi
eval and post-medieval burials investigat
ed in the rest of the East Baltic (LA 1974, 
298; Valk 1995, 145).

According to the statistics presented by 
Svetikas, the position of coins in burials 
varies. However, two areas of coin con
centration can generally be discerned in 
particular graves, i.e. near the head and in 
the area of the waist or pelvis, where re
spectively 33% and 41% of all coins were 
found. It is also important to note that 
some 22% of all analysed coins togeth
er with purse remnants were detected in 
these areas too.

In considering the sudden increase in 
quantities of burial coins, it should not 
be forgotten that, according to histori
cal sources, the value of money began to 
fall in the second half of the 16th century. 
The number of coins in individual buri
als increased greatly at this time, despite 
a significant decrease in purchasing pow
er (Urbanavičius 1967, 72). This indica
tion of inflation can be verified by a com
parative chronological analysis of coins 
found in 17th-century burials and treasure 
hoards. 17th-century cemeteries contain a
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Fig. 2. 1- ca. 1387-1450, 2- ca. 1450-1550, 3- ca. 1550-1590, 4- ca. 1590-1700. (Source: Sveti- 
kas 1995, tab. 2)

great deal more 16lh-century coins than 
do treasure hoards from the same period: 
17th-century hoards contain no more than 
5% of 16th-century coins, while the numis
matic material taken for analysis from the 
two investigated rural cemeteries showed 
that the amount of 16th-century coins in 
17th-century graves is as much as 17% 
(Varnas 8c Ivanauskas 1987, 35). From an 
economic perspective, it can be concluded 
that the placement of old and non-func
tional coins in graves suggests they were 
not necessary for general circulation. Due 
to either a change of ruler or the dimin
ishing value of money, no-one used small 
change. Since these coins were not need
ed in this period, they faded out by being 
“buried” (Senapėdis 1987, 43).

In analysing the numismatic materi
al in burials, researchers frequently take 
into account a high number of defective 
and forged coins removed from circula
tion. This suggests that coins in burials 
were simply symbols of monetary value. 
Beyond the issues mentioned above, the 
purely symbolic meaning of coin place
ment in graves is confirmed by coin char
acteristics such as narrow coin scale, poor 
copper-plating and small nominal value. 
Consequently, the conclusion is that “plac
ing coins in graves for the dead is a specific 
monetary transaction with only one-sid
ed participation where consumer inter-

ests can be traced” (Varnas 8c Ivanauskas 
1987,35).

As another example, child burials con
tained noticeably smaller numbers of 
coins than adult burials. In a more precise 
calculation, analysing archaeological ma
terial from two post-medieval rural cem
eteries, it becomes clear that coins were 
mostly found in adult female burials. On 
the basis of this hypothesis -  i.e. if coins 
were placed in 100% of female graves, 
then coins would be placed in every sec
ond male grave, every third infant grave 
and every seventh child grave (Varnas 8c 
Ivanauskas 1987, 35).

Coin topography

Coin findings in the cultural layers of both 
medieval towns and rural churches are 
successfully used as archaeological sourc-
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Fig. 4. Distribution шар of the 15th-century churches and cemeteries where the first Lithuanian 
coins, dated ca. 1387-1495, were found.
- • - • - state border of Grand Duchy of Lithuania, ca. 1430;
—  border between Vilnius and Samogitian bishoprics;
+  - churches founded within limits of modern Lithuania, ca. 1387-1495;
О - cemeteries where the first Lithuanian coins dated ca. 1387-1495 were found.
(Sources: Kviklys 1982; 1983; 1984; 1985; Ivanauskas 2001)

es for the study of the development of coin 
currency -  monetarisation -  in medieval 
society (Klackenberg 1989; 1992; Schia 
1989). A similar research model could be 
applied, with possibly even greater suc
cess, in the interpretation of the numis
matic material found in medieval and 
post-medieval cemeteries in Lithuania.

Although heated discussion contin
ues concerning the precision of coin dat
ing (Svetikas 1995, 117; Ivanauskas 1996, 
36), as mentioned above, it is accepted that 
the minting of the first Lithuanian coins, 
of which there were 4 types, began in the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania at the end of the 
14fh century (fig. 3). Coins of these types 
were mainly found in treasure hoards; 
however, approximately 350 pieces came 
from burials dated to the end of the 14th 
and the 15th centuries (Ivanauskas 2001).

From an archaeological point of view, it 
is very important to note that the appear
ance of coins in burials is explained by a 
change in burial customs, i.e. coins are 
mostly found in those areas where Chris
tianity was adopted and where cremation, 
practised in many parts of the country un
til conversion, ceased (Urbanavičius 1967,
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62). In this case, the regional spread of 
the first Lithuanian coins offers the well- 
founded conclusion that the spread of 
Christianity and the monetarisation of 
medieval society in Lithuania occurred si
multaneously (Ivanauskas 2000, 47fL).

The first phase of Christianization in 
state and society took place in East Lithua
nia (Vilnius bishopric was founded here in 
1387) and completed in the western part 
of country by establishing the Samogi- 
tian bishopric in 1417 (Lietuvos 1998, 
139 ff, 174). The distribution map of the 
location of burial coins and the first par
ish churches (fig. 4) shows that, with a few 
exceptions, both are grouped mainly on a 
south-east to north-west axis, i.e. the main 
direction of the Christianisation process 
as mentioned above.

From a centre-periphery perspective, it is 
evident that coins in early Christian cemeter
ies appear in peripheral parishes. The most 
dense concentrations of burial coins are in 
central Lithuania, and run from here up the 
Nemunas River to the south and along the 
Dubysa and Šventoji rivers, as mentioned 
above, mainly to the north-east and north
west, while burial coins in the core area of 
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, where the 
state capital Vilnius and most of the parish 
churches were situated, are almost entirely 
non-existent. On the other hand, this is the 
very region with the richest treasures, con
taining the first Lithuanian coins.

Conclusions

On the one hand, the presence of written 
sources is a great advantage for historical 
archaeology. On the other hand, however,

it is a great risk for archaeological research 
to become a passive illustration of histori
cal texts or even to be used for ideological- 
political purposes.

Research opinion about burial coins as 
“confronting pagan relicts” is part of a re
search tradition that should conditionally 
be called “resistance theory” This theory 
consists of interpretations about ideologi
cal-religious and ethnic-cultural conflicts 
between indigenous peoples in East Baltic 
and Christian Europe in the Middle Ages 
as being more or less common for archae
ological research in all three Baltic coun
tries. This research tradition could perhaps 
have originated from the national awak
ening movements in the second half of the 
19th century, and was used for building a 
scientific basis to ground national identity 
and consolidate the Estonian, Latvian and 
Lithuanian nations in the 1930’s.

Coins in 14th-century graves in present- 
day Lithuanian territory reappeared again 
after about a thousand years, and this can
not be explained as a continued pagan 
custom. More probably, Christian ideol
ogy interwoven with Byzantine Orthodox 
Church ritual tradition (locally impro
vised version of the tributum Petri) and 
the introduction of European coin-based 
market relations caused newly converted 
local people to place coins in graves.

The adoption of Christianity and the 
monetarisation of medieval society in 
Lithuania occurred simultaneously. The 
distribution of the first Lithuanian coin 
finds and the geography of 14th-1 5 th-cen- 
tury churches shows the direction of the 
spread of Christianity, and possibly the 
routes whereby the newly issued small 
nominal coins circulated.
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FROM AESTII TO ESTI.
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE WESTERN 
LITHUANIAN GROUP AND THE AREA OF 
DISTRIBUTION OF TARANO-GRAVES

Rasa Banyte-Rowell and Anna Bitner-Wróblewska

The name Aestii was first used by Tacitus to describe the peoples dwelling on the amber coast of 
the Baltic Sea. As the centuries passed, this name was transformed into Haistii and Esti (Eistr; 
Eistir) in the Middle Ages. The question arises as to whether the ethnonym and/or the peoples 
to which it refers moved along the coast of the sea. The present authors wish to compare the 
written sources with archaeological data and look for any possible connections between the ar
eas of distribution of the western Lithuanian stone-circle-graves and the tarand-graves. It turns 
out that there are a significant number of similarities both in sacrum and profanum. Lithuanian 
graves with stone constructions are very reminiscent of the tarand-enclosures from the Finnic 
environment. There are also elements of the costume that are common to both areas, such as 
open-work brooches and rosette pins/brooches, as well as several examples of mutual connec
tions (snake-headed finger rings, fibulae A. 133 and imitations thereof).

Key words: Western Lithuanian stone-circle graves, tarand-graves, Aestii, similarities in sacrum 
and profanum.
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Introduction

“Culture and material culture”, the subject 
of the first Baltic Archaeological Seminar 
(BASE), devotes its attention to a central 
problem of archaeology, namely how we 
interpret past material culture. Among dif
ferent aspects of the study of people and 
societies in the past, the problem of ethnic 
identity remains a key focus of archaeo
logical interest (see Shennan 1989; 1991). 
As we enter the twenty-first century we 
have almost abandoned the peccadilloes 
typical of archaeology in the first half of 
the twentieth century, whereby archaeol
ogy was understood not as means of ex
ploring the pre-history of an area but as a 
study of the proto-history of the ancestors 
of a certain ethnic group, which was be
lieved to have created the state that lat

er came to stand on that territory. Today 
political circumstances no longer require 
us to exaggerate or deliberately underesti
mate the contribution of “alien” influences 
on culture in the eastern Baltic region.

The authors of this article have chosen 
induction as a method to obtain a gener
al picture of connections in the region in 
question, comparing archaeological evi
dence with the ethnic information about 
Aestiy Esti and Eistir to be found in the 
written historical sources (fig. 1).

The name Aesti [Aestiorum gentes] was 
first mentioned by Tacitus in “Germania” 
(1st century AD) to describe the peoples 
dwelling along the amber coast of the Bal
tic Sea (Tacitus, Germania, 45: 2-4). They 
have been identified as the inhabitants of 
Samland and the western Lithuanian coast 
(Kunkel 1943, col. 1815; Okulicz 1986,
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14-18; Nowakowski 1995, 81). This name 
appeared in the written sources for centu
ries. In the sixth century it appears in Cas- 
siodorus as H[a]esti, and in a letter of the 
Ostrogoth king Theodoric the Great (Cas- 
siodorus, Variae, V: 2). However, there is 
an opinion that asserts that the “Variae” 
is more an exercise in Latin stylistics than 
a source of information about the time 
when the author was writing (see Helm 
1954, col. 916; Nowakowski 1995, 83).

Fig. 1. The name Aestii, Esti, Eistir in written 
sources.

Tacitus 1st c. AD Aesti
Cassiodorus 6,h c. AD H [a] esti
Iordanes 6lh c. AD Aesti
Wulfstan 9th c. AD Esti
Adam
Bremensis

11th c. AD Haisti

Scandinavian Ü1ČN Eistr,
sources AD Eistir

However, the same sixth century brought 
us another written source that mentions 
the name under discussion here, namely 
the “Getica” of Jordanes. He mentioned 
the Aesti [Aestiorum natio] (Jordanes, Get
ica, V: 36, 5 -8) who settled by the Baltic 
Sea to the east of Vidivarii located at the 
mouth of the Vistula (Okulicz 1992 ,140)1. 
After several centuries the name Esti [to, 
midEstum] appeared in the ninth-century 
account of Wulfstan (Alfreds Orosius, 14- 
15). He wrote of the Esti who lived to the 
east of the river Vistula (Labuda 1960, 51- 
58), while in the eleventh century Adam 
of Bremen mentioned the Haisti [Aest- 
land] as living on the south coast of the 
Baltic Sea (Adam Bremensis, Lib. IV, cap. 
XII). In the Scandinavian written sources 
from the twelfth-fourteenth centuries we 
find the names Eistr; Eistir, Eistland, and 
Aistland appears in “Guta Saga”, and also 
in a history of Gotland written in the 13th

century (Fritzner 1886, 315; Lexicon Po- 
eticum 1913-1916, 103; Bammersberg- 
er & Karaliūnas 1998, 43). In this case it 
clearly refers to the inhabitants of Estonia. 
The question arises as to whether the eth
nonym or the people(s) to which it refers 
moved along the coast of the sea.

The main aim of this paper is to com
pare the written sources with the relevant 
archaeological sources and look for con
nections between the amber coast of the 
Baltic Sea and the Finnic lands in the 
eastern Baltic. We would like to concen
trate on connections between the west
ern Lithuanian Group and the group of 
tarand-graves in the time of Tacitus and 
later, in the first centuries AD (fig. 2).

The term West Lithuanian Group refers 
to the phenomenon of burial practice and 
material culture from the coastal area of 
what is now Lithuania and south-western 
Latvia (Tautavičius 1980, 81; Michelbertas 
1986, 27-41; Vasks 1997, 49-51, 62-63). 
What we call the tarand-graves group was 
widespread in northern Latvia, Estonia 
and southern Finland (Moora 1938, fig. 
90; Laul 1985; Vasks 1997, 57-61, 68-69).

Burial customs

One of the most important aspects of any 
society remains its burial customs, which 
reflect the sphere of the sacrum. The burial 
customs of the West Lithuanian Group are 
unique in Lithuania of that time, as is il
lustrated by the traditional full name for 
this archaeological phenomenon -  “the 
West Lithuanian cultural area of stone- 
circle graves”. Although the “conventional 
borders” of this area extend further to the 
north into the south-western coastal area 
of Latvia, flat burial sites with stone enclo
sures are mostly known in what is now the 
coastal region of Lithuania, bounded by

1 Jordanes mentions that the southern neighbours of the Aestii were the Acatziri, one of the Hun- 
nic tribes. For a discussion and comments concerning this aspect of Jordanes work, see Okulicz 
1986,15.
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Fig. 2. The western Lithuanian 
Group and the area of distribu
tion of the tarand-graves in the 
eastern Baltic region.

the Minija Delta in the south, the Šventoji 
(Heilige Aa) River in the north and the 
upper Jūra River area to the east (hg. 2). 
Stones are not found in the cemeteries of 
southwestern Latvia, probably because of 
the difficulties of finding them in more 
obvious quantities in this area (see Wahle 
1928, 37).

The people of the western Lithuanian 
coastlands were buried in this way dur
ing the first five or six centuries A.D.: 
the dead were not cremated, but were in
stead buried in lengthy oblongish pits, the 
earthen fill of which was complemented 
with charred material and ashes. The skel
etons of the deceased have mostly disin
tegrated. Burial orientation was generally 
on a nearly north-south axis. The distin
guishing feature of burial customs in west
ern Lithuania in these times is horse sac

rifices and burials. The burial places were 
marked or surrounded by round or oval, 
and more rarely oblong stone enclosures 
that were connected to one another in dif
ferent ways. Thus, in the plans of western 
Lithuanian cemeteries we see a network of 
stone constructions (fig. 3). The stone en
closures were quite often built in a frame 
of two or three layers, where the bigger 
field stones were carefully chosen for the 
upper layer. Depending on the age or also 
on the status of the buried individuals, 
the diameter of grave stone circles varied 
from approximately 1 m to 3 to 4, or even 
6 metres; the length/width ratio of the oval 
stone frames varied from 0.5x1 m to 2x4 
m. Some of the latest burial places were 
marked by a compact stone “pavement”, 
the construction of which may have led 
to the loss of the framework of larger field
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Fig. 3. Upper layer of stone enclosures at Baitai cemetery (Klaipėda district, Lithuanian coastal 
region).

stones. Such a gradual degeneration of the 
earlier more accurate stone constructions 
was also noticed in the tarand-cemeter
ies dated to the Late Roman Age -  stones 
from the tarand-grave walls begin to differ 
slightly from other stones (Laul 1985, 74- 
76, 80). In the western Lithuanian coast
al area the infill of the grave pit also fre
quently consists of a few or more stones, 
which may lie in a disorderly fashion at 
various levels or on the surface of a grave.

Significant changes in burial customs 
took place in the coastal area of Lithuania 
in the time of Tacitus, when Early-Iron- 
Age barrows with multiple burials came to 
be replaced by flat cemeteries with individ
ual graves. This must have reflected great 
social changes in the structure of society,

which began to prefer individual burials 
to large family barrows. There was also a 
significant change in the construction of 
graves, as has been described above. There 
are different opinions about the origin of 
western Lithuanian stone constructions 
that have been dated to the Roman Peri
od. Harri Moora (1938, 599-603), Marija 
Alseikaitė-Gimbutienė (1946, 35, 36), and 
recently Pranas Kulikauskas (1968, 54), 
have stressed the role of earlier traditions 
and the impact of Early Iron Age bar- 
rows with stones. Recently, Vladas Žulkus 
(1995, 77-89, 106-107; 2004, 18-19) has 
suggested the impact of Scandinavian in
fluences, probably from Gotland.

In our opinion, none of these hypoth
eses explains the appearance of stone en-
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Fig. 4. Stone enclosures 
at Ilmandu cemetery 
(Estonia) (according to 
Lang 1995).

1- granite stone, 2- lime
stone slab, 3- limestone 
slab standing upright, 4- 
vvall stone, 5- limestone 
shingle, 6- destroyed 
area of grave.

closures in western Lithuania in the first 
century AD. The similarities between the 
latter and the tarand-endosures of the 
Finnic area seem to be much closer than 
any of the possible influences mentioned 
above (see Bitner-Wróblewska 2002, 75- 
76). When we compare the plans of west
ern Lithuanian cemeteries (fig. 3), such 
as those at Tūbaisiai (Rimantienė 1968), 
Schernen/Šernai (Bezzenberger 1892), 
Baitai (Banyte-Rowell 2001a) or any other, 
with the plans of Estonian tarand-graves 
such as Virunuka (Laul 1965), Jäbara 
(Schmiedehelm 1955), Paali (Laul 2001, 
fig. 6) or any other, the similarities appear 
to be obvious (fig. 4). The connections are 
especially clear when one examines the 
early tarand-graves from Kornsi (Jaan- 
its et al. 1982, fig. 140) or Töugu IIB and 
IIC (Lang 2000, 100-115), or the Kurevere 
cemetery in Saaremaa (Jaanits et al. 1982, 
177, fig. 114) which have been dated to 
the Pre-Roman Iron Age that directly pre
cedes the appearance of western Lithua
nian stone circle graves .

Tarand-graves replaced the so-called 
stone-cist graves (Steinkistengräber) of the 
Late-Bronze- and Early-Iron Age (Laul 
1985, 71-72; Mandel 1995, 111-112). Ele
ments of their construction resemble those 
of Early Iron Age barrows from the coast
al area of Lithuania. These common fea
tures could be the result of “genetically pro
grammed evolution” in several areas of the 
Baltic region at the same time, because of the 
similar requirements of that society, which 
also touched on the sphere of the sacrum.

We realise, however, that there are also 
differences between the burial customs 
of these two areas. Inhumation graves re
main typical of the western Lithuanian 
Group, while cremation burials were gen
erally placed within tarand-enclosures. The 
most significant difference appears in the 
presence of closed assemblages in western 
Lithuanian graves (comp. LAP 1968), and 
the lack of such in tarand-graves, where 
the grave goods were scattered around the 
stone construction (comp. Schmiedehelm 
1955; Laul 2001).

The authors would like to thank Valter Lang for drawing our attention to this aspect during con
structive discussion at the BASE 1 meeting.
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It seems that in the western Lithuanian 
Group, influences from the central Euro
pean Barbaricum , with their tendency to
wards individual burials with grave goods, 
had merged with north-eastern influences 
from Estonia.

Material

The question arises as to whether simi
larities in sacrum between the western 
Lithuanian Group and Estonian tarand- 
graves are combined with the similarities 
in profanum, as for example, elements of 
costume. Studies of costume and its ele
ments appear to be the best for such re
search, as costume demonstrates a way in 
which society signifies its ethnicity or po
litical affiliation. It should be underlined 
that each study of material must be based 
on sound chronology It is impossible to 
study societies and the connections be
tween them without having some knowl
edge of when those contacts took place.

The Estonian material that dates from 
the Roman and Early Migration Period, 
the time which interests us here, provides 
no possibility to construct a modern pe- 
riodisation. The reason for this is the lack 
of closed assemblages there. In this case 
the synchronisation of Estonian materials 
with well-dated grave complexes from the 
lands of Balts or from the Barbaricum in 
general, may provide the only solution to 
our dilemma.

Returning to the main subject of our 
paper, we would like to emphasise that 
there are a number of ornaments which of
fer insight into connections between the 
western Lithuanian Group and Estonian 
tarand-graves during the first centuries 
A.D. Here the authors wish to present sev
eral examples. Before embarking on the 
analysis proper, we would like to point out 
that in our research we follow the signifi
cant work done by Marta Schmiedehelm, 
the well-known Estonian archaeologist,

who studied tarand-graves in northern 
Estonia and noted the connections be
tween them and material from the south
eastern Baltic coast (Schmiedehelm 1931; 
1955, 209-211). It is remarkable that in 
the 1930s these connections seemed to be 
related mainly to the problem of “der ger
manische Einfluß” (see Moora 1932, 45 - 
46), while the search for similarities in ar
chaeological data from the different Baltic 
states, which had attracted the attention 
of scholars at that time, remains relevant 
today (a good example of this is the out
standing work of Moora 1938).

Open-work brooches and rosette pins 
are a good example of ornaments com
mon to western Lithuania and Estonia. 
They are ornaments whose forms, despite 
local variations, display very close proxim
ity to the sense of style of people living in 
the western Lithuanian coastland and Es
tonia. Locally-produced, round openwork 
brooches or pins were popular in both re
gions in the third century (Michelbertas 
1986, 133). Western Lithuanian (in the 
broader sense -  the coastal region and the 
Nemunas river area) openwork brooches/ 
pins were created independently of Sam- 
land influences. This is important when 
we remember that Lithuanian stone-circle 
graves are regarded as peripheral to the 
culture of the western Balts, which during 
the first half of the early Iron Age or ear
ly Roman period (first-second centuries) 
was influenced greatly by the Dollkeim- 
Kovrovo Culture of the Samland Peninsu
la (Nowakowski 1996,83-86; Bitner-Wró
blewska 2002, 74-76).

The first impulse for creating these or
naments was provided by provincial Ro
man brooches (Ģinters 1936, 55, 58-59, 
fig. 5; Ambroz 1966, 32, fig. 14: 17, 15: 
5; Michelbertas 1972, 92, fig. 24; 1986 
122; 1998, 430). However, the East-Bal- 
tic openwork brooches and pins are not 
only interesting as examples of imitations 
of the Roman provincial style (fig. 5: 1-
3). Their most impressive aspect is their
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Fig. 5. Openwork brooch
es found in western Lithua
nian cemeteries (2, 3, 5, 6, 8) 
and similar examples from 
tarand-graves in Estonia (1, 
4, 7): 1- Könnu (according to 
Laid 2001), 2- Stragnai (LNM 
inv. no. AR 38: 1303), 3- Žviliai 
(according to Vaitkunskienė 
1999), 4- Siksali (according 
to Laul 2001), 5- Lazdininkai, 
grave 7 (according to Michel- 
bertas 2000), 6- Pleškučiai- 
Pangėsai (according to Bez- 
zenberger 1914), 7- Vagula 
(according to Laul 2001), 8- 
Lazdininkai, grave 2 (accord
ing to Butkus & Kanarskas 
1992).

creators’ ability to combine details of lo
cal taste and some elements mostly be
loved of the world of the Germanic peo
ples (e.g. the swastika on the Siksali and 
Pleškučiai-Pangėsai brooches, see fig. 5: 
4, 6) on the basis of the “classical” Roman 
shape (Laul 2001, 112, fig. 42: 1; Bezzen- 
berger 1914,150, fig. 30; Ģinters 1936, 58- 
59,61, fig. 7). However, the local styles of 
both regions also influenced one another. 
This leads us to “the most Finnish Lithua
nian” openwork brooches, which were 
found in the Lazdininkai cemetery. The 
first (fig. 5: 5) is an enamel brooch from 
grave 7 (Michelbertas 2000, 57-60, fig. 
1, also the figure on the cover page). It is 
unique in its Lithuanian context, not only 
because of its enamel decoration (which 
is common enough in the area of distri
bution of tarand-graves), but also because 
of the cruciform element of its openwork

ornamentation. It consists of a rhomboid 
middle part which ends in four round 
plates. Tliis element was very popular in 
Finnic jewellery in the Roman period, 
a “pure” example of which is the cross
shaped brooch from Virunuka (Jaanits 
et al. 1982, pi. IX: above right). Another 
brooch from Lazdininkai grave 2 (fig. 5: 8) 
(Butkus & Kanarskas 1992, 85, figure on 
the front cover) has no enamel covering, 
but its complicated openwork ornament 
reveals the same impression of movement 
as does the shape of the enamel brooch 
from Vagula (fig. 5: 7) (Jaanits et al. 1982, 
pi. IX: above left; Laul 2001, 112, fig. 42:
4). Round openwork brooches and pins 
are mostly found in western Lithuanian 
graves in the first half of the third century 
to the mid-third century. These ornaments 
are reliable enough as a chronological in
dicator in western Lithuanian gravesites;
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big. 6. 1- distribution of ro
sette pins or brooches in 
Lithuania and southern 
Latvia. 2-4- rosette tutuli 
pins: 2- Jäbara, Estonia (ac
cording to Schmiedehelm 
1955), 3, 4 Stragnai, Lithua
nia (LNM inv. no. AR 38: 925, 
AR 38: 291).

it could therefore be useful for correlation 
with similar shaped ornaments in the area 
of tarand- graves.

Rosette pins/brooches with tutuli spread 
in graves in the Dollkeim-Kovrovo re
gion and western Lithuanian/south-west
ern Latvian areas at different times. This 
fashion came to the Samland Peninsula at 
a considerably earlier time (in phase B J , 
and had already disappeared in the third

century (Nowakowski 1996, 17, 83-87). It 
is curious that early l st-2 nd century “Sam
land-form” rosette tutuli brooches have 
been found in Estonia at the Triigi grave 
site (Schmiedehelm 1955, 160, fig. 43: 2; 
Jaanits et al. 1982, fig. 152; Löugas & Se- 
lirand 1989, 301), but they have not hith
erto been known in Lithuania. This prob
ably means that direct contacts between 
the coasts of Samland and Estonia existed

1 1 2
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Fig. 7. Distribu
tion of rings of 
Beckmann type 
40 and analogous 
types.

И Find-sites of 
Beckmann type 
40 rings (accord
ing to Beckmann 
1969; Anders
son 1993; Lund 
Hansen 1995)

• * Distribution 
of Beckmann type 
40 rings and their 
imitations in the 
East Baltic Sea re
gion.

in the early Roman period. Meanwhile, 
the rosette pin found at Jäbara В (fig. 6: 2) 
(Schmiedehelm 1955, 77-78, fig. 17: 7) is 
similar to finds from south-western Latvia 
and western Lithuania (fig. 6: 1), where 
such types of pins and brooches became 
part of the “uniform” from the mid-third 
century among wealthy womens jewel
lery (fig. 6: 3-4). Some versions of the lat
ter were found in graves dated to the turn 
of the fourth-fifth centuries, but the main 
group of rosette pins and brooches were 
an exclusive ornament for ladies in the 
second half of the third and the first half 
of the fourth century (Michelbertas 1986, 
122; Banytė 1999; Nowakowski 1999,111- 
112). The inhabitants of western Lithuania

began to make rosette pins when open
work round pins/brooches were going 
out of fashion (this conclusion is based 
on the analysis done for a dissertation, see 
Banytė-Rovell 2001b, 20-22, 45-46).

Apart from the number of common cos
tume elements in both of the areas in ques
tion, there are also several examples of 
different aspects of mutual connections be
tween the western Lithuanian Group and 
the tarand-graves. The latter functioned as 
an intermediary in the dissemination of in
ter-regional stylistic novelties in the east
ern Baltic Sea region, including Estonia. 
This finds good confirmation in the case of 
snake-headed finger-rings (Banytė-Rowell, 
in print). Four spiral rings with flattened
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ends have been found in the cemeteries of 
western Lithuania (Baitai grave 31, Šernai 
grave 67, Lumpėnai grave 9, Bandužiai 
grave 74) (Banyte-Rowell 2000, 38, fig. 7: 
23; Bezzenberger 1892, pi. IX: 11; 1909a, 
139, fig. 135; Stankus 1995a, 69, fig. 61: 17; 
1995b, 89-92, fig. 4). Three of them were 
made of silver, and one was bronze. The 
rings are reminiscent of Beckmann type 40, 
which is regarded as a stylised and simpli
fied variation on rings with animal (snake) 
ends (types 39-42) (Beckmann 1969, 49; 
fig. 21; pi. 2). Scandinavian Beckmann Type 
40 rings appear in phase Cļ and were also 
used during phase C2 (the end of the sec
ond, and the third century). Although all 
of the Schlangenkopffingerringe find sites 
are concentrated in Denmark, whereas the 
stylised form of this style -  Beckmann type 
40 -  is broadly distributed further to the 
north, across the rest of Scandinavia (fig. 7). 
The northernmost find sites are in Norway 
and Finland (Isokylä) (Lund Hansen 1995, 
208-211, fig. 8: 2; Andersson 1993, 86). A 
number of rings have been found in Estonia 
(Tamla 1977, 58-59, fig. 6; Deemant 1980, 
360-361, pi. IV: 10; Schmiedehelm 1955, 
69, fig. 14: 9; Moora 1932, 34, 40, fig. 24: 
13; Lang 1996, 177), along the Gulf of Fin
land in the north of the country3 (Möigu- 
Peetri, Proosa, Lagedi XIVA, Saha D, Rae I, 
Jäbara C, Türsamäe)4. Bronze rings of type 
40 from the Estonian gravesites of Jäbara 
and Türsamäe, like the gold ones, have an 
elongated middle edge at their ends and end 
in narrowed shoots. In terms of form, the 
“Lithuanian” rings are more distant from 
the classical gold rings than the “Estonian”

ones. The “Lithuanian” versions of Beck
manns type 40 reflected the same rank of 
prestige among the Balts5 as the gold rings 
do in Denmark and elsewhere in Scandina
via.

On the other hand, it should also be said 
that material from Lithuanian graves shows 
that in the Roman Period not all strands of 
cultural interface between the Finnic cen
tres in Estonia and western Balt centres in 
Samland and the Mazurian Lakeland ex
tended through the Lithuanian coastal area. 
Or, to be more precise, we should realise 
that the process of these cultural connec
tions might have been more complicated -  
with the western Lithuanian area as one of 
the main intermediate factors, but not the 
only one. Such a situation may have taken 
place in the case of brooches Almgren 133 
and their imitations. Fibulae A. 133 feature 
the hinge-like construction (Scharnierkon
struktion) , a wide, band-like bow and tra
peze head-plate (Almgren 1923, 68-69, pi. 
VI: 133). They occur in large numbers in 
the Mazurian Lakeland, in the area of the 
so-called Bogaczewo Culture (Nowakowski 
1991, 54, fig. 5). This ornament is regarded 
as an ethnic indicator of womens costume 
from the Mazurian Lakeland. Based on 
close assemblages and correspondent anal
ysis, A. 133 brooches are dated to phase B2ļ> 
and the beginning of B^C^ which corre
sponds with the first half of the second cen
tury and the beginning of the second half 
of this century (Nowakowski 1995, 38-41; 
see also 1998).

Single finds of the brooches in question 
are recorded outside the main concen-

' There are also several rings of the type in question in central Estonia -  personal communication 
from Valter Lang.
4 The authors would like to thank Valter Lang for information about several rings that are only 
mentioned in the literature.
5 It is worth pointing out that silver is not common in the Baltic environment, and gold is par
ticularly rare here.
0 A. 133 brooches have been found as far to the west of the Bogaczewo Culture area as Zwierzewo 
in the Wielbark Culture territory (Bezzenberger 1909b, 71, fig. 38) and Berlin (Nowakowski 1995, 
38; earlier literature ibidem).
7 Some of them are a certain transformation of A.133-type brooches, for example without the 
head-plate, such as items from Barzdūnai and Truuta.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of 
A. 133 brooches and imi
tations thereof, fibulae 
with hinge-like construc
tion and triangular foot.

tration area a in Lithuania and Estonia , 
among other places. Several specimens of 
A. 133 fibulae are known from Lithuania 
-from Marvelė, grave 58s, Central Lithua
nian Group and from the western Lithua
nian Group (Labatakiai -  Moora 1938, 79, 
fig. 18: 2; Barzdūnai, Vilkyčiai0), among 
others, as well as Karpiškiai in northern 
Lithuania (Moora 1938, 79, fig. 18: 3). 
There were also two specimens found in

Estonia, one at an unknown site (Moora 
1938, 79, footnote 2) and another at Truu- 
ta (Laul 2001, fig. 45: 4).

Oscar Almgren pointed out that the 
Mazurian A. 133 brooches appeared to 
be a source of inspiration for some oth
er fibulae with hinge-like constructions 
(Almgren 1923, 68). There is a group of 
so-called Scharnierfibeln mit dreieckigen 
Fuß (fibulae with hinge-like construction

s Unpublished materials from the excavations of A. Astrauskas and M. Bertašius, whom the au
thors would like to thank very much for the information they provided. The A. 133 brooch found 
at Marvelė had been noted by W. Nowakowski (1995, 40).
; Both Barzdūnai/Barsduhnen and Vilkyciai/Wilkieten -  information from the H. Jankuhn Ar
chive. The Jankuhn Archive, housed in Archäologisches Landesmuseum Schleswig, is being cata
logued by a research group including C. von Carnap-Bornheim, W. Nowakowski, R. Banyte-Row- 
ell, A. Cieśliński and M. Nowakowska.
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and triangular foot) occurring in the east
ern Baltic (Moora 1929, pi. V: 7, 9; 1938, 
78-80). They are recorded particularly in 
Latvia (Razbuķi, Sērpils, Taurkalne, un
known sites) and Estonia (Jäbara, Nurm- 
si, Virunuka -  Laul 2001, 115, fig. 43: 1 - 
2). Several of them are also known from 
central Lithuania (Kupriai, Pakuonis, un
known site near Kaunas), although not 
from the coastal area (fig. 8).

Conclusions

Here the authors would like to empha
sise the similarities between what is now 
western Lithuania and Estonia in terms of 
both burial practice material and elements 
of material culture from the first centuries 
AD. The written sources turn our atten
tion to the eastern Baltic zone -  from the 
amber coast on the Samland Peninsula 
and western Lithuania up to northern Es
tonia. The archaeological sources seem to 
follow the same route -  peoples living on 
the eastern coastline had been connected 
in different aspects of their life, whatever 
their ethnic origin may have been.

From the point of view of a ‘‘neutral 
reader”, the authors of this article are pre
senting their own subjective point of view, 
which is constructed on the basis of am
biguous ancient historical sources. In the 
latter, we find that through the ages the 
ethnonym Aestiorum genies referred to by 
Tacitus was somehow transformed into 
the name of Esti (Eistr; Eistir) in the Mid
dle Ages. An analysis by two linguists, S. 
Karaliūnas and A. Bammersberger, may 
provide confirmation for our hypothesis. 
Their conclusion that the description of 
Aestii was used by Germanic neighbours 
to describe all of the inhabitants of the 
eastern Baltic coast from Frischen H aff to 
the Gulf of Bothnia is based on the ety
mological meaning of aistio-y aisto- (land; 
inhabitants of land) (Bammersberger 8c 
Karaliūnas 1998, 39, 43, 45). They sup

posed that Tacitus most probably de
scribed the inhabitants of Samland as 
Aestii, but later the name came to be used 
more flexibly, and was applied to people 
living further north (Karaliūnas 1991; 
Bammersberger 8c Karaliūnas 1998, 39, 
43, 45). It is not strange that the descrip
tion Aestii was probably used by outsiders 
rather than by the inhabitants of the east
ern Baltic region themselves. The problem 
of the different range of the name Aes
tii has also been discussed recently by W. 
Nowakowski (1996,109-116).

We realise that there is always some dan
ger in using historical sources to strengthen 
data from the archaeological material or in 
viewing data from the dubious advantage 
of hindsight. On the other hand, a com
parison between written and archaeologi
cal sources is the only solution to discover 
the name of unknown peoples from east
ern Baltic zone. However, recent research 
on ethnicity points out the flexibility and 
relative nature of ethnic borders (see Barth 
1969). This has been tellingly summarised 
by Chris Goden: The links between these 
different facets o f  identity can be judged 
through looking at the specific history o f a 
regionу as ethnicity arises from intersections 
in the similarities and differences in peoples 
habitus and allows one to look at how un
conscious patterns o f life are transformed in 
self-consciously used symbols. Groups are 
never static entities but always in the proc
ess o f  becoming (Goden 1999, 96).

Examining archaeological data from 
the eastern Baltic region in the Roman 
Iron Age, we can see that the area of the 
so-called tarand-graves was not “a deep 
periphery” in relation to the situation of 
the western Balts, which could naturally 
be supposed to have been better, simply 
judging from their geographical location. 
The local versions of jewellery styles, and 
finds of goods from Roman provinces in 
the area of tarand-graves, bear witness to 
the strength of lines of communication 
leading through the Barbaricum , and to
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how far these lines were “firmly installed” 
to preserve contact with the northeastern 
corner of the Baltic coastland. From this 
point of view the western Balts, as south
ern neighbours, did not and probably 
could not have blocked, or even have had 
the intention of blocking these communi
cations. Therefore the contacts between 
the western Balts and the Baltic Finns 
themselves are an extraordinarily interest
ing object of study. The inhabitants of both 
regions lived with their own specific ritus 
and created their own style of dressing (to
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CROSSBOW FIBULA AS A REFLECTION 
OF SOCIAL STATUS AND RELATIONS

Mari-Liis Rohtla

Crossbow fibulae are discussed as one of the widespread categories of adornments in Roman 
and Middle Iron Age stone-graves. I will use the term fibula in the sense of a brooch with 
bow-like construction that was commonly used around the Baltic during the period. While 
the crossbow fibulae are mostly grave-goods, their placement in graves does not provide direct 
information of their other functions. Nevertheless, after analysing the distribution and origin 
of the different types of crossbow fibulae in Estonia and examining their different production 
techniques, the author arrives at the conclusion that crossbow fibulae were adornments that in
dicated status. The possible functions of the fibulae include their use for fastening clothing, their 
presentation as prestige goods and their placement in graves. Contacts with other areas around 
the Baltic are traceable via solitary artefacts marking direct import or the ideas of production. 
The majority of crossbow fibulae are considered to be local specialities.

Key words: crossbow fibula, Roman Iron Age, Migration Period, grave-goods, social status 
marker, production techniques of adornments.

Mari-Liis Rohtla, Department of Archaeological Collections of the Institute of History, 
6 St. Rüütli, Tallinn 10130, Estonia; mariliis@ai.ee

Introduction

The most widespread adornments found 
in graves of the Roman and Middle Iron 
Ages are brooches (fibulae), among which 
crossbow fibulae form one of the most dis
tinctive groups. They are numerous and 
were used for a long time. Unlike other fib
ulae, many subtypes can be distinguished 
among the crossbow fibulae (table). The 
form and function of some of the subtypes 
have changed considerably over time. Their 
use on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea 
exceeds the borders of archaeological peri
ods, starting in the middle of the 2nd centu
ry in the Roman Iron Age and continuing 
in the Middle Iron Age. It should be men
tioned that no crossbow fibulae that could 
be dated to the Roman Iron Age have been 
found in western Estonia. At this point it 
should be mentioned that crossbow fibu
lae have been found in several hoards and 
buried treasures, but the topic is left out of 
the present article due to the lack of thor
ough research in the area.

Until now there has been a lack of com
prehensive analysis on crossbow fibulae. 
Therefore my main task in this work will 
be to try to give an overview of problems 
concerning the above-mentioned fibulae. 
Although relatively thorough research 
into Roman Iron Age fibulae have been 
published, including the ones of crossbow 
fibulae (e.g. Almgren 1923; Moora 1938), 
new directions and starting points have 
arisen in artefact research during the last 
decade. The attempt to interpret the as
pects of past society that are not reflected 
in the archaeological remains -  for exam
ple commercial relations, social hierarchy 
in prehistoric society etc. -  have become 
the main directions (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2001; Wason 1994).

The primary problem with the investiga
tion of Estonian crossbow fibulae is their 
exclusive appearance in Roman Iron Age 
graves (fig. 1). At the same time, it sets the 
limits for the investigation of their possi
ble use, as we only know of them as grave- 
goods. On the other hand, these sites where
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Fig. 1. The distribution of crossbow fibulae in Estonia.

crossbow fibulae are found, the tarand- 
graves, are themselves also problematic, 
since the graves were used for a very long 
time and single burials are mixed, and 
therefore it is practically impossible to 
discern certain artefact complexes (Lang 
1996, 313), and it is difficult to determine 
the age, sex and status of the dead.

In order to open new aspects in the study 
of crossbow fibulae around the Baltic Sea, 
one should know how other researchers 
have discussed the problem. The interpre
tations south to Estonia are very impor
tant, as the Estonian find material con
cerning the Roman Iron Age adornments 
is mostly related to Lithuania and Poland. 
Studies from neighbouring countries -  by 
Latvian, Finnish and Scandinavian au
thors -  are also relevant. But as concerns 
Latvia and Finland, the assessment of the 
current situation in research is hardly pos
itive, and only treatments that are decades 
old -  in Estonia and Latvia the work of 
Moora and in Finland the monograph of 
Keskitalo -  can be used (Moora 1938; Kes-

kitalo 1979). Next to scarce research of the 
Roman Iron Age, more thorough analy
ses are carried out on Middle Iron Age 
crossbow fibulae. At this point one should 
mention Anna Bitner-Wróblewska, who 
has studied the types of crossbow fibulae 
and the moving and change of the ways 
of ornamentation, the influence of local 
“fashions”. At the same time, she tried to 
observe how the oversea contacts between 
workshops took place, which adornments 
spread via ideas and which ones via arte
facts (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001,122).

My research mostly concentrates on 
Estonian material. Parallels from other 
countries, mostly Lithuania and Poland, 
were only sought for while discussing cer
tain subjects. One article cannot contain 
all the topics connected with an entire area 
of research, and thus I mention only some 
of the aspects that are linked to crossbow 
fibulae. I will try to understand the people 
who have owned the fibulae by discuss
ing the possible ways of making and using 
them, and the importance of the fibula as
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Fig. 2. Basic details of 
crossbow fibulae (AI 2604: 
17; 3172: 77).
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an ornament. The main purpose of the ar
ticle is to give a comprehensive analysis of 
the Roman and Middle Iron Age find ma
terial via a single type of ornament.

Crossbow fibulae in the 
Roman Iron Age and 
Migration Period

The crossbow fibula with a simple ten
dril foot (fig. 2) is the earliest and sim
plest type of crossbow fibulae (fig. 3: 1). I 
have counted 21 items that belong to this 
type, but determination is difficult, be
cause many have only been preserved in 
fragments that might also belong to the 
other types with tendril feet. Crossbow 
fibulae with tendril feet appear mostly on 
the northern coast of Estonia, but the type 
is remarkably less common in central and 
southern Estonia (fig. 4). They vary in size, 
but the tendency in the eastern coastal

area of the Baltic is that the smallest ones 
were the earliest, occurring in the first part 
of the 2nd century AD (with Roman coins) 
(Moora 1938, 121). In Estonia that kind of 
fibulae are not dated to the 2nd century, but 
here it has been suggested that their use 
started in the 3rd century (Schmiedehelm 
1955, 95; fig. 22: 9). But the majority -  the 
largest ones in terms of size -  are dated to 
the 4th- 5 th century (Laul 2001, 116).

Crossbow fibulae with tendril feet and 
head-knobs are the most numerous and 
most common of all of the types of cross
bow fibulae. The notable characteristics of 
this type are knobs at the head and also at 
the end of the axis. xMost researchers have 
divided them into subtypes in accordance 
with Moora (1938, 125) -  fibulae with 
profiled head-knobs and others with wire- 
wrapped knobs (fig. 3: 2) (see also Schmie
dehelm 1931, 401-402). I have counted 
137 single items of this type, and most of

Fig. 2 explains the basic vocabulary of crossbow fibulae
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Fig. 3. The types of cross
bow fibulae with tendril 
feet: 1- simple crossbow 
fibula with a tendril foot, 
2- crossbow fibula with 
a tendril foot and head 
knob, 3- Г1 group of ring 
decoration, 4- 2,ul group 
of ring decoration (AI 
4408:400; 2834:8; 2012: 
11:20; 2012:11:19).

them have wire-wrapped knobs (table). 
Half of crossbow fibulae with head-knobs 
have been found in north-eastern Esto
nia (fig. 4) and a little more than 14 from 
north-western Estonia. Thus it can be 
said that northern Estonia predominates 
among the other regions in association 
with this particular type of fibulae.

In general the fibulae with wire-wrapped 
head-knobs are quite small and thin. Al
though they have the same main character
istic features, they vary from region to re
gion in certain details. Profiled head-knobs 
are more common in the northern parts of 
Estonia. The most unique feature is the fac
eted head and foot-wrapping that is found 
only in north-eastern Estonia (fig. 3: 2). 
The decoration of fibulae (at the head and 
foot-wrapping) with transverse grooves,

notches or diagonal grooves or the head- 
knob with small tubes seems to be more 
common to north-western Estonia, but 
these elements also occur in north-eastern 
and central Estonia. The same observation 
applies to double-tension -  north-western 
Estonia predominates over neighbouring 
areas, but they do not occur in south-east
ern or eastern Estonia.

Fibulae with head-knobs are almost 
contemporaneous with simple crossbow 
fibulae with tendril feet. In Latvia the fib
ulae with profiled head-knobs have been 
dated to the third century on the basis of 
East-Prussian analogues (Moora 1938, 
126). The fibulae with wire-wrapped 
head-knobs are somewhat younger, and 
are considered to be a local form -  occur
ring in north-eastern Estonia at the end of

1 2 4
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Fig. 4. The distribution of crossbow fibulae with tendril feet, and with tendril feet and head 
knobs.

the 3rd and the beginning of the 4rh century 
(Schmiedehelm 1955, 87). Fibulae found 
in north-western Estonia are mainly dat
ed to the 4th century (Lang 1996,179), and 
this also applies to other regions that fol
low Latvian dates. At the same time there 
is a tendency to date bigger items as being 
younger (Moora 1938, 130).

Crossbow fibulae with ring decorations
are decorated with rings around the bow, 
head or foot, and sometimes also at the 
end of the spiral. On the basis of the posi
tion of the rings, Harry Moora has divided 
the fibulae into three groups (Moora 1938, 
132, 136, 138). As Mooras division was 
based on local material (mostly northern 
Latvian and Estonian), I will use this in 
my introduction.

For the 1st group of ring decorations, 
the main characteristic features are three 
grooved rings in a group, while the middle 
one is very often higher than the others 
(see Almgren 1923, type 167). The same 
rings are at the end of the spiral, and most 
of those fibulae also have a head-knob

(fig. 3: 3). Only five items of this group 
have been found in Estonia -  and all were 
found in north-eastern and north-western 
Estonia (table; fig. 5). Categorising these 
fibulae under the tendril foot types is a bit 
tendentious, because three of the items 
have a cast needlecase. All other groups 
of the fibulae with ring decorations have 
tendril feet and therefore I considered the 
position of the rings to be a more impor
tant decoration element than the needle- 
construction.

In East Prussia, fibulae with ring decora
tions that look similar to the 1st group have 
been dated to the end of the 2nd and the 
beginning of the 3rd century (Nowakowski 
1998, fig. 4) on the basis of Roman coins. 
They remained in use until the 4th cen
tury in Samland (ibid). Fibulae with flat
tened rings were mainly used in Estonia, 
and were thus considered to be somewhat 
younger than in Samland -  their main pe
riod of use was the 4th century, and a few 
items were also dated to the 5th century 
(Moora 1938, 134-135; Lang 1996,179).

The number of the fibulae of the 2nd
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Fig. 5. The distribution of types of crossbow fibulae with ring decorations.

group of ring decoration is five times 
greater than that of the El group (26 
items). The grouping by three rings was 
phased out, and the rings appear indi
vidually. There can also be three or four 
flatter and smaller rings placed between 
two grooved rings (fig. 3: 4). Similarly to 
the fibulae of the former group, these also 
emerge only in the northern part of Esto
nia, and only two fibulae are found in cen
tral Estonia (fig. 5), one of which is quite 
exceptional because of its cast needlecase 
(Vassar 1943, 131) (AI 2481: 58a). In Sam- 
land the fibulae that are similar to Moo- 
ras 2nd group of ring decoration, together 
with the simple crossbow fibulae with ten
dril feet, have been dated to the 3rd century 
(Nowakowsky 1996, 57). Also in Estonia, 
the older items are dated to the 3rd century 
(Schmiedehelm 1955, 95; fig. 22: 10), but 
the main period of use was still the tran
sition from the 4th to the 5th century and 
the 5th century (Vassar 1943, 132; Moora 
1938, 137).

Crossbow fibulae of the 3rd group of 
ring decoration belong to the transition 
period from the Roman Iron Age to the

Migration Period. These precious fibulae 
are also decorated with grooved rings, but 
the space between the two rings is usu
ally filled with bronze-, silver- or gold in
lay with imprinted latticework (fig. 6: 2). 
Bronze fibulae very often have silver inlay,

1 2 6

Fig. 6. The 3rd group of crossbow fibulae with 
ring decorations: 1- example of closed needle- 
construction (silver), 2- the bow and the foot 
(made of silver with gold inlay) (AI 3235: 239, 
240).
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and silver fibulae have silver or gold inlay. 
I have counted 45 individual items of this 
type. Unlike the two former groups, the 3rd 
group was also distributed in south-east
ern and even in western Estonia (fig. 5). 
The crossbow fibulae with ring decora
tions from the tarand-grave region form 
an autonomous north-eastern branch of 
such fibulae (Moora 1938, 140).

Moora has suggested that simple items 
of the 3rd group of ring decoration fol
lowed the 2nd group in sequence, and he 
dated the former to between 450 and 550 
AD (Moora 1938, 142). In Samland, fibu
lae with that kind of decorations originate 
from the 4th- 5 th centuries (Moora 1938, 
141). The same date applies to incurved- 
tension fibulae from Estonia (Vassar 1943, 
131-132).

Crossbow fibulae of the 3rd group of ring 
decoration with rare bow-ornamentation 
have only been found in western Estonia: 
approximately 10-12 items from Saare
maa (Lepna and Paju graves); 1 fragment 
of the bow from Kirimäe flat-cemetery 
(fig. 5). These fibulae are characterised by 
three strong grooves along the bow (fig. 7). 
In Samland, such features often appear on 
items with so-called incurved pseudo-ten
sion (Nowakowsky 1998, 53, fig. 16: 638).

In Estonia, simplified incurved tension

Fig. 7. So-called Memel-style crossbow fibulae 
(AI 4868: 238).

appears on only four other items found in 
Läätsa, Sandimärdi and Nurmsi (2) graves 
in central and south-eastern Estonia 
(figs. 8: 1; 9). However, only one of these 
has rings, and three items lack almost any 
connection with types of ring decoration, 
and might be more closely connected with 
the type with a simple tendril foot. In the 
material from Samland, however, the in
curved tension is connected with the ring 
decoration. It is not certain whether these 
four exceptional items may have been cop
ies of Samland fibulae. They seem to have 
one feature in common -  the coexistence 
of several separate and yet popular deco
rative elements like a head-knob, a certain 
shape of tension, grooves or rings. Such 
hybrids are considered to be characteristic 
of Estonia (Schmiedehelm 1923, 86), and 
thus of local heritance.

The fibulae of the next group are charac
terised by the cast needlecase joined with 
the foot. Among the finds of Samland, 
simple crossbow fibulae with cast nee- 
dlecases (fig. 8: 2) are divided into two 
main groups according to the length of 
the needlecase -  long or short (Bitner- 
Wróblewska 2001, 34, 41). The fibulae 
with short needlecases are slightly older 
and were used for a shorter period (Bit- 
ner-Wróblewska 2001, 34, 51, 52). In the 
Estonian material, however, such a divi
sion is not reasonable, and the groups are 
more simultaneous (Moora 1938, 149). 
It is difficult to show genetic succession 
from the tendril foot to the cast needle
case. Several other types of fibulae and 
items among crossbow fibulae (like the 1st 
group of ring decoration) were made with 
cast needlecases. Crossbow fibulae with 
cast needlecases have been found almost 
all over Estonia (55 fibulae). Their distri
bution is most dense in north-eastern, 
north-western and western Estonia (fig. 
10). As concerns the ornamentation, the 
most widespread elements are transverse 
grooves. They also occur in types of ten-
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Fig. 8. Types of cross
bow fibulae: 1- fibula 
with incurvated ten
sion (needlecase re
paired with rivet), 2- 
simple crossbow fibula 
with cast needlecase, 
3- crossbow fibula 
with star-shaped foot 
(the bow has been re
paired with a rivet), 4- 
crossbow fibula with 
star-shaped foot and 
so-called fish-scale or
namentation (AI 2533: 
109b; 2509: 5; 3172: 77; 
4262: 1029).

dril foot, but it seems that this motif be
gan to dominate over other elements dur
ing the Migration Period, as grooves are 
an additional element in almost all types 
of fibulae with cast needlecases.

Fibulae with high cast needlecases are 
very rare in our region. Only one has been 
found in the Saha D grave (in North-West 
Estonia); it is made of silver and decorat
ed with rings and a rounded plate (Lang 
1996, fig. 83). It is unusual for the Baltic 
countries but similar to those found in 
Gotland and Denmark, from where the 
Saha fibula was probably imported to
gether with a neck-ring (dated to 300 AD) 
(Lang 1996, 242).

The earliest crossbow fibulae with cast 
needlecases emerged in Samland at the 
end of the 3rd century (Nowakowsky 1998, 
fig. 4), but their main period of use was 
the 4th and 5th centuries, and some have 
also been used later (Bitner-Wróblews
ka 2001, 39, 51, pi. LIX). In the region of

tarand-graves they were introduced at the 
end of the 4th century, and they remained 
in active use until the 6th century (Moora 
1938, 148, 149).

So far, researchers have handled fibulae 
with star and spade-shaped feet togeth
er, in one group (Moora 1938, 151; Bitner- 
Wmblewska 2001, 59), and the following 
introduction conforms to this tradition. 
The star-shaped foot has been considered 
to precede the spade-shaped foot (Moora 
1938, 154-155). They both have a similar 
bow construction -  a squared plate on the 
middle of the bow; the same squared sur
faces are often present in the transitional 
part between the bow and the foot (actu
ally, some fibulae of simple cast needlecase 
already have these features). The two types 
also have similar plates at the end of the 
foot. The differences occur in the decora
tion of the edge of the foot-plate. Some 
fibulae have silver inlay on the bow- and/
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O  - iocurvated tendon

Fig. 9. The distribution of hybrids and exceptional types of crossbow fibulae.

or foot-plate. The fibulae with star-shaped 
feet have rounded notches at the edge of 
the flattened foot-plate (fig. 8: 3). The next 
stage of development is when the holes at 
the rim move more to the centre of the 
plate (the so-called transmission variant)

(Schmiedehelm 1934, 220; Moora 1938, 
154) and eventually form closed holes in 
the foot-plate. There are, however, also 
examples of fibulae with spade-shaped 
feet that have no holes at all. 18 examples 
of fibulae with star- and spade-shaped feet
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F ig .  1 1 . Crossbow fibu
lae: 1- crossbow fibu
la with a triangular foot 
(cast needlecase repaired 
with rivet), 2- exception
al fibula with disc-shape 
extensions, 3- exception
al fibula with trapezoid 
cross-section, 4- single- 
linked crossbow fibula 
with upper tension (AI 
3975: 4; 4408: 331; 2488: 
51; 4262: 965).

have been found in Estonia, most of them 
in north-eastern, south-eastern and west
ern Estonia (fig. 10). Proportionally, more 
have been found with spade-shaped feet, 
but these are mostly the transmission vari
ants.

The most original Estonian items among 
these fibulae are two examples found in 
south-eastern Estonia, the bow of which 
is decorated witH notches -  this motif is 
called the fish-scale ornament (Bitner- 
Wróblewska 2001, 61), (fig. 8: 4). Direct 
parallels to these can be seen in two ex
amples from Samland, which may indi
cate that the items from southern Estonia 
are the oldest fibulae with star shaped feet 
found in Estonia. In Samland, fibulae with 
that motif have been dated to the late 4th 
century (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, 61, pi. 
LIX). All other types of fibulae with star
shaped feet have been dated to the 5th cen
tury in Samland (Nowakowsky 1996, 53; 
Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, 64), and in the 
area of tarand-graves they have been dated 
to the 5th and also 6th centuries (Schmiede

helm 1955, 88). The production of fibulae 
with spade-shaped feet began in Samland 
and in Estonia as of the 5th century, (Bit
ner-Wróblewska 2001, pi. LIX; Schmiede
helm 1924, 34).

A group of crossbow fibulae with tr i
angular feet (extended feet) consists of
several unique examples that do not have 
exact equivalents in the Estonian or even 
foreign material. They mostly have a rib
bon-shaped bow, a small triangular foot
plate and a cast needlecase (fig. 11: 1). I 
have divided the material into two: direct 
imports from other regions and specimens 
made locally, which form the majority of 
fibulae with triangular feet. Most of these 
fibulae (17) are distributed in the northern 
part of Estonia (fig. 9). Their most charac
teristic feature is the flattened foot-plate 
that expands towards the end, although I 
have also counted a few examples that are 
decorated with rounded plates at the foot 
or even at the bow as belonging to this 
type (fig. 11: 2), all of them were found in
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Fig. 12. Crossbow fibula with a triangular 
foot and so-called caterpillar-like ornamenta
tion (needlecase repaired with rivet) (AM A 
111: 54).

north-western Estonia (the graves of Rae
1, Lehmja-Loo I and Proosa), (Lang 1996). 
Fibulae that might have been of local or
igin very often have rivets at the bow or 
foot (fig. 11: 1; 12). Almost no examples of 
this type have exact matches among other 
items and, at the same time, each of them 
carries some features that refer to other 
types (head-knob, rings, grooves, etc.), 
sometimes imitating, for example, fibulae 
with tendril feet (Lang 2000, fig. 47: 2).

There are a few examples that can be 
considered imported goods from Lithua
nia. One of them is a fibula found in Järve 
(AM A 111: 54) (Hausmann 1896, pi. I: 
54), the bow of which is decorated with 
deep transverse grooves (fig. 12). This 
kind of motif is called a caterpillar-like or
nament (germ Raupenfibeln) in Lithua
nia and in Samland (Bitner-Wróblews
ka 2001, 43). Another foreign fibula was 
found from the Piilse hoard in south-east
ern Estonia -  it is made of silver, and it has 
a zig-zag pattern at the sides of the bow 
and at the foot-plate (fig. 13). An identi
cal item has been found in Latvia (Moora 
1938, fig. 23: 1), and similar fibulae can be 
found in Lithuania (Bliujienė 2002, figs. 2:
2, 3; Tautavičius 1996, fig. 86).

Fibulae of local origin are dated to the 4,h 
and 5th centuries (Vassar 1943, 129). The 
fibulae that I considered to have been im
ported (with caterpillar-like ornament or 
Raupenfibeln) are also dated to the 4th and

Fig. 13. Crossbow fibula with a triangular foot 
(silver) (AI 3235: 241).

5Ul centuries in Samland and in Lithuania 
(Bliujienė 2002, 149). However, the three 
items with rounded plates all have differ
ent dates -  the fibula from Lehmja-Loo is 
dated to the 3rd century (Lang 1996, 242), 
as is the fibula with high needlecase from 
Saha D; the fibula from the Rae grave 
more closely resembles the fibulae with 
ring decorations, and might thus belong 
to the 4th- 5 l11 centuries; the fibula of Proo
sa has parallels in Denmark from the 5th 
century (Lang 1996, 180).

Zoomorphic fibulae or crossbow fibulae 
with animal-shaped feet have the fewest 
examples in Estonia. All of them are con
nected to the specimens from Lithuania, 
although the ornament is considered to be 
more Scandinavian-like (Laul 2001, 120). 
The fibulae in question have the shape of 
a crossbow, a casted needlecase and styl
ised animal-head, mostly at the end of the 
foot, and sometimes on the surface of the 
bow, while the tension and foot are deco
rated with grooves. Five fibulae have been 
found in Estonia: from a tarand-grave in 
Pikkjärve (compare, for example, Bitner- 
Wróblewska 2001, pi. LIII) and from a 
hoard in Palukiila (e.g. Bliujienė 2002, fig. 
8: 3; Spirģis 2002, fig. 2: d), (table; fig. 10). 
Since zoomorphic fibulae have been clas
sified in many different subtypes, those 
found in Estonia also hardly look similar, 
they have a different style of production,
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but they all have parallels in southern re
gions. They came into use at the end of 
the 4th century in Lithuania and remained 
in production until the 5th- 6 th centuries 
(Bliujienė 2002, 151), although some ex
amples remained in use for a longer period 
-  until the 9th-1 0 th centuries (Tautavičius 
1 9 9 6 ,2 1 3 ,%  98).

The general tendency shows that the fib
ulae found in Estonia have been dated to 
half a century or even a century later than 
those of Lithuania or Samland, which 
are the origin of most of the parallels to 
our material. The tendency to date bigger 
items or those with simpler ornamenta
tion as younger is noticeable. If we consid
er Nowakowski’s statement (Nowakowski 
1996, 107) that despite the different burial 
traditions or different ethnic groups, there 
are great similarities in the material cul
ture around the Baltic Sea, which points 
to close contacts with different regions, it 
is hard to believe that the distribution of 
ideas or means of manufacturing of one or 
another type of artefact is as slow as indi
cated by the dates that have applied so far.

The spread of 
crossbow fibulae

While looking at the spread of Roman 
Iron Age crossbow fibulae, certain areas of 
concentration appear -  north-eastern Es
tonia, the surroundings of Tallinn, south
eastern Estonia and central Estonia (fig. 
1). At the same time, in the case of their 
distribution in the interior of Estonia, one 
should also take into consideration the 
under-representation of several regions, 
as no thorough investigations have been 
carried out in Järvamaa, Pärnumaa and 
Viljandimaa counties, and as a result, the 
representation of crossbow fibulae there is 
scarce. Surely this circumstance cannot be 
directly taken to represent the concentra
tion of the use of crossbow fibulae in only 
certain centres, although their presence

cannot be excluded either. In the case of 
western Estonia it has been determined 
that crossbow fibulae appear in the find 
assemblage no earlier than the Migration 
Period (Mandel 2003, 127).

A question of its own concerns the dif
ferent types of crossbow fibulae, for ex
ample the areas of exploitation within Es
tonia of the fibulae with ring decorations 
or those with head-knobs and faceting. 
For example, the fibulae with head-knobs 
on the northern coast appear to dominate 
throughout the rest of Estonia (fig. 4). 
While in Harjumaa the common feature 
was decorating the fibulae with grooves, 
then in Virumaa it was the profiling of 
both sides of the foot-wrapping (Vassar 
1943, 127), (figs. 3: 2; 11: 4). This kind of 
faceting is not known to have been used in 
other parts of Estonia. In further studying 
the distribution map, it becomes apparent 
that the find places of the first two groups 
of the crossbow fibulae with ring decora
tions are situated exclusively in northern 
Estonia and the tradition of decorating 
the fibulae with rings only spread into the 
south with the third group, in the 5th cen
tury (fig. 5). We know now that in Latvia 
these fibulae were also represented by only 
a few examples (Moora 1938, 132), which 
would appear to confirm their absence in 
south-eastern Estonia. At the same time, 
there is a strong possibility that for some 
reason (if the contacts existed only be
tween northern Estonia and Samland, for 
example) the production of these fibulae 
did not reach further than the northern 
coast, and as a result the rest of Estonia 
is empty. Crossbow fibulae with extend
ed feet have been used practically all over 
Estonia. Their higher concentration in 
northern Estonia can once again be con
nected with the larger number of sites 
excavated. The distributional picture be
comes homogenous during the Migration 
Period, while the mentioned fibulae with 
ring decorations of the 3rd group are also 
more widely used in central, eastern and
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south-eastern Estonia. Western Estonia 
and Saaremaa are also represented by soli
tary fragments decorated with gold and 
silver (Tamla & Jaanits 1977, 64; Löhmus 
2003, 5; Mägi 2004, 53). Simple crossbow 
fibulae with cast needlecases have been 
found all over Estonia, but more densely 
in north-eastern, north-western, western 
and south-eastern Estonia. One fibula is 
also known from south-western Estonia, 
but there are none from central Estonia 
(fig. 10).

The given type of fibula was most pop
ular during the Migration Period where
as, for example, crossbow fibulae with 
star- and spade-shaped feet were placed 
in graves and hoards somewhat less often. 
At the same time, the use of fibulae with 
spade-shaped feet seems to be more wide
spread than that of the star-shaped fibulae, 
since the latter have not yet been found in 
western and central Estonia (fig. 10).

Relatively few possible distribution 
routes between Estonia and the more 
southerly centres have been put forward 
so far. Regarding the Roman Iron Age, 
the support has mostly been with earlier 
studies that state the existence of marine 
contacts between north-eastern Estonia 
and the lower reaches of the Vistula Riv
er already at the time of the first fibulae 
(eye fibulae, Germ. Augenfibel) (Moora 
1938, 608, fig. 90). It has been suggested 
that crossbow fibulae were transported to 
Estonia via the Gauja River and its trib
utaries. The latter is supported by Silvia 
Laul: on the basis of burial customs, she 
connects south-eastern Estonia with the 
southern areas, rather than with the rest 
of Estonia (Laul 2001, 191). In contrast to 
the scant amount of research on the Ro
man Iron Age, thorough analyses have 
been performed on the crossbow fibulae 
of the Migration Period. At this point we 
should again mention Anna Bitner-Wró
blewska, who has studied the moving and 
change of the types and the ways of deco
ration of the crossbow fibulae in local cir

cumstances, i.e. the effects of local “fash
ions”. Thus the local special forms have 
been suggested for simple crossbow fibu
lae with cast needlecases and also for ones 
with star-shaped feet, although the large 
similarities of some of the examples may 
indicate their direct import from Lithua
nia or Poland. This pertains to all types 
of crossbow fibulae distributed in Estonia 
during the Migration Period (see below).

Despite the close communication in the 
Baltic area (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001,121; 
Kriiska & Tvauri 2002,136), one can sup
pose that what moved were mostly the 
methods of production and not the items 
themselves, at least not en masse. This is 
one of the possibilities to explain the con
siderably great differences between, for 
example, the contemporary groups of 
crossbow fibulae with ring decorations in 
Samland (Nowakowski 1998, fig. 16: 611) 
and Estonia.

The production of 
crossbow fibulae

Ethnographic parallels have revealed that 
one of the main status items are clothing 
elements and personal adornments that 
are distinctive in terms of materials and 
design or both (Wason 1994, 105). There
fore I believe that it is necessary to de
vote attention also to the question of the 
production of crossbow fibulae. At this 
point one of the most important aspects 
is the place of manufacture of the fibulae 
-  whether they were made locally or out
side the present-day territory of Estonia, 
and in the latter case -  via which routes 
and possibilities they reached Estonia 

Direct contacts can only be mentioned 
in the case of some types of fibulae. For ex
ample, according to external features, par
allels can be found for the early crossbow 
fibulae with simple tendril feet, the 1st type 
of the fibulae with ring decorations, those 
with long cast needlecases or the examples
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with animal-shaped feet from the find as
semblages of Samland, Lithuania or Latvia 
(see the illustrations of Nowakowski 1998 
and Bitner-Wróblewska 2001). This proof 
is definitely too scarce for it to be possible 
to state that all of the other fibulae were 
of local origin, however; in case of some 
types at least -  for instance, the crossbow 
fibulae with wire-wrapped head-knobs -  
one cannot rule out this possibility either.

The assumption that crossbow fibulae 
were made locally refers to their rather 
widespread use here, and to the possibility 
that local craftsmen had acquired the rel
evant manufacturing techniques, and thus 
fibulae became more common. How can 
one determine which kind of fibulae were 
produced at a particular location? No 
moulds, no direct evidence can be found 
in the existing archaeological material in 
Estonia. I have therefore made my specu
lations via indirect measures, by observ
ing different fibulae, searching for traces 
of usage, wearing and repair, consider
ing different ornament motifs, comparing 
the similarities and dissimilarities of our 
local material and the fibulae distributed 
elsewhere. This basis has been the start
ing point for the assumption that the ma
jority of crossbow fibulae with tendril feet 
were produced locally, according to local 
fashions. The fibulae that do not fit within 
the limits of “ordinary material” can be di
vided into two groups: first, on the basis 
of direct parallels, imported, and second, 
produced locally, but intentionally as ex
ceptional examples.

One of the dissimilarities of the Estonian 
material, noticed quite early by research
ers (Hackmann 1905, 150; Vassar 1943, 
131), is the “open needle” (Germ. Einge
hängte) of the fibulae found in the area of 
tarand-graves, which is distinct from the 
fibulae produced in Lithuania and Poland. 
The needle and spiral of the double-linked 
Lithuanian and Polish crossbow fibulae 
have been made from a single wire (figs. 
6: 1; 13) (Nowakowski 1998, pi. 12: 201),

mostly of bronze. The majority of needles 
of our crossbow fibulae have been made 
of iron (figs. 2: 1; 3: 1, 4; 8: 1), and thus 
are believed to have been manufactured 
locally. This has been explained by the 
scarcity of material, suggesting that using 
local iron helped the craftsmen to econo
mize on expensive bronze (Schmiedehelm 
1955, 85). The same kind of thrift was also 
applied to other adornments from the 3rd-  
5th centuries, which were made very thin 
(for example, eye fibula and neck-rings 
from the Jäbara E grave). This has an addi
tional meaning -  namely, a needle that is 
separate from a spiral has to be differently 
connected by the tension than in the case 
of those fibulae whose needles emanate 
directly from the spiral wire.

The separate needle may point to differ
ent traditions of manufacture than those 
that existed in Lithuania and Poland. At 
the same time, the crossbow fibulae with 
“closed needles” are quite scarce among 
the Estonian material, compared to the 
fibulae with the other fastening method. 
This may refer to a certain change in the 
production tradition, where the tension 
functions as previously, but still in a slight
ly different manner. Of course, this alone 
does not necessarily mean that the fibulae 
were produced locally, since this kind of 
tension is also familiar among the Sam
land material (Nowakowski 1998, figs. 17, 
18). In some examples it is difficult to de
cide over the needle-construction, as the 
loose elements of the fibulae have often 
been corroded together or spoiled, where
as one can even suggest that the fibula was 
already intentionally broken when placed 
in the grave.

The survey is also complicated when 
one of the details of the needle-construc
tion is missing.

There are several ornament elements
that could help to decide upon the origins 
of the fibulae. According to some research
ers (Vassar 1943,129; Schmiedehelm 1923, 
84) the wide use of the head-knob with lo-
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Fig. 14. 1-2- examples 
of repairs, 3-4- iron 
crossbow fibulae (AI 
2604: 38; 2817: 202; 
4262: 1404; 4866: 199).

cal types of crossbow fibulae is a sign of 
local origin. For example, the presence of 
the head-knob with the fibulae with ex
tended feet refers to local origin, since 
elsewhere the fibulae of this type did not 
have head-knobs. Similarly, the spread of 
the motif of ring decoration to other types 
of crossbow fibulae can be regarded as a 
local speciality.

The third thing that may include infor
mation on production and use is the pres
ence of rivets. Rivets are very numerous 
in the above-mentioned type of crossbow 
fibulae with extended feet, which on one 
hand could indicate certain repair works, 
or on the other hand the remains of some 
destroyed decoration (Vassar 1943, 129). 
In the case of some of the fibulae men
tioned above, one could indeed suppose 
that the rivet was not used for repair, but 
instead to fix something that has not been 
preserved: for example the fibula from 
the Saha D grave (Lang 1996, fig. 83) or 
that from Lehmja-Loo I grave (fig. 11: 2). 
Most of the crossbow fibulae with rivets 
were nevertheless broken and repaired af
terwards (figs. 8: 3; 14: 1, 2). At the same 
time, one should notice that the rivet is 
not the only method of repair. A great deal 
of the fibulae have broken around the nee-

dlecase, and thus another way of repair
ing them was to reattach the broken part 
with a new wire wrapping (fig. 14: 1). The 
repair was mostly detectable in the case of 
fibulae with tendril feet and head-knobs. 
If the fibula was somehow repaired dur
ing its “life”, this could be an indication 
of their everyday use. Thus, in the case of 
the crossbow fibulae with tendril feet and 
head-knobs, it can be stated that these fib
ulae were already used as ornaments or 
clothing elements during the lifetime of 
their carrier. At the same time, the repair 
may refer to the persons wish to repair the 
broken item in order to use it longer, in
stead melting them together and produc
ing new adornments, although in the case 
of local craftsmen the latter would not 
have been complicated either.

Direct or indirect parallels between dif
ferent areas do not have to confirm the 
existence of import or local production, 
however. For example, as concerns the 1st 
type of the fibulae with ring decorations, 
they all vary in details of needlecase, head- 
knob and the presence of numerous orna
mental elements. It has not yet been ascer
tained exactly how they reached Estonia, 
but it is generally supposed that they were 
imported from parts of East Prussia and
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West Lithuania (Moora 1938, 134 ff), and 
not at all using local production. It is dif
ficult, only judging by five examples, to 
guess whether there really existed five dif
ferent independent mercantile communi
cation routes with the production areas of 
crossbow fibulae. At the same time, how
ever, I would not dare to state that one and 
the same craftsman manufactured all fib
ulae of the 1st type with ring decorations. 
The ring decoration of Estonian fibulae is 
somewhat simpler than in the case of the 
West-Lithuanian examples. If it were a 
question of fibulae produced in Lithuania 
or Poland, then their more modest orna
mentation could be explained by the ori
entation of some workshops to make the 
fibulae for export to the north or by cer
tain orders of the “clients” of northern Es
tonia according to their taste and wealth, 
whether they were for example merchants 
who mediated the fibulae or ordinary peo
ple who wanted their own fibulae made.

In the case of some types of fibulae, it 
has been supposed that the fashions and 
production ideas moved instead of direct 
import. For example, the fibulae with star
shaped feet found in Estonia have been 
considered to be modifications of south
ern specimens (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, 
63). This kind of transfer of solitary fash
ions appears especially strongly with the 
zoomorphic fibulae of the Middle Iron 
Age in Lithuania, where almost every re
gion is characterized by a subtype inside 
a corresponding type of fibula (Bliujienė 
2002, 153). Great typological variations 
among the adornments may have been the 
result of modifications of the motifs that 
reflected either direct or indirect contacts 
betweeh workshops (Bitner-Wróblewska 
2001, 121).

Emphasising status via 
crossbow fibulae

The majority of crossbow fibulae are found 
in graves, in Estonia in tarand-graves, 
which is a typical grave-type of the Roman 
Iron Age, except for West Estonia and the 
islands, where no tarand-graves were used 
during the 2nd and 3rd centuries (Mandel 
2003, 127). It is probable that some oth
er burial custom that is unfortunately un
known to us predominated there. Since 
the Migration Period, crossbow fibulae 
have also been placed in hoards (Kriiska 
&Tvauri 2002,158).

The last decades of research in Esto
nia brought a new approach, considering 
that the tarand-graves were burial plac
es for only certain members of the soci
ety. Some researchers have performed de
mographic studies based on find material 
from tarand-graves (Lang & Ligi 1991; 
Lang 1995). Priit Ligi has proposed that 
not all members of society were buried in 
tarand graves, only the wealthy landown
ers (Ligi 1995, 266), members of families 
who through their monumental graves 
demonstrated their ideological power 
over others.

Taking this point into account, it would 
be easy to consider all grave finds as elite 
material. As it has been suggested, how
ever, that tarand-graves are not only elite 
burial places, but also cult places for all of 
the members of society (Jonuks 2003, 96), 
and as we have no idea about the burial 
tradition of the “common people” (Ligi 
1995, 266), we cannot be certain of the 
dress elements or adornments of either 
ordinary people or the elite. Differences in 
clothing between elite and common peo
ple did not have to be evident. Those dif
ferences could be revealed, for example, 
by other kinds of ornamentation or even 
by other types of adornments (Bitner- 
Wróblewska 2001, 123).

In analysing of the material, I have grad
ually come to believe that there might have
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been a certain difference in the means of 
production and use of the fibulae between 
the (late) Roman Iron Age and Migration 
Period. The fibulae with tendril feet of the 
Roman Iron Age were simple and lacked 
specific decoration. Their scarce process
ing appears only in the faceting of the bow 
and foot, the extensions of the head-knob 
and spiral (elements that refer to local pro
duction). One can also notice a certain de
gree of wear; the fibulae are relatively fine 
and small and often repaired, in compari
son to the 3rd group of the fibulae with cast 
needlecases and ring decorations. Thus 
these might be consumer goods, fibulae 
that were made in large numbers for daily 
wear. This may indicate the use of cross
bow fibulae as ordinary elements for fas
tening clothing or adornment, in addition 
to their final4 use” as grave-goods. At this 
point it should be admitted that research 
is still under way, because other types of 
fibulae that were used alongside crossbow 
fibulae during the Roman Iron Age should 
also be analysed.

It is interesting that during the first half 
of the Migration Period, the majority of 
types of fibulae are no longer used, and 
only crossbow fibulae and some remark
ably huge eye fibulae remain (Lang 2000, 
167; Kriiska & Tvauri 2002, 156). The 
change of the form of the crossbow fibulae 
during the Middle Iron Age is also note
worthy. What changes is the production 
technique (the crossbow fibulae are now 
made with cast needlecases instead of ten
dril feet), the decoration (new ornamenta
tion methods and elements) and the mate
rial (much more precious metal was used 
in addition to bronze). Many richly dec
orated fibulae also appear in graves (e.g. 
Paali, Kardla, Paluküla, Kirimäe).

In Samland and Scandinavia, crossbow 
fibulae with cast needlecases have been 
considered to be the adornments of the 
middle class (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, 
122). They were also widespread and com
monly used in the Baltic (Bitner-Wró

blewska 2001, fig. 7). According to Bitner- 
Wróblewska (2001, 121), the moving of 
more common ornamentation elements 
revealed the close contacts represented by 
the middle class, for example the case of 
the fibulae with cast needlecases. At the 
same time, the fibulae with long cast nee
dlecases (in Samland also known as the 
Dollkeim/Kovrovo type) found outside 
Samland are considered to be the work 
of local craftsmen, whereas the speci
mens of the fibulae with short needlecases 
(in Samland accordingly Schönwarling/ 
Skowarcz type) represent import (Bitner- 
Wróblewska 2001, 47). The elite probably 
maintained these long-distance connec
tions, which were probably not based on 
the exchange of goods but rather on con
tacts between workshops; mixed marriag
es may also have played a certain role -  in 
the case of the crossbow fibulae with star
shaped feet, for example (ibid). The fibulae 
with star- and spade-shaped feet decorat
ed with stamp-ornaments may also have 
belonged to wealthier and higher-status 
people (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001,122).

Among the fibulae with cast needlecases, 
the examples with long cast needlecases are 
most numerous, and they are mostly sim
ple and lack any specific decoration (ex
cluding individual items from Proosa). In 
addition, their prevalence among the ma
terial of the Migration Period may refer to 
them as consumer goods. Among the fib
ulae with star- and spade-shaped feet, in 
contrast, the use of silver as an additional 
adornment, as well as distinctive and spe
cific ornamentation motifs, are much more 
common. Moreover, they often appear in 
graves together with other fancy adorn
ments. The Kirimäe fibulae with spade
shaped feet are the most distinguished in 
terms of ornamentation (Schmiedehelm 
1924; see also Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, 
pi. XXII: 1, 2). There are also many single 
specimens that are distinctive due to their 
material or shape. Such fibulae may have 
been quite common elsewhere (in Scandi
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navia and the Baltic region, for example), 
but in our local context they are unique 
and therefore carry a different function. 
These items symbolized the relations with 
the areas around the Baltic during both 
the Roman Iron Age and the Migration 
Period, for example the crossbow fibula 
with high needlecases from the Saha D 
tarand-grave (Lang 1996, fig. 83), fibulae 
with disc-shaped extensions from Proosa 
(Lang 1996, fig. 65) and Lehmja-Loo (fig. 
11: 2) and the fibulae with extended feet 
from the Paali II hoard complex (fig. 13) 
and from Järve grave (fig. 12). All of the 
above-mentioned fibulae have analogies 
in Scandinavia or Lithuania and Poland.

The situation is more complicated in 
the case of crossbow fibulae with incurved 
tensions (fig. 8: 1). One could suggest that 
the motif of the tension originates from the 
crossbow fibulae with ring decorations of 
the Samland area (Nowakowski 1996, pi. 
31), whereas the fibulae themselves were 
made locally. There are some more exam
ples that do not have any equivalent, such 
as an exceptional specimen with head- 
knob cast in one piece found at Ilumäe 
Kövermägi (Lang 2000, fig. 74: 3) and the 
fibula from Reinapi, which has a trapezoi
dal cross-section and is of such unusual 
shape that it is difficult to categorise it un
der a certain type (fig. 11: 3). The absence 
of direct analogies generally nurtures the 
thought of local production, although 
under the impression of the above-men
tioned idea one cannot rule out the possi
bility of import, but this is a case of items 
produced only for certain people living in 
a limited area. It is even more complicated 
to decide who the owners of these adorn
ments were. The same problem concerns 
all of the crossbow fibulae that are made 
of silver and decorated with gold -  the 
3rd group of the fibulae with ring deco
rations. It has so far been suggested that 
these are a type of crossbow fibulae with 
ring decorations that was distributed only 
in the area of tarand-graves, but unfortu

nately we lack data that would confirm or 
refute their production here. The majority 
of the above-mentioned crossbow fibulae 
are dated to the 4th- 5 th centuries. Based on 
the assumption that the main commercial 
routes during the Migration Period were 
under control, it could be proposed that 
only a small part of society could have 
used or mediated these fibulae.

Some single-linked crossbow fibulae 
from south-eastern and north-eastern 
Estonia, i.e. from the graves of Virunuka 
(fig. 11: 4) and Järve (Hausmann 1896, 
29) form a separate group. They refer to 
earlier types of crossbow fibulae that were 
not distributed as mass-production here, 
while at the same time their connection 
to social position is unclear. This is much 
more complicated to determine in the 
case of iron crossbow fibulae, since usual
ly nothing but the bow has been preserved 
(fig. 14: 3, 4). Thus their needle-construc
tion, type and date remain uncertain.

The same applies to the origin of the 
crossbow fibulae with extended, most
ly triangular feet. To date, the dominant 
standpoint is that except for a few speci
mens, most of them have been produced 
locally (Vassar 1943, 129). Where did the 
idea of depicting the foot of the fibulae in 
this manner come from? One possibil
ity is the copying of the examples spread 
elsewhere. Another imitated motif could 
be the above-mentioned incurved ten
sion. Both types have become certain hy
brid forms that absorb the features (rivets, 
wire-wrapping, head-knob, ring decora
tion, groove ornamentation) of several 
other kinds of fibulae. The imitation of lo
cal craftsmen is most probable in the case 
of the fibulae with extended feet. This is 
referred to by the needlecase that has been 
fastened with rivets (figs. 11: 1, 2; 12), a 
sign of either the lack of the skills of mak
ing a tender foot or cast needlecase, or 
the lack of access to these skills. Copying 
is also possible in the case of fibulae with 
star- and spade-shaped feet, since these
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are considered local specialities (Bitner- 
Wróblewska 2001,61 ff).

Determining copies could be the means 
to decide upon what exactly possessed 
special significance in the society. Cop
ies made from less costly material indi
cate that originals were desired in the so
ciety because of their symbolic value, and 
therefore were status symbols regardless 
of their practical or aesthetic function 
(Wason 1994,106). Thus even the posses
sion of an imitation offers the possibility 
to demonstrate status, referring to a cer
tain competition. At the same time, the 
social meaning of artefacts can change, 
and emulation of any kind indicates the 
instability of the status symbols. Access 
to imitations may dilute the value of the 
originals, and this increases the appear
ance of new status items in subsequent pe
riods (Wason 1994, 107). It remains un
clear, however, why some imitations have 
been manufactured in a technologically 
modest manner, for example the fibulae 
with extended feet? Was it enough to give 
the adornment a certain external similar
ity (in the present case the extended foot) 
for it to be considered a prestige item that 
distinguished it from luxury goods in the 
respect that the latter may also demon
strate the owners wealth, while the former 
do not necessarily possess nominal, but 
instead symbolic value (Wason 1994, 96). 
Perhaps the local hybrids, of whatever 
quality, were made in order to counterbal
ance the people who controlled and owned 
the production technologies? The wish to 
distinguish oneself from the other mem
bers of the society may have been a sign 
of social climbing. Luxury items might in 
this case be the richly decorated 3rd group 
of the fibulae with ring decoration, or the 
fibulae with star- and spade-shaped feet. 
Rich grave-goods and luxury items may 
also stand for some less distinguished so
ciety member s desire to make his mark on 
the social ladder.

Summary

While trying to guess the status function 
in the case of some crossbow fibulae, the 
material from the Migration Period seems 
a bit more informative. We know several 
types of crossbow fibulae from this period 
that have been considered items belonging 
to the elite around the Baltic, such as the 
oft-mentioned fibulae with star-shaped 
feet, or ones with zoomorphic ends. Nev
ertheless, the research into the fibulae of 
the Roman Iron Age cannot be under-es
timated, because they also include speci
mens that allow one to discern whether 
they were common and in daily use for 
fastening clothes or carried more signifi
cant value (luxury items), like the fibulae 
of the 1st group with ring decorations and 
single specific adornments. The majority 
of fibulae were probably of local origin, 
and this characteristic also passed on to 
the crossbow fibulae of the Migration Pe
riod -  the middle-class fibulae with long 
cast needlecases, the elite-marking fibulae 
with star- and spade-shaped feet, as well 
as the 3rd group of fibulae with ring deco
rations (the status marker of which is yet 
to be ascertained, but they are probably 
also luxury items, if not prestige goods) 
have all been considered to be of local ori
gin. Direct import or the original areas of 
the motifs of the fibulae can only be sug
gested in the case of solitary examples and 
the zoomorphic crossbow fibulae.

During the Migration Period, the mark
ing of status via fibulae and the adding of 
symbolic value to them probably became 
more general, of which boastful crossbow 
fibulae or their fragments in hoards or 
conspicuously rich fibulae in graves offer 
evidence.

It seems that there was no limited pre
dominating area in the Roman or Mid
dle Iron Age from where all of the ‘cul
tural impulses” and fashions would have 
originated. There was probably a consid
erably equal society whose members were
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in close contact and exchanged ideas and 
styles, but every one of them had their 
own resources and workshops. Contacts 
existed between fixed “partners”, and from 
time to time relations may have been con
firmed by presents, as indicated by rare 
items found in Estonia.

In accordance with the above com
ments, it appears that for the time being 
no common denominator can be found 
for the crossbow fibulae as a category of 
adornments. On the contrary, I believe 
that prehistoric man did not care at all if 
he owned an eye fibula, a cross-bar fibula 
(Germ. Sprossenfibel) or a crossbow fibu
la. An adornment might have acquired its 
meaning through material, origin, deco
ration or some much more subjective fac
tor that cannot be measured on a material
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stone-
grave - 4 - - 1 - - - - -

2 Essu A M  A 83
stone-
grave - 4 - 1 - 2 - 3 - -

2 Essu III A M  A 85
stone-
grave - 1 - - - - - - - -

3 H aiba A I 2431
stray-
find - - - - - 1 - - - -

4 lila A I 3358
stone-
grave - 1

5
Ilum äe
Körve-
m äe

A M  A 439
ta ran d -
grave - - - - - - - 1 - 1

6 Jäbara A I 2834
ta ran d -
grave - 2 - - - - - - - -

6 Jäbara В A I 3172
ta ran d -
grave

1 10 1 - 1 1 - - - -

6 Jäbara E A I 2604
ta ran d
-grave

3 15 - 1 1 - - - - -

7 Järve A M  A 111
ta ran d
-grave

1 2 - - - - - 1 - 1

2 frgm  
o f  fibu
lae with 
tendril 
feet

8 Kalam ehe
(Tarbja)

Pd 848; 
923

ta ran d
-grave - 3 - - - - - - - -

9 Kalvi A M  A 92
stone-
grave - - - - - 2 - - - -

10 Kardla A I 2415a hoard - - - - 4 - - - - -

11 K irim äe A I 2509
flat-
cem 
etery

- - - - 3 4 4 - - -

12 Koela
A M  A 
970 ; 941

grave - - - - - 1 - 1 - -

13
K ohtla-
Järve

A I 3975
ta ran d
-grave - 6 - - 2 2 - 1 - -

14 Koila A 162
stone-
grave - - - 1 - - - - - -

15 K u rn a IA A M  A 29
ta ran d
-grave

5 7 - - 1 - - 1 - -

15 K urna IB A M  A 29
ta ran d
-grave

1 1 - 1 1 - - - - -

1 Numbers correspond to the legend in fig. 1.
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Kören-
duse

A I 4866
ta ran d
-grave - - - - - - 1 - - 1

17 K ööre AI 2255
ston e-
grave - 1 - - - - - - - -

18 Köola A I 4024
stone-
grave - 1

19
Lagedi
X V

A I 2520; 
A M  A 27

stone-
grave - 5 - - 4 - 1 1 - -

3 frgm  
o f  fibu
lae w ith 
tendril 
feet

20 Leedu A M  A 376
stone-
grave

1

21
Lehrnja- 
Loo I

AI 4408
ta ran d
-grave

4 11 - 2 - 1 - 1 - -

21
Lehm ja- 
Loo IV

AI 4539
ta ran d
-grave - 3 1 1 - - - - - -

22 Läätsa A I 2766
grave-
field - 1 - - - 1 - - - -

23 M aidla I A M  A 557
stone-
grave - - - - - 1 - - - -

24 M aila ?
stone-
grave - 4 - - 1 1 - - - -

25 N ehatu ? stone-
grave - 1

26 N urm si

A I 2432;
2481 ;
2486 ;
2533 ,
3323

ta ran d
-grave - 10 - 1 - - - 1 - 2

27
O javeski
(H öbeda)

A M  A 349
stone-
grave - 5 - 5 2 3 1 - - -

3 frgm  
o f  fibu
lae with 
tendril 
feet

28 Paali I A I 3235 hoard 2 - - - - - 1 - - -

28 Paali II AI 3235 hoard - - - - 2 - - 1 - -

29 Pada A I 2655
ta ran d
-grave - 1 - - - - 1 - - -

30 Paju A I 4868
stone-
grave - - - - 1 r - - - -

31 Paluküla A I 2483 hoard - - - - - - - - 4 -

32 Piilsi A I 2719
buried
treas
ure

- - - - - - 1 - - -

33 Pikkjärve AI 1260
ta ran d
-grave

1 - - - - 3 1 - 1 -

34 Proosa
T L M
17008

stone-
cist
grave

- 1
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34 Proosa

T L M  A 
92; A  88; 
17877; 
18358; 
18359

ta ran d
-grave - 6 1 - 1 2 - - - 1

34 Proosa

T L M  A
75; 13943;
14647;
14847;
15109;
15740

grave-
field - 2 - - 6 10 - - - -

35
Purtse-
M atka

A I 3337
stone-
grave - - - - 1 - - - - -

1 frgm  
o f  fibu
lae with 
a tendril 
foot

36 Piissi A I 2673
stone-
grave - - - - - 1 - - - -

37 R ae 1 AM  A 361
stone-
grave - - - - - - - 1 - -

38 Rannu A I 2510
stone-
grave - 1

39
Reinapi
(Törm a)

A I 2485;
2488;
2553

ta ran d
-grave - 1 1 2 1 - 1 1 - 1

40 Rohu A M  A 106
stone-
grave - 1
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2 frgm  
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lae with 
tendril 
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42 Saka AI 2508
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grave - 1 - - - - 1 - - -
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Saluta-
guse

A I 3832
stray-
find - - - - - 1 - - - -

44 A I 2187
stone-
grave

2

45 Sötke AI 2558
stone-
grave - 1 - - - - - 1 - -

46
Taru
(Sam -
m aste)

V iM
10234

ta ra n d
-grave - - - - - 1 - - - -

47 Toila R M  A4
ta ran d
-grave - 9

48 Türsam äe AI 2012
ta ran d
-grave - 1 1 1 - - - - - -

49 U nipiha AI 1198
ta ran d
-grave - 1 - - - 1 1 - - -
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50 Uuri A M  A 287
buried
treas
ure

- - - - 1 - - - - -

51 V iim si I A I 5914
ta ran d
-grave

1 3 - 6 1 - 1 - - -

2 frgm : 
spiral 
and ten 
sion

51 V iim si II A I 5915
ta ran d
-grave - - - 1 - - - - - -

52
Villevere
(P ilist-
vere)

A I 2489 hoard - - - - 1 - - - - -

53
V irunu- 
ka I

A I 4161
ta ran d
-grave

1

53
V irunu- 
ka II

A I 4164
ta ran d
-grave - 1

53
V irunu - 
ka IV

A I 4262
ta ran d
-grave - - - - - - 1 - - 2

54 Väo A M  A 53
stone-
grave - 1 - - - - - - - -

55 Väätsa A I 1994
stone-
grave - - - 1 - - - - - -

56 Äntu A M  A 375
stone-
grave

1

57 Lepna SM  10372
stone-
grave - - - - ~ 10 ~12 - - - -
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POTTERY IN CURONIAN CREMATION 
BURIALS. SOME ASPECTS OF INTERACTION 
ACROSS THE BALTIC SEA IN THE LATE 
VIKING AGE AND EARLY MEDIEVAL PERIOD

Audronė Bliujienė

This article is intended to survey Curonian cremation burials with pottery and reflections of 
such custom in the Baltic Rim as a part of the contacts across the Baltic Sea. The problem of 
enclosing pottery to the late Curonian cremation burials is connected with emergence of Bal
tic ware (Baltic pottery or Ostseekeramik) in the whole Baltic environment especially at the end 
of Merovingian Period and Viking Age. However, Baltic ware and different processes that fol
lowed, provoke some changes in Curonian burial practise. One of these changes was an emer
gence of indigenous shaped by hands vessels used in every-day life in the Curonian cremation 
burials in the 10th century. Vessels of indigenous types have been used even in the 11th century 
in the Curonian cremation burials. Baltic ware started its existence in the Curonian cremation 
burials at the end of the 10th—11th century. All Curonian vessels found in cremation burials were 
deliberately broken. In general, vessels of indigenous types and Baltic ware displaced miniature 
pots, which have been enough constant feature of the Curonian burial rites from the Migration 
Period. It might be that vessels were used as temporary urns or containers to bring cremated 
bones and fragments of the grave goods from funeral pyre to the burial site. It is very likely that 
vessels have been used in funeral rituals.

Key words: Curonia (Couronia), Curonians (Cours), miniature pots, vessels of indigenous types, 
Baltic ware, Baltic Rim.

Audronė Bliujienė, Vilnius University, Faculty of History, Department of Archaeology, 7 St. Uni
versiteto, Vilnius 01513, Lithuania; audrone.b@ldm.lt

Some aspects of Curonian 
burial practice at the end 
of the 10th-11th century

In the Curonian burial practise inhuma
tion and cremation coexisted at the 10lh 
-  beginning of the 11th century. However, 
in the middle of the 11th century crema
tion became dominating burial practice. 
Spread of cremation burial practice was 
synchronised with the movement of Curo
nians to the north. Cremation burials ap
peared at Matkule, Sāraji, Zviedri, Priekule 
and some other cemeteries, in the second 
part of the lT h century. These cemeteries 
are located north of the river Venta.

Pottery in the late Curonian crema
tion burials is connected with emergence

of Baltic ware (Baltic pottery or Ostseek
eramik) in the south-eastern Baltic envi
ronment, especially at the end of Merov
ingian Period and Viking Age (fig. 1). The 
process of morphological assimilation 
of Slavonic, or Slavonic inspired pottery 
into Baltic environment started in the 7th-  
8lh centuries, perhaps in the territory of 
Elbląg and Galindia (Wróblewski & Now- 
akiewicz 2003, 168-178, fig. 1; Кулаков 
1994, 37). However, Baltic ware reached 
southern Curonian lands only at the end 
of the 10lh century and in the 11th century 
(Žulkus 1997, 214-222). At the same time 
Curonians used to put into the cremation 
burials roughly shaped by hands vessels of 
indigenous types and miniature pots. Bal
tic ware in the Curonian settlements and
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Fig. 1. Distributions of Baltic ware and shaped by hands pottery in the Curonian cemeteries 
and in burial grounds of the south-eastern Baltic region (Sadauskaitė-Mulevičienė 1965; Žulkus 
1997; Кулаков, 1994; Асарис, 1997 and additions by A. Bliujienė).
Curland (Latvia): 1- Atkalni, 2- DIri Durbes, 3- Grobiņa, 4- Kapenieki Raņķu, 5- Kazdangas 
Apariņas, 6- Priedena Grobiņas, 7- Sabiles Krievu graves, 8- Sāraji Lībagu, 9- Strīķi Vārves, 10- 
Zviedri Pūres; South-western part of Lithuania: 11- Akmenskynė, 12- Anduliai, 13- Aukštkiemiai, 
14- Bandužiai, 15, 16- Genčai I-II, 17- Gintarai, 18- Gintališkė, 19- Girkaliai, 20- Godeliai, 21- 
Griežė, 22- Jazdai, 23- Kiauleikiai, 24- Kretinga, 25- Laiviai, 26- Lazdininkai, 27- Palanga, 28- 
Pryšmančiai I-II, 29- Ramučiai, 30- Slengiai, 31- Siraičiai; Central Lithuania: 32- Graužiai, 33- 
Karmėlava, 34- Marvelė, 35- Radikiai, 36- Rimaisiai, 37- Ruseiniai, 38- Obeliai, 39- Sargėnai, 
40- Tulpakiemis, 41- Veršvai; Eastern Lithuania: 42- Čiobiškis, 43- Kapitoniškės, 44- Rokantiškės, 
45- Sausiai-Bevandeniškės, 46- Skubėtai, 47- Stakai, 48- Žvirbliai; Jatvingian area: 49- Pamu- 
siai; Sambian Peninsula (Russia): 50- Bledau (Sosnovka), 51- Hünenberg (Dobroje “Gora Ve
likanov”), 52- Irzekapinis (Klincovka), 53- Kleinheide, 54- Laptau (Muromskoje), 55- Schuditten 
(Orechovo), 56- Schulstein (Volnoje), 57- Vetrovo, 58- Wiskiauten (Mochovoje).
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in cemeteries originates simultaneous.
Baltic ware are one of substantial ques

tions for understanding mutual interac
tion processes between Slavonic, Finnic, 
Germanic and Baltic cultural groups 
around the Baltic Sea during the Late Vi
king Age and Early Medieval period.

Miniature pots in Curonian 
cremation burials

In order to understand appearance of ves
sels in Curonian cremation burials at first 
should be mentioned miniature clay pots. 
Various shaped miniature pots were often 
found in the Curonian inhumations from 
the 5th century till the 9th century or even 
till the end of the 10lh century (Nakaitė 
1964, 66-68, fig. 12; Озере 1986, 48-58, 
figs. 1-5). Differently shaped miniature 
pots have been inherited from the West 
Lithuanian tradition of stone-circle graves 
dated to the Late Roman Iron Age (Mi- 
chelbertas 1986, 40; Озере 1986, 58).

Burials with miniature clay pots formed 
about one third part of Curonians’ in
humation burials of the 7th—9!h centu
ries (Tautavičius 1996, 268-270). Latvi
an scholar Ingrīda Ozere-Virse classified 
miniature pots into eight groups (Озере 
1986, fig. 2). Miniature pots are known 
from Curonian male, female and childrens 
inhumation burials during the late Migra
tion Period and early Viking Age. Howev
er, only one miniature pot has been found 
in each inhumation grave.1 A custom of 
enclosing miniature pots to the cremation 
burials was transferred with some modi
fications.

The main transformation was that the 
number of miniature pots extremely de
creased in Curonian cremation burials in 
the 10th- 11lh centuries. Miniature pots were

found only in 13% of the southern Curoni
an cremation burials of this period (fig. 2). 
Decline in the number of miniature pots in 
burials of the Curonians was synchronised 
with spread of some new features in cre
mation burial customs. Appearance of ves
sels used in every-day life was one of the 
most important novelties in the Curonian 
burial practise in the 10th century.

The Curonians transformed the shape 
of miniature pots and it was another nov
elty in the custom of depositing miniature 
pots in their cremation burials. Miniature 
pots started to be uniform and mostly re
sembling very little cruet in the 10th centu
ry (figs. 23: 4-7; 4: 15-16). Such miniature 
pots or little cruets belong to the eighth 
group after the classification proposed by 
Ozere-Virse (Озере 1986, 55-56, fig. 4: 
8-10). The height of these miniatures is 
just 1.5-3 cm (sometimes 4 cm); the di
ameter of the base is 1.5-2 cm; the diame
ter of the opening is 2 -4  cm. All they were 
manufactured very inaccurately, the sides 
were curved, the base -  irregular, and be
sides this, they were poorly baked or were 
not baked at all. Surface and rim of these 
small cruets are not decorated. All of these 
miniature pots were not only broken, but 
in a number of cases only a half, a third 
part or only some potsherds of a pot have 
been placed into the burial (figs. 3: 4 -7 ; 4: 
15). It should be noted, that two or even 
four such miniature pots have been found

: Two miniature clay pots are huge exception in the southern Curonian inhumation graves. Two 
miniature clay pots have been found from inhumation burials at Palanga cemetery (graves nos. 
118 and 150) and Laiviai cemetery (grave 124).
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in the Curonian cremation burials of the 
l l ,h century.'

Small pots or little cruets started to ap
pear together with used in every-day life, 
and mostly shaped by hands, vessels. Such 
a combination of a small cruet and a big 
vessel was very substantial feature of the 
burial customs at the end of the 10th and 
in the 11th century (fig. 4: 12). At the end 
of the 11th century miniature pots disap
peared from Curonian culture forever
more, because they were displaced by or
dinary vessels used in daily life.

Vessels shaped by hands or 
made on a slowly rotating 
wheel in the Curonian 
cremation burials

Vessels used in every-day life appeared 
together with the development of crema
tion burial customs in the north-west of 
Lithuania, central and northern parts of 
Courland in the 10th century (figs. 1; 4: 12; 
6: 4). Perhaps, first potsherds belonging to 
a shaped by hands vessels were found in 
inhumations in the late 7th century and 9th 
century in the southern Curonian ceme
teries (fig. 7: 4).3 It is noteworthy that the 
usage of vessels was not a rule but just an 
exception in the Curonian inhumation 
burials.

Vessels used in every-day life started to 
be one of constant features of Curonian 
cremation burials from the Late Viking 
Age and early Medieval Period (figs. 4 -6 ). 
Custom of depositing vessels into Curoni
an cremation burials was most intensively 
used in the 11th century and was known 
till the middle of the 13th century. In Cour
land vessels are known even from crema
tion burials of the 14th century.

Several deliberately broken vessels have 
been found at Grobiņa cemetery (graves 
nos. 35 and 79; see: Nerman 1958, pi. 25: 
145, 35: 203). Only potsherds have been 
found from eight cremation burials of 
nine excavated at Zviedri Pūres cemetery, 
which is the most distant to the east Curo
nian site (Mugurēvičs 1987, 60-63). Cre
mation burials at Zviedri Pūres cemetery 
belong to the 12th-1 4 th centuries. Potsherds 
are known from the others Curonian cem
eteries in the north Courland (Atkalni, 
Dlri Durbes, Kazdangas Aparinas, Priede- 
na Grobiņas, Raņķu Kapenieķi, Sāraji 
Lībagu and Stiķi Vārves).

Just potsherds belonging to one to four 
or even seven different vessels are found 
in Curonian cremation burials (figs. 4: 12; 
5: 3; 6: 4). These potsherds are scattered 
and dispersed in the grave pits. As a rule, 
potsherds were not put together in one or 
in two places, but the main tendency was 
to disperse potsherds in a grave pit. Pot
sherds were found in a different depth of 
the grave pits. All vessels were intention
ally broken during funeral ceremonies 
(Gaerte 1929, 328; Mulevičienė 1971,119; 
Stankus 1995, 87). It can be assumed that 
those vessels were not only intentional
ly broken, but also sometimes especially 
smashed into enough small pieces. This 
conclusion was made after analyses of the 
857 burials from 18 southern Curonian 
sites (fig. 8). Pottery has been found in the 
241 cremation burials. It should be men
tioned that the Curonians had a tradition 
to put into the grave pit only one part of a 
vessel (half or third part) or even just 1-2 
potsherds (figs. 4: 12; 5: 3; 6: 4). At Palan
ga, Gintarai, Girkaliai and Kretinga cem
eteries mostly small potsherds of opening, 
middle part or bottom were dispersed in 
huge disorder in the burial.

7 Southern Curonian cremation burials with two-four miniature pots are: Genčai I, grave 39/165; 
Palanga graves 73, 200, 211, 213, 221, 232, 256, 287, 291, 298, 329. Miniature pots have not been 
found in cremation burials at Akmenskynė, Genčai II, Gintarai, Girkaliai, Godeliai, Jazdai, Ki
auleikiai, Pryšmančiai II, Slengiai and Siraičiai cemeteries.
' Girkaliai, grave 20; Laiviai, grave 78; Palanga, grave 79c.
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Fig. 3. Cremation bur
ial no. 200 of Palanga. 
1- belt buckle, 2- pieces 
of neck-ring, 3- bracelet 
with animal terminals, 
4-7- miniature pots, 
8- socketed spearhead 
(1-3 bronze, 4-7 clay, 
8 iron). LNM AR 396: 
1653-1660. (Drawings 
by Audronė Ruzienė)

Vessels are known from male, female 
and childrens burials (fig. 9). Crema
tion burial complexes containing vessels 
prevailing in male graves at Anduliai,4 
Bandužiai, Lazdininkai and Palanga. At 
Bandužiai cemetery vessels were found 
only in male cremation burials (Stankus 
1995, 87, fig. 72).

However, only 28% of cremation burials 
of the southern Curonian cemeteries con

tain vessels (fig. 9). The quality, shapes, 
measurements, types and ornamentation 
of vessels found in the Curonian cremation 
burials and in the settlements are the same 
(Žulkus 1997, 177-247, fig. 152; Genys 
1995, 121-124, fig. V). Vessels shaped by 
hands and produced by combination of 
hand shaping followed by throwing on a 
slowly rotating wheel were prevailing in 
the Curonian cremation burials in the late

; Ėgliškiai-Anduliai according to the official register of Lithunian Heritage Protection. This ceme
tery is known as Anduln, Zeipen George and Stanz-Schlaudern in the scientific literature as well.
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Fig. 4. Cremation burial 
no. 39 (165) of Genčai I. 
1, 6- spiral finger rings, 2- 
piece of cross-bow fibula,
3- fragment of flat fibula,
4- small fragment of plait
ed neck-ring, 5- necklace 
of bronze and glass beads, 
bronze spirals strung on 
iron wire, 6- spirals, 8 - 10- 
pieces of a set of sash twist
ing implements: needles, 
quadrangular plates and 
whisk, 11 - attachment of a 
pennanular fibula, 12- pot
sherds of a hand-made ves
sel, 13-14- pieces two spi
ral bracelets, 15-16- not 
baked miniature clay cups 
(1-4, 6-11, 13-14 bronze, 
5 bronze, glass and iron, 
12, 15-16 clay). (After
Merkevičius 1986)

Viking Age (fig. 2).
Vessels of type A with subtypes belong 

to the mostly shaped by hands pottery af
ter classification proposed by Vladas 
Žulkus (1997, 197-210). In this category 
only very small amount of earthenware 
have been slightly turned on a slowly ro
tating wheel. Only subtypes А-l: a, A-2: 
b and A-3: a include pottery produced by 
hand shaping followed by throwing on a 
slowly rotating wheel, according to the 
data of cremation burials. Vessels of the 
types А-l: a (24.9%), A-3: a (12.7%) and 
A-3: d (12.7%) are prevailing among the 
vessels shaped by hands (figs. 2, 11: 1-6, 
12). All Curonian hand-made pottery is 
rough with uneven surface and enough big 
quantity of coarse stone grit. Only small

amount of Curonian vessels belonging to 
the types A has any ornamentation. Some
times the rim of a vessel has been incised 
with small dots or has nail imprints. Very 
seldom, lower part of a neck or shoulder 
of a vessel has incisions of rows of sloping 
lines, dots or stamped horizontal chevron 
pattern. Vessels shaped by hands or pro
duced by combination of hand shaping 
followed by throwing on a slowly rotat
ing wheel started to replicate ornamenta
tion (careless drown horizontal lines and 
grooves or wavy band). Such examples are 
known from Gintarai (grave 15), Palanga 
(graves 61 and 217) and other cemeter
ies. Vessels which belong to the type A-l 
and most of its subtypes have indigenous 
provenance (Žulkus 1997, 204-209). Ves-

A-l: a; А-l: b; А-l: d; A-2: a; A-2: b; A-3: a; A-3: b; A-3: c (fig. 11: 1-6).
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Fig. 5. Cremation burial no. 
303b of Palanga. 1- bronze 
bead, 2- spiral, 3- potsherd 
of A type vessel, 4- sash like 
bracelet, 5-5a- sword of T 
type (1-2, 4 bronze, 3 clay; 
5-5a bronze, iron). LNM AR 
396: 2297-2301. (Drawings 
by Audronė Ruzienė)

sels of the type A and its subtypes prevail 
in the cremation burials of the 10th—11th 
centuries (figs. 2, 12).

B a ltic  w a re  In C uronian  
c re m a tio n  buria ls

Baltic ware started to appear in the Curo
nian cremation burials of the very late 10th 
century and 11th century (Žulkus 1997, 
214-222). Such earthenware has been 
used till the middle of the 13th century in 
the southern Curonian cremation burials. 
Baltic ware has been found even in crema
tions of the 14th century in the north of 
Courland (Zviedri Pūres). However, ves
sels of the types A survived with Baltic 
ware in the majority of southern Curoni
an cremation burials (Palanga, Girkaliai, 
Kretinga, Laiviai and others).

According to the classification proposed 
by Žulkus, Baltic ware belongs to the types 
В with subtypes (Žulkus 1997, 210-222) 
(fig. 11: 7-9). Baltic ware of the types 
В proposed by Žulkus is different from 
those (type AI-A1V) ascribed by Dagmar 
Selling in 1955 (Selling 1955; Žulkus 1997, 
210- 222).

Vessels which belong to the types В -l: a 
(22.6%) and В-l: b (12.1%) are dominat
ing among the earthenware produced by 
a technique of combination of hand shap
ing followed by throwing on a slowly ro
tating wheel or made on a wheel in the 
late Viking Age and early Medieval Peri
ods (fig. 13). Wavy band and concentric 
groves decorated neck and body of Baltic 
ware. Sometimes vessels belonging to the 
Baltic ware have a rim incised with small 
dots or nail imprints (Palanga, grave 244, 
Kretinga, grave 1/1988). Baltic ware found

В-l: a; В-l: b; B-2: a; B-2 b; B-2: c; B-3: a; B- 3: b (fig. 11: 7-9).
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F ig .  6 .  Cremation burial 
no. 74 of Palanga. 1- knife, 
2- piece of bracelet with 
animal terminals, 3- adze, 
4- half of A type vessel (1, 
3 iron, 2 bronze, 4 clay). 
LNM AR 396: 573-577. 
(Drawings by Audronė 
Ruzienė)

in the Curonian burial sites has some 
common features with Teterow and Vip- 
perow pottery (Schuldt 1956, 44-49, pi. 
XVI, XVII: 1, XVIII: 1; Žulkus 1997, 214). 
There are no vessels of the Fresendorf- 
er (ca 700-950) and Feldberger (ca 700- 
1000) types in Curonian cremation buri
als (Schuldt 1956, 17-22, 25-30, pi. III-V ; 
Žulkus 1997, 210-222). Vessels of familiar 
to the Menkendorf type have been found 
in the Atkalni and Priedens cemeteries at 
Grobiņa (Petrenko & Urtāns 1995, 6-9, 
figs. 9-10; Žulkus 1997, 246).

Vessels of types В have an ordinary or
namentation, like wavy bands and sets of 
concentric grooves and they are mostly ac
curately designed (fig. 14). Only few ves
sels with uncommon ornamentation are 
known from the southern Curonian sites. 
A piece of vessel with unusual ornamenta
tion has been found in cremation burial 
no. 264 at Palanga cemetery, which includ
ed potsherds of three vessels. Among pot
sherds of the middle part of a vessel, only 
one piece of a neck area has ornamenta

tion of relief spiral grooves. Such pottery 
is known from the settlement of the late 
Viking Period at Mölleholmen and oth
er sites of the southern Scania (Sweden) 
(Larsson 1992, 126, figs. 4, 7).

Baltic ware (Ostseekeramik) was formed 
on the base of indigenous pottery types 
with influence and inspiration of “Sla
vonic pottery” and on quick development 
of its own traditions (Roslund 1992, 167; 
Genys 1995, 123; Žulkus 1997, 244-247; 
Paddenberg 2000, 231-306, fig. 3). Evi
dently, main influence of Slavonic pottery 
was made on ornamentation and vessels’ 
shape (extend S profile). In the same way 
“Slavonic pottery” influenced indigenous 
vessels shapes in Galindia (Wróblewski & 
Nowakiewicz 2003, 170-172, fig. 2).

Vessels in funeral ceremonies

There is not clear answer to the question for 
what purpose the Curonians used vessels 
in cremation burials. Cremations in urns 
in the Curonian lands were exceptions.
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Fig. 7. Inhumation burial no. 
79c of Palanga. 1- crossbow ani
mal headed fibula, 2- spiral finger 
ring, 3- belt buckle with mount, 
4- potsherd of A type vessel (1- 
3 bronze, 4 clay). LNM AR 396: 
588-591. (Drawings by Audronė 
Ruzienė)

Curonian cremations in urns are known 
only from Anduliai (grave 11/1988), Slen- 
giai (grave found accidentally in 1972) 
and perhaps from Ramučiai (grave 205) 
(Hoffmann 1941, 90, fig. 22; Žulkus 1978, 
3; Kanarskas 1988). It might be that vessels 
were used as temporary urns or containers 
to bring cremated bones and fragments of 
the grave goods from funeral pyre to the 
burial site. However, just a small amount 
of potsherds has traces of the secondary 
firing, charcoal, soot and ash on an inner 
and outer surface. Most of potsherds were 
found with clean inner and outer surfaces. 
It means that vessels have not been used as 
containers to carry cremated bones from 
funeral pyre to the grave pit. In another 
hand, it is not clear to indefinite in which 
way cremated bones and grave goods were 
transported from funeral pyre to a cem
etery, because cremation burials without 
vessels constitute 72% in the southern Cu

ronian lands (fig. 10).
Vessels used in Curonians cremation 

burials might be analysed from a viewpoint 
of ordinary grave goods. All vessels found 
in Curonian cremation burials were 
broken. A custom of deliberately breaking 
or bending weapons, ornaments and 
breaking vessels in Curonia occurred with 
cremation burial practise on a mass scale 
in the 11lh— 13th centuries. However, not all 
grave goods from cremation burials are 
deliberately demolished artefacts. Mounts 
of drinking horns were never found bent 
or demolished by the fire (Bebre 2002, 
118). Drinking horns are known from 
Curonians male, female and children 
inhumation and cremation burials 
(Gintautaitė-Butėnienė & Butėnas 2002, 
55-56). It has been estimated, that one 
Curonian cremation burial contains from 
one to six drinking horns (Bebre 2002, 
117). There are enough visible parallels
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between quantity of vessels and drinking 
horns in the Curonian cremation burials. 
Drinking horns were found in the edges 
of the grave pit or above the preserved 
grave goods. This indicates that vessels 
and drinking horns have been used in 
funeral ceremonies in different manner, 
disregarding the common nature of these 
items of different value. In general, both 
items might be dishes. More valuable were 
drinking horns, as it is possible to judge 
from burials equipment and to image 
from funeral ceremonies.

It is possible that vessels were put into the 
burial with meal for the deceased. Howev
er, all vessels were broken or even smashed 
into small pieces. In the middle of the 16th 
century Matcej Stryjkowski (1547-1586) 
described funeral rites of western Lithua
nia. Author stressed that neighbours always 
dressed the deceased in their best clothes. 
Men were girdled with a sword or an axe 
and with towel knotted around a neck and 
some money for buying food (KŽ 1983,71). 
For women were given threads and needle 
that they could stitch up torn clothes in af
terlife. Grave goods also include bread with 
salt and vessel of beer to save the soul from 
hunger and thirst (KŽ 1983, 71).

Remains of non-cremated animal bones, 
poultry and hazels nuts have been found in 
Curonian cremation burials (Hoffman 1941, 
169,175; Sadauskaitė-Mulevičienė 1965,43; 
Kanarskas 1988). It is very likely that men
tioned things were ritual food for deceased, 
or it testifies about funeral feast. Vessels in 
Curonian cremations might to have an as
pect of commemoration of the dead as well.

Pottery or just potsherds of different 
vessels were found in the pits filled with 
charcoal, ash and soot or sometimes with 
small pieces of melted artefacts. Bro
ken vessels and even very few cremated 
bones were found in such pits. Pits filled 
with charcoal, ash, soot and sometimes 
with small pieces of melted down arte

facts and single potsherds are known 
from Gintališkė, Godeliai, Palanga and 
Siraičiai cemeteries (Valatka 1970, 93-94; 
Sadauskaitė-Mulevičienė 1965, 48-50; 
Valatkienė 1986). These pits have different 
shape and different measurements. Some 
scholars assume that such pits were fire
places or ritual places -  remains of funeral 
feast or commemoration of the dead.' Per
haps such a funeral feast included sacrifi
cial ritual of a meal or some eating ritual 
and breaking vessels after it.

For instance, in the pit filled with soot, 
charcoal and mixed soil a huge amount of 
potsherds have been found in the fireplace 
no. IV at the Palanga cemetery. A lot of 
potsherds of a middle part of vessels were 
dispersed in different depth and a partly 
broken vessel filled with charcoal and dark 
mixed soil was found on the bottom of this 
fireplace (Tautavičius 1962; Sadauskaitė- 
Mulevičienė 1965, 48-50, figs. 5-6).

It seems likely that the custom of delib
erately broken vessels has a very simple ex
planation: participants of funeral, relatives 
(kin) or members of family took some of 
the potsherds for memento. It might be 
that such custom of deliberately broken 
vessels is not just a wish “to kill” the arte
facts, but here is also a principle pars pro 
toto represented with clear expression: a 
fragment represents an artefact.

There is one more practical explanation 
of using vessels in the custom of cremation 
burials. It might be that the vessels were 
used for the storage of cremation deposits of 
decedent who died in the wintertime. Urns 
and bones could be stored above the ground 
until the soil thawed. A similar interpreta
tion has been advanced for the Viking Age 
cemetery at Timerovo in the Jaroslav dis
trict (Russia) (Gräslund 1980, 58-61). Fu
nerals performed after several months were 
not so celebratory and cremation deposits 
were just thrown into the grave pit.

Lately pits filled with charcoal have been given interpretation of a particular type of cremation 
burials (Bertašius 2002, 89-91, fig. 30).
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Fig. 8. Vessels in the southern Curonian cremation burials. (Pottery from Anduliai, Kiauleikiai 
and Kretinga cemeteries is not completely researched, because material is not fully available.)

Fig. 9. Vessels in southern Curonian cremation burials according to the gender of the de
ceased.

Vessels in Finnic cremation burials

Curonians and Finnic people have been 
dwelled in the northern part of Courland. 
It makes ethnic composition and material 
culture much more complicated in north 
of Courland, in central Courland and 
in the south-western regions of Lithua
nia. Constant Curonian movement to the 
north, over the river Venta, brought cre
mation burial rites and customs of enclos
ing Baltic ware and another pottery type 
to the north of Courland. On the another

hand, Baltic ware was a part of mutual in
teraction in the burial rites across the Bal
tic Sea in the Late Viking Age and Early 
Medieval Period with specific reflections 
in each part of the Baltic Rim.

In general, of cremation burial practice 
among the Livs in the north of Courland 
in the 11th century is a result of the direct 
contacts with Curonians (Мугуревич 
1970, 25-31, figs. 1-3; Асарис 1997, 200- 
201, fig. 1). Simultaneously, spread of cre
mation custom among the Finnic popula
tion of north Courland demonstrates the
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evidentially close relations between the 
Livs and the island of Saaremaa, where 
cremation customs were predominating 
in the Late Viking Age (Mägi 2002, 20).

The Curonians have influenced Finnic 
culture in the north of Courland (Асарис 
1997, fig. 1; Celmiņš 2002, 164-169; Viju- 
ps 2002, fig. 3; Мугуревич 1970, 33). At 
the same time, Curonian material culture 
had a lot of in common with other areas of 
Baltic, such as Saaremaa and Gotland (in
terregional weaponry types, belt buckles 
and belts dividers; jewellery: pennanular 
brooches of a certain types and dress pins 
with triangular head; see: Jansson 1995, 
85-90, figs. 3-9; Bliujienė 1999, 128-133, 
139-143, figs. 59, 62, 65, 71; Mägi 2002, 
103-104).

In general, inhumation burials have 
been associated with the Livs and Vends, 
because inhumation had prevailed in the 
burial custom of the Finnic population 
in the northern Courland in the Late Vi
king Age (Мугуревич 1970, 23-29). Bar- 
rows erected of sand, with both inhuma
tion and cremation graves, are left by the 
Livs in the north of Courland (LPA 1974, 
188). Among the grave goods in these bar- 
rows it should be observed slightly turned 
or made by hand vessels (LPA 1974, 188). 
Vessels were mostly broken, sometimes 
only several potsherds were put into the 
burial.

Pottery with polished surface character
istic to Finnic people has been found in the 
several Curonian sites in Courland (Strīķi 
Vārves, Sabiles Krievu graves, Raņķu 
Kapenieķi) (Cimermane 1974, 104-105, 
figs. 1: 1-7; 4; 1; 5: 2). It should be men
tioned that vessels with polished surface 
found in Curonian sites were intentionally 
broken (Cimermane 1974, fig. 5: 3).

Ritual of enclosing vessels shaped by 
hands or made on a slowly rotating wheel 
into the burials is known among the Dau
gava Livs. Vessels are known from in
humations in the barrows of the Livs of 
Gauja (Krimulda, Laukskola in Salaspils,

Fig. 10. Proportion between the southern 
Curonian cremation burials with and without 
vessels.

Rauši in Dole, Sigulda, Turaida, Vampieši 
II in Dole and others) (LPA 1974,195, figs. 
115, 119).

Hand-made vessels as well as Baltic 
ware are known from cremation burials 
in the East Estonian long barrows in the 
10th— 12th centuries (Aun 2002, 94-100, 
figs. 8-10). Vessels were used as urns or 
supplementary earthenware. Rituals of 
deliberately broken vessels are known in 
this region (Aun 2002, 94-100).

On Saaremaa, 87% of cremations con
tained potsherds (rough and fine ware) 
at the end of the 10th-1 2 th century (Mägi 
2002, 114). One to four vessels have been 
intentionally broken and dispersed in the 
burial area of these cremations. A number 
of potsherds (vessels) in female as well as 
in male burials is more or less equal. How
ever, in female cremations fine pottery 
prevails (Mägi 2002, 114, fig. 40). The ma
jority of vessels have been brought directly 
to the grave, but in some cases, secondary 
firing has been indicated. Perhaps, some 
of the vessels took place together with the 
deceased in the funeral pyre. Judging from 
the spread of potsherds they were thrown 
into the grave or were broken while the 
burial was covered with stones (Mägi 
2002, 113-114).

Vessels in cremation burials of 
the south-eastern Baltic region, 
Gotland and central Scandinavia

Baltic ware started to be constant element 
of material culture in the huge south-east
ern Baltic Sea region, Gotland as well as
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Fig. 11. Types of the southern Curonian hand-made vessels and Baltic ware (after Žulkus 
1997).
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Fig. 12. Types of the southern Curonian hand-made vessels.

Fig. 13. Types of the southern Curonian vessels produced on a slowly rotating wheel and 
wheel.

in the central part o f Scandinavia in the 
Late Viking Age and Early Medieval Pe
riod. Pottery o f the western Slavonic or
igin occurs in Scandinavia starting from 
the Early Viking Age mostly as Feldberg- 
er and Fresendorfer pottery. Baltic ware is 
known from sites in Uppland, Västergöt- 
land, eastern Denmark and Gotland (Sell
ing 1955; Larsson 1992 ,125 -134 ; Roslund 
1992 ,159 -173 ; Holmquist Olausson 1993, 
4 3 -6 7 ; Thunmark-Nylen 2000).

In Scandinavia Baltic ware might to 
originate from both west and east Slavon
ic culture group (Roslund 1992, 162-163, 
fig. 1). Baltic ware o f various types is char

acteristic to mentioned areas. A number 
of ceramics belongs to the types A la -A ll 
according to Dagmar Selling classification 
(Roslund 1992, fig. 3). This pottery is dat
ed to the end of the 10th century -  11th cen
tury (Selling 1955).

Customs o f using vessels in cremation 
burials are well known from the western 
Slavonic barrows. Such custom in Slavonic 
territory appeared in the middle o f the 6th 
century and continued till the end o f the 
12th century (Zoll-Adamikowa 1979, 20 8 - 
219; Paddenberg 2000, 231-304). Vessels 
were used as urns, temporary urns, and 
supplementary ware. Smaller vessels or
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Fig. 14. Cremation burial no. 
176 of Laiviai. 1- pieces of spiral 
bracelet, 2-4- pieces of a mini
ature set of sash twisting imple
ments: quadrangular plate and 
distaff's, 5- spiral, 6-10- pot
sherds of three B: la type vessels 
(1-5 bronze, 6-10 clay). LNM 
AR 2: 930-941. (Drawings by 
Audronė Ruzienė)

tableware are characteristic to the western 
Slavonic barrows (Paddenberg 2000, 293). 
Pottery was used during different burial 
rituals in the Slavonic environment (Zoll- 
Adamikowa 1979, 208-219; Paddenberg 
2000, 293-295).

Broken vessels or just potsherds are 
known in cremation burials from the sur
roundings of Elbląg from the end of the 7th 
century (Кулаков 1994, 37, fig. 19). Pot
sherds, as well as cremated bones, are dis
persed in huge grave pits. Vessels, which 
were found in the Elbląg group cemeter
ies have been imitating west Slavonic pot
tery made on a slowly rotating wheel or 
wheel (Кулаков 1994, 37). Burial rites of 
Galindian cremation burials at Czarny 
Las (north-eastern Poland) hill-fort shows 
the similar customs of usage pottery of in
digenous types and Baltic ware of the first

half of the 11th century (Wróblewski 2000, 
269-276, figs.8:d-e, 9-10).

Cremation burials with one to two or 
even four to eight vessels are known from 
the cemeteries of the Sambian peninsula 
in the Late Viking Age and Early Medieval 
Periods. Vessels were found at the Irzeka- 
pinis (Klincovka), Kleinheide, Laptau 
(Muromskoje), Schuditten (Orechovo), 
Schulstein (Volnoje), Zophen (Suvorovo), 
Hünenberg close Rantau (Dobroje “Gora 
Velikanov”), Bledau (Sosnovka), Vėtra
vo and Wiskiauten (Mochovoje). In the 
Sambian cremation burials broken vessels 
belong to the middle and late Viking Age 
(Hollack 1908, 179; Gaerte 1929, 328, figs. 
262-263; Mühlen 1975, 49; Wróblewski 8c 
Nowakiewicz 2003, 176, fig. 1; Кулаков 
1994, 65-70). Vessels from the cemeter
ies of Sambian peninsula were intention
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ally broken and used as temporary urns 
(Кулаков 1994, 36).

Cremations with broken vessels were 
found in twenty burials at Birka in Malar 
area (Gräslund 1980, 58). In these graves 
cremation deposits and potsherds are 
scattered in the burial area. Cremations 
with vessels formed a small concentration 
at Hemlanden in Birka (Holmquist Olaus- 
son 1993, 46-49, figs. 5; 6: b). Cremations 
with one to four broken vessels are known 
from other cemeteries on Björko (Orm- 
knös and Kärrbacka). For instance at grave 
В of Ormknös cremated male bones were 
put into four different vessels (early Vi
king Age; Feldberg and Fresendorf ware). 
At the Kärrbacka cemetery broken vessels 
of the Fresendorf type (the 10th century) 
were found in several cremation burials 
(Holmquist Olausson 1993, 62-64, fig. 
5.24). Broken vessels were found in 221 
burials of the 69 cemeteries on Gotland 
(Thunmark-Nylėn 2000, 1047-1049).*

Conclusions

Variously shaped miniature pots are often 
found in the Curonian inhumations from 
the 5th century till the end of the 10th cen
tury. The Curonians inherited miniature 
pots from the West Lithuanian tradition 
of stone-circle graves dated to the late Ro
man Iron Age. Miniature pots started to 
be uniform and resemble mostly a very 
small cruet in the 10th century. Miniature 
pots or small cruets started to appear to
gether with vessels used in every-day life 
and mostly shaped by hands in the Cu
ronian cremation burials in the 10th-1 1 th 
centuries. Miniature pots or little cruets 
and vessels used in every-day life are very 
substantial feature of the burial customs 
at the end of the 10th-1 1 th century. At the 
end of the 11th century miniature pots dis
appeared from Curonian culture forever

more, because they were displaced by or
dinary vessels used in every-day life.

Vessels used in every-day life appeared 
together with development of cremation 
burial custom in the north-west of Lithua
nia in the 10th century. Just few potsherds 
from one to four or even seven different 
vessels were found in Curonian crema
tion burials. These potsherds are scat
tered and dispersed in the grave pits. The 
quality, shapes, measurements, types and 
ornamentation of vessels found in the 
Curonian cremation burials and in the 
settlements are the same. However, vessels 
contain only 28% cremation burials in the 
southern Curonian cemeteries.

Vessels of the type A with subtypes 
mostly belong to the shaped by hand pot
tery and only small amount of earthenware 
in this category have been slightly turned 
on a slowly rotating wheel. Vessels shaped 
by hands and produced by combination 
of hand shaping followed by throwing on 
a slowly rotating wheel were prevailing in 
the Curonian cremation burials in the late 
Viking Age.

Baltic ware started to appear in the Cu
ronian cremation burials at the very late 
10th century and 11th century. Earthenware 
of this type has been used till the middle 
of the 13th century in the southern Curo
nian cremation burials. In Courland ves
sels are known even from cremation buri
als of the 14th century. Baltic ware in the 
Curonian settlements and in cemeteries 
occurs simultaneously.

Baltic ware belongs to the types В with 
subtypes according to the classification 
proposed by Žulkus. Baltic ware of the 
type В proposed by Žulkus is different 
from those (type AI -  AIV) ascribed by 
Dagmar Selling in 1955. Baltic ware (Ost
seekeramik) originated on the base of in
digenous pottery types with influence and 
inspiration of “Slavonic pottery” and on 
quick development of its own traditions.

* Statistic is made after mentioned publication of Lena Thunmark-Nylėn.
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It might be that vessels were used as 
temporary urns or containers to bring cre
mated bones and fragments of the grave 
goods from funeral pyre to the burial site. 
It is very likely that vessels have been used 
in funeral rituals. Those vessels served, 
perhaps, as dishes for food of deceased, 
or they testify about the funeral feast. Yes-
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PUTTING STRAY FINDS IN CONTEXT 
-  WHAT CAN WE READ FROM THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF STONE AXES

Kristiina Johanson

Hie article presents the results of a study of numerous stone shaft-hole axes collected as stray 
finds in southern Estonia. The spread of the axes is observed (1) on the geographical landscape 
(in connection with natural conditions: lakes-rivers and highlands-lowlands) and (2) on the 
cultural landscape (in connection with already known settlement sites). The distribution of the 
axes shows the gradual shift of settlements from lowlands to higher areas and from the shores of 
larger waterbodies to the neighbourhood of marginal streams and the ramification areas of riv
ers, thus pointing to the supposed repositioning of settlement that in southern Estonia probably 
took place mostly during the Bronze Age and partly already in the Late Neolithic. The article 
also reflects on the possible functions of the stone shaft-hole axes, regarding the axes as practi
cal tools, weapons and ritual (prestige) items. The different find contexts of the axes -  graves, 
hoards, settlement sites -  are also observed.

Key words: Late Neolithic, Bronze Age, distribution, function and context of stone shaft-hole 
axes.

Kristiina Johanson, Chair of Archaeology of the University of Tartu, 3 St. Lossi, Tartu 50090, 
Estonia; kristiina.johanson@ut.ee

Introduction

Stray finds make up a significant propor
tion of the artefacts of all prehistoric peri
ods. Sometimes, however, stray finds ap
pear to be more or less the only category 
of finds that we know from a certain pe
riod. In Estonia this is the predominant 
situation in the investigation of the Early 
Bronze Age and the time directly preced
ing it -  the period of the transition from 
the Stone Age to the Bronze Age. There
fore, in order to learn more about set
tlement history as a whole, one cannot 
overlook the inevitability of studying and 
trying to interpret those numerous items 
that are found without a specific context.

The following article deals with stone 
shaft-hole axes in Estonia, the manufac
ture and use of which is mostly dated to 
the second half of the Neolithic and the 
first half of the Bronze Age, without ex
cluding later periods, i.e. the Bronze Age

and Iron Age. The history of the axes found 
in Estonia begins with the various types of 
boat axes and continues with Late Neo
lithic and late shaft-hole axes (for a more 
detailed typology see below). The majority 
of these have been collected as stray finds, 
with the exception of some boat axes from 
the Corded Ware Culture burials (Jaanits 
et al. 1982, 107), and just a few examples 
from the Late Neolithic and Bronze Age 
settlement sites (see Johanson 2003, 42). 
The first and most judicious thing to do 
in terms of understanding stray finds and 
explaining the repositioning of settlement 
is to try to locate them on maps in order 
to examine their pattern on the landscape, 
for example in connection with general or 
more specific topographical features (e.g. 
highlands, lowlands, lakes, rivers, wet
lands). In addition to studying the axes 
with regards to geographical features, an
other direction can be followed, i.e. ob
serving the position of stray finds on the
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cultural landscape (in connection with al
ready known settlement sites, both from 
the current as well as the previous and fol
lowing periods).

The “physically present context” of the 
shaft-hole axes unearthed as stray finds 
would offer answers to the problems of 
settlement history -  when, where and 
why certain places were inhabited. These 
questions are best answered if the axes are 
placed on maps and their overall distribu
tion is viewed. Another aspect of studying 
stray finds, however, is to look at each of 
them individually, reflecting on their pos
sible functions and symbolic meaning for 
the people who owned them, thus trying 
to (re)construct the situation in which the 
axes ended up when reaching the soil. As 
material objects alone are mute and it is 
context that provides clues to their mean
ing (Hodder 1986, 4), hence the present 
article is an attempt to see as much as pos
sible behind the vague or missing contexts 
of otherwise silent stray finds.

The present state of 
research into the Estonian 
Late Neolithic and the 
Early Bronze Age

In Estonia we know of a little more than 
50 settlement sites from the Late Neolithic 
Corded Ware Culture. More than half of 
the settlements have been found during 
the last decade. Most of them have been 
discovered quite by chance in the course 
of excavating other sites, so they are usu
ally mixed with finds from either earlier or 
later periods. The number of burial sites, 
on the other hand, has grown by only one 
or two during the last twenty years, and 
most of them were found as early as the 
first half of the 20th century. As they have 
been discovered while digging for gravel, 
they are often partly destroyed and have 
hardly ever been correctly and scientifi
cally researched. The Corded Ware Cul

ture sites cannot easily be located, as they 
do not offer many finds, and have a weak 
cultural layer (Jaanits 1966, 63). One rea
son for not being able to find them defi
nitely lies behind their changed strategy 
of location on ground, as they are situ
ated differently from the more water-de
pendant sites of the Mesolithic, as well as 
from those of the Early and Middle Ne
olithic. While the people of the previous 
Combed Ware Culture lived very close to 
water, now inhabiting the vicinity of a wa
ter-body lost its importance, and new sites 
were orientated more towards inland are
as. They did, however, maintain their con
nection with the fertile soils of the sur
roundings of river valleys, lakes and the 
coast. However, in spite of the absence of 
a permanently-operating system for the 
location of Corded Ware Culture settle
ment sites, their number has nevertheless 
increased during the last decades and as a 
result the period has earned the adjective 
“revolutionary” when discussed in con
versations or presentations.

The following period -  the Early Bronze 
Age -  is extremely poorly represented by 
settlements and burial sites. People un
doubtedly continued living in previously 
inhabited places, and thus in several sites 
early textile-impressed pottery has been 
found together with the corded ware. 
Only in a few locations has a settlement 
site lacking Neolithic origin been sup
posed, but it is definitely noteworthy that 
no burial sites have been found that dated 
to the Early Bronze Age. Thus the numer
ous stray finds make up an overwhelming 
majority of the material culture that is fa
miliar to us from that period. Moreover, 
the amount of stray finds gives the author 
reason to assume that we could easily talk 
about a revolutionary stage in settlement, 
also as concerns the beginning of the 
Bronze Age, as it was only 10-15 years ago 
that we hardly knew of any settlement sites 
from the Corded Ware Culture either.
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Fig. 1. The spread of shaft-hole axes in southern Estonia (1- Külasema-type, 2- Karlova-type, 3- 
sharp-butted, 4- sharp-oval, 5- axes with straight back, 6- late boat-axes, 7- late shaft-hole axes, 
8- unknown type; grey areas stand for uplands).

The project

The present article is based on a research 
project that comprised boat-formed axes, 
Late Neolithic shaft-hole axes and late 
stone-axes that have been found as stray 
finds in the southern part o f Estonia. 
During this study I was able to examine 
a considerable part o f the 310 axes found 
in southern Estonia. O f these, 278 (90%) 
could be located on a map (fig. 1). The 
type could be ascertained in the case of 
247 axes (80%): 68 (28%) of these were 
boat axes, 30 (12%) Late Neolithic and 149 
(60%) late shaft-hole axes.

The classification o f the axes has been 
performed by many researchers (Soikke- 
li 1912, 283-305 ; Tallgren 1922, 62 -65 ; 
Äyräpää 1952; Jaanits 1973; Jaanits 1982,

111-116), resulting in the distinguishing 
of three main types of boat axes: K ülase
m a  (fig. 2), K arlova  (fig. 3) and sharp- 
butted axes (fig. 4). In contrast to the boat 
axes, the typology of all the other stone- 
axes with a shaft-hole is only rarely and 
insufficiently dealt with (Löugas 1970, 8 0 -  
83; Jaanits et al. 1982, 116-118, 132-133). 
Two main groups were distinguished in 
the above-mentioned study: under the 
group of the Late Neolithic shaft-hole 
axes, the axes that do not resemble any 
boat axe, though they have certain dis
tinct features that differentiate them from 
late shaft-hole axes and at the same time 
they do not have a quadrangular cross- 
section as is customary with late shaft- 
hole axes. Among the Late Neolithic axes, 
three subtypes were separated: sharp-
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Fig. 2. A Külasema-type axe from Tori, Pärnu Fig. 3. A Karlova-type axe from Hageri, Harju 
County (AI 2629: 6). County (AI 2643: 27).

Fig. 4. A sharp-butted axe from Vaibla, Vil- Fig. 5. A sharp-oval axe from Puista, Pärnu 
jandi County (ViM 3771 A 22). County (PäMu 3 A 532).

Fig. 6. An axe with a straight back from Vand- 
jala, Saaremaa (AI 3731).

Fig. 7. A late boat axe from Kerna, Läänemaa 
County (AI 2490: 29).

Fig. 8. A Hageby-type axe from Tsooru, Vöru 
County (AI 2490: 47).

Fig. 9. A pentagonal axe from Vtroja village, 
northeastern Estonia (presently in the Rus
sian Federation) (AI 3868).
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Fig. 16. An axe reworked Irom a boat-axe, Fig. 17. A Karlova-type axe with blunted 
probably a Külasema-type axe, found in Kuu- blade and butt, found in Paistu, Viljandimaa 
salu, Harjumaa (AI 2671: 36). (AI 2671: 33).

1 7 1

Fig. 10. A rhomb-shaped axe, find-place un- Fig. 11. An axe with bent butt from Hirmuste, 
known (AI 2490: 74). Hiiumaa (Al К 91: 49).

Fig. 12. A triangular axe irom Lobodka, Voru Fig. 13. A raindrop-shaped axe from Kalvi 
County (AI 2671: 32). Viru County (AI 2490: 36).

Fig. 14. An oval axe from Vaibla, Viljandi Fig. 15. An axe with a secondary hole drilled 
County (TÜ 500). in it, find-place unknown (AI 2643).
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oval axes (fig. 5), axes with straight backs 
(fig. 6) and late boat axes (fig. 7). Under 
the group of late shaft-hole axes, six sub- 
types were distinguished: pentagonal axes 
(fig. 9), rhomb-shaped axes (fig. 10), axes 
with bent butts (fig. 11), triangular axes 
(fig. 12), raindrop-shaped axes (fig. 13) 
and oval axes (fig. 14). There are also a few 
Habegy-type axes (fig. 8) that have been 
found in the research area, probably im
port from Sweden.

The dating of the stray finds is diffi
cult or even impossible. Although we will 
probably never be able to conclusively 
date occasionally deposited axes, it has 
been suggested that boat axes were made 
and mostly used during the Corded Ware 
Culture period. As concerns the rest of the 
shaft-hole axes, even their very broad dat
ing seems impossible, although their most 
intensive use was probably concentrated in 
the end of the Stone Age and the first half 
of the Bronze Age. All around the Baltic, 
however, stone shaft-hole axes are dated to 
at least the Late Bronze Age or even eraly 
Iron Age. It is only possible to reckon with 
one definite date, obtained from the re
mains of a wooden shaft in the shaft-hole 
of a late oval axe found in Vaibla near Lake 
Vörtsjärv. The date is 1520-1052 (cal) BC 
(with a probability of 95.4%), giving an av
erage of 1300 BC (Kriiska 1998, 154). A 
few axes can also be dated by context, for 
example the five late shaft-hole axes from 
the fortified settlement of Asva can be con
nected with the Late Bronze Age (Löugas 
1970, 79), and the two fragments of late 
shaft-hole axes from Kullamägi probably 
belong to the last settlement stage of the 
site, i.e. the beginning of the Bronze Age 
(Jaanits 1953, 257).

The spread of shaft-hole axes 
in connection with relief

First it is important to observe the spread 
of the stray finds in connection with high

lands. In the 1960s and 1970s the moving 
of settlements to higher areas was consid
ered to be quite a late phenomenon -  it 
was dated to somewhere in the middle of 
the 1st millennium AD (see for example 
Moora 1966). This can hardly be the case 
in actual fact. It is true, of course, that the 
vast majority of the axes have been found 
outside highland areas. Those axes that 
can be connected with higher altitudes 
have mostly been collected from the Saka
la, Karuļa and Vooremaa uplands, which 
have lower, flatter and more “peaceful” 
areas. The distribution of axes shows that 
some human activity took place there even 
during the Late Neolithic, as sharp-butt
ed boat axes and also Late Neolithic axes 
with straight backs have occasionally been 
obtained. Mostly different types of late 
shaft-hole axes and one axe with a straight 
back from Haanja have been found in the 
steeper, higher and hillier areas of Otepää 
and Haanja heights, which refers to the 
sporadic development of the settlement 
and its gradual distribution here, start
ing from the Late Neolithic or at least the 
beginning of the Early Bronze Age. It is 
noteworthy that the earliest pollen of Hor- 
deum (barley) and Avena (oats) from the 
Haanja highland area is also dated to this 
period (1700 BC), (Laul & Kihno 1999). 
At this point we should also pay attention 
to the fact that a Mesolithic settlement 
site was recently discovered under an Iron 
Age stone-grave in Tsiistre in the area of 
Haanja heights (Konsa 2005). Some Stone 
Age items (tools made of flint and quartz, 
flint and quartz debris) have also been 
found in other places previously regard
ed as “impossible” for Stone Age habita
tion: three flint flakes from the Viljandi 
Castle of the Teutonic Order (Haak 2003, 
75) and a place where quartz was worked 
(habitation site?) on Kirikumägi in Sik- 
sali, on a high bank of Lake Hino, which 
is on the Haanja heights, discovered dur
ing the excavations of 2004 (Heiki Valk, 
pers. comm.). This clearly demonstrates
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that there is no possible justification to 
state that a certain place was uninhabited 
in the Mesolithic because it was not suit
able enough. Thus what is left is the pos
sibility of deducing more or less potential 
habitation areas.

As the settlements of the farmers of the 
period were small and possessed a weak 
cultural layer that had probably been de
stroyed anyway, a single axe could be an 
indicator of a possible area of human ac
tivity (Lang 1999, 333). On the Haan- 
ja and Otepää uplands the alternation of 
hills and small lakes is the most charac
teristic feature of the landscape. Thus the 
best places for potential human inhabita
tion could be those with small lakes and 
rivers nearby, probably on the slope of a 
hill. The soil there is usually quite difficult 
to cultivate, but the ethno-archaeological 
parallels demonstrate that there are no ab
solutely unfit areas or means for cultiva
tion (Orme 1981, 69-70).

The distribution of shaft- 
hole axes in connection 
with water bodies

The importance of fresh water in the vi
cinity of areas where people stay for longer 
or shorter periods cannot be overestimat
ed. Although during the Late Neolithic 
and following periods, when the econ
omy was at least to some extent based 
on farming and animal husbandry, and 
“fishing waters” were no longer so cru
cially important, nevertheless fresh wa
ter, whether small streams or marginal 
springs, remains absolutely necessary eve
ry day. The distribution of the stone axes 
reflects this necessity quite vividly. At this 
point we should look at two different ar
eas that demonstrate two distinct patterns. 
First, the shores of Lake Peipsi (the larg
est lake in Estonia) and the river deltas on 
the banks of the lake -  out of 9 axes col
lected there, 5 are boat axes, 1 Late Neo

lithic and only 3 late shaft-hole axes. This 
number could point to the gradual disap
pearance of settlement from the shores of 
large lakes since the Corded Ware Culture. 
Actually, the spread of stray finds from the 
surroundings of the river deltas of Lake 
Vörtsjärv (which is the second largest lake 
in Estonia) is indicative of the same trend, 
in which the majority of the axes found 
are boat-axes.

Next to large water bodies, smaller 
lakes, rivers, streams and springs are prob
ably just as important. The ramification 
areas of different rivers seem to be espe
cially significant, showing a picture that is 
entirely different from that of lakes Peip
si and Vörtsjärv. Out of 22 axes that are 
definitely connected with the ramification 
of two rivers there are only 4 boat axes, 
but more than half of these -  12 -  are late 
shaft-hole axes.

The two situations described above refer 
to the gradual repositioning of settlements 
during the Late Neolithic and the Early 
Bronze Age. It can be supposed that in the 
first place, the immediate shores of lakes- 
rivers and river deltas were abandoned, as 
they could not offer enough resources for 
the changed settlement strategy (which 
was probably more or less orientated to
wards farming, at least more to farming 
than to fishing). The ramification areas of 
rivers with continuously favourable con
ditions were later abandoned after they 
had been exhausted.

The distribution of stray 
finds in connection with 
settlement and burial sites

As mentioned above, the distribution of 
stray finds indicates the presence of human 
activity. The find spot of an axe could be 
a place where people stayed for longer or 
shorter periods, using it as dwelling area, 
burial site or for ritual purposes. The axe 
might of course have been lost accidental
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ly on a hunting or military campaign. It is 
important to compare the sites with stray 
finds from the same period, in order to 
determine to what extent the single items 
refer to a certain place that was significant 
to people. In other words -  what should be 
the concentration of stray finds in an area 
in order to be indicative that there is an 
archaeological site in the neighbourhood, 
and is a single accidentally found item 
connectable to a given site at all?

The comparison of the find spots of 
stray finds and known settlement and bur
ial sites reveals that in some areas plenty 
of stray finds are found in the vicinity of a 
site, whereas in others there are only a few 
or none. It appears that the concentration 
of stray found shaft-hole axes is consider
ably limited in the neighbourhood of the 
settlement sites that have been continu
ously inhabited from the Mesolithic or the 
Early or Middle Neolithic, whereas axes 
are clearly more numerous in areas that 
only became more suitable for living since 
the Late Neolithic.

The above-mentioned phenomenon is 
supported by another tendency -  namely 
stray finds are more connected to flowing 
streams of water and smaller lakes, where
as settlement sites are often situated by 
bigger lakes. This also results from the fact 
that the majority of the known settlements 
have been used continuously from at least 
the Middle Neolithic, when the shores of 
bigger water bodies were preferred.

Although one should accept that the dis
tribution of stray finds refers unambigu
ously to habitation areas, it cannot be stat
ed by the present situation in the research 
that the settlement and burial sites would 
be concentrated in the areas rich in stray 
finds. It could be suggested instead that in 
Estonia the overwhelming majority of the 
Late Neolithic and the Early Bronze Age 
sites remain undiscovered, and those that 
have been studied more carefully are situ
ated above an earlier site, where favour
able conditions for both original farming

and foraging appeared, for example Valma 
(Jaanits 1959) by Lake Vörtsjärv in cen
tral Estonia, Akali and Kullamägi (Jaan
its 1953) near Lake Peipsi in eastern Es
tonia, Kivisaare (Kriiska et al. 2003) north 
of Lake Vörtsjärv in central Estonia, Nar
va Joaoru and Riigiküla I, II and IV (Kri
iska 2000, 61-63) in north-eastern Esto
nia, Tamula I and Kääpa (Jaanits 1976) 
and Villa III (Jaanits 1951) in south-east
ern Estonia. A few of the known Corded 
Ware Culture sites are, on the other hand, 
located in new regions where the absence 
of fishing waters indicates the marginal 
position of foraging and the dominance 
of agricultural activity, for example Madi 
(Konsa 2003) in central Estonia. At this 
point one should also consider the places 
that had once been abandoned for having 
become too far from the sea or lake, but 
were inhabited again during the Late Ne
olithic, for example Siimusaare in central 
Estonia, Vöhma I in Saaremaa, and the 
settlement sites at Kopu in Hiiumaa (Kri
iska 2000, 72). The south-eastern part of 
the Riigiküla lagoon was also re-inhabited 
at this time (Kriiska 1999, 180), includ
ing one of the few culturally pure Corded 
Ware Culture settlement sites, Riigiküla 
XIV, in Estonia (Kriiska 2000). The Late 
Bronze Age and following Iron Age sites 
demonstrate a settlement pattern suit
able for agricultural economy, for exam
ple several Late Neolithic Corded Ware 
Culture settlement sites are located under 
a stone grave from the Iron Age (Vöhma 
X tarand-grave, a stone-cist grave among 
Rebala Childrens Cairns, Lagedi III stone- 
cist grave, Late Iron Age stone grave of 
Madi) (Johanson 2003, 73). Thus it can be 
alleged that the contrast between the loca
tion of sites from the Stone Age and Iron 
Age refers to the above-mentioned reposi
tioning of settlement that in southern Es
tonia took place mostly during the Bronze 
Age, and partly already in the Late Neo
lithic. Thus the generally accepted system 
for locating the sites from these periods is
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apparently problematic, and yet to be dis
covered or elaborated. However, the sys
tem might not let itself to be found at all, 
as the repositioning of settlements cannot 
plausibly be explained by a single regular
ity, but by different co-existing patterns.

The study of stone axes 
with an emphasis on 
their possible use

In order to see as much as possible be
hind the distribution maps of the axes, 
one should take time to reflect on the pos
sible functions of the artefacts under dis
cussion. Otherwise all the stray finds that 
cannot be connected to any specific site 
or to a singular activity remain only ob
jects that lack a context. At the same time, 
we know that every one of those axes has 
reached the earth for some reason, and 
in some connection with human activ
ity. It is very likely that most of the stray 
artefacts were deposited consciously (Le- 
kberg 2002, 105-106), so in a strict sense 
we should not regard them as inferior to 
real artefacts that are found in settlements, 
burial sites, camp places etc. They have just 
as much value, all we have to do is to eluci
date the situation in which the living items 
were deposited. How can this be done?

In the present study I used the example 
of Scandinavian research into late stone 
shaft-hole axes performed by Per Lekberg 
(Lekberg 2002). It can, of course, be ar
gued whether his statements can be ap
plied to Estonian material, as the situation 
is quite different. But since in the Baltic 
countries we do not have a study of this 
kind, the ideas are definitely worth exam
ining, and the following discussion repre
sents an attempt to do just that.

The interpretation of a stray find is defi
nitely not an easy task, because it mostly 
involves multifunctional items. The find 
context can be of some help here (e.g. a 
burial, a workshop, a ritual deposition),

but considering the different possibilities 
for using an artefact, it only allows us to 
make cautious suggestions (Tvauri 2001, 
166). It generally goes without saying, for 
example, that a grave good was initially 
used in some practical way (and presuma
bly not produced just in order to accompa
ny a dead body). While trying to interpret 
an artefact, its final context before discov
ery, which would reveal its relationship to 
a certain site, is considered to be most im
portant (Tvauri 2001, 167). Unfortunately 
the stray finds lack a relationship with a 
specific site, and thus interpreting them in 
that manner would be a real challenge.

Things have functions, manners of use. 
In addition to a function, however, every 
artefact has probably possessed a symbol
ic value. It is important to note that func
tion and symbolic meaning are not mutu
ally exclusive (Hodder 1986,126), in other 
words the practical usefulness of an arte
fact does not necessarily mean that it did 
not have a symbolic significance. In most 
cases the last context of an artefact com
bines both the practical function of an item 
and its symbolic meaning, so the three are 
intertwined and their separation is proba
bly inappropriate, though convenient. An 
example: a stone axe could be produced 
to be a tool for cutting trees, a weapon, a 
cult object, and after having fallen out of 
practical use, it could have been placed in 
a grave, thrown into a sacrificial area, bur
ied as a hoard or left among the rubbish. 
The last context is certainly revealing -  for 
example the difference between hoard and 
sacrifice is usually seen in whether it was 
deposited into wet or dry land (Bradley 
1990, 5) but this cannot be considered a 
must. Thus the last context may, but does 
not have to be, enlightening, and whereas 
with stray finds the last context is usually 
quite vague, then the interpreting of func
tions and symbolic values is difficult and 
in many respects relies on fantasy.

Stone axes have been interpreted in 
many different ways. The boat-formed
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axes have been considered to be weapons, 
cult objects, items expressing the cultural 
identity or the status of the holder (car
rier) of the axe in a given group, where
as their use as a practical tool has been 
doubted (see Kriiska & Tvauri 2002, 83). 
It seems that with later shaft-hole axes, the 
function is relatively easier to see. Never
theless, various different possibilities have 
been pointed out. Most researchers agree 
that late shaft-hole stone axes have been 
used as practical tools, although some 
more beautiful examples have also been 
interpreted in analogous ways to the boat- 
axes: for fighting (for example Vasks 1994, 
34), showing the owner's prestige, tribal af
filiation, for cultic purposes (Huurre 1998, 
322). Another example is provided by Le- 
kberg (Lekberg 2002), who has studied 
the physical qualities (length, fragmenta
tion, damage) of late shaft-hole axes and 
the potential manners of use that would 
correspond to those features. After hav
ing analysed thousands of axes from the 
end of the Neolithic and the beginning of 
the Bronze Age, Lekberg concluded that 
the length and quality of the axes are re
lated to the way they appear on the cultur
al landscape, and this connection is con
textually explainable. The researcher sees 
burial, sacrificial/hoard and settlement as 
possible contexts (Lekberg 2002,172). Be
low I will discuss these more closely and 
try to connect them with the Estonian ma
terial where possible.

The boat-axe as a weapon -  how effec
tive? Many researchers have considered 
the beautifully made boat-axes to be arms 
used by warlike Indo-Europeans in or
der to conquer lands for agricultural pur
poses (for example Jaanits et al. 1982, 
101). On the other hand, Mats Maimer 
sees the boat-axes as absolutely unneces
sary and ineffective on battle-fields, and 
argues that it would have been cheaper 
and more sensible to use bows and ar
rows (Maimer 1962, 661). Nevertheless, 
ethno-archaeological parallels demon

strate that although present-day “natural” 
cultures do use bows and arrows, in close 
combat with an enemy, wooden clubs but 
also well-elaborated swords with obsid
ian cutting edges are employed (Driver 
1970, 313, 326). Moreover, fighting was 
above all a means of gaining prestige, and 
was very important in order for a young
ster to get his position accepted in socie
ty (Driver 1970, 320). Thus fighting could 
have been a ritual for which the time-de
manding polishing of a stone-axe was not 
a waste of time and resources, but a neces
sary thing to do.

The function o f  a boat-axe as a practical 
tool has been cast into doubt by a major
ity of researchers. There even exists a clear 
terminological difference used by scien
tists, for example Ilze Loze has divided 
shaft-hole stone axes found in the Lubana 
valley into two categories: boat-axes and 
working axes (Loze 1979,68). In the opin
ion of the author of this article, there is no 
way of telling that a boat-axe was not used 
as a practical cutting tool. Moreover, the 
blades of all the axes found in southern 
Estonia are damaged, thus revealing that 
they have been utilized in some way or oth
er. There are boat-axes that have a second 
hole drilled in them (fig. 15), a common 
technique with late shaft-hole axes, and 
many examples of boat-axes which are so 
short and have apparently been reworked 
(a second, a third etc. hole) several times, 
but have nevertheless preserved some of 
their typical features, for example a round 
cross-section (fig. 16). Plenty of boat-axes 
have blades that are extremely blunt, a re
sult that cannot be reached by using the 
axe as a weapon, and on several occasions 
the blade and butt have both been blunted 
(fig. 17). O f course one cannot rule out the 
possibility that the secondary (?) process
ing took place long after the actual time 
when the boat-axes were produced, even 
though the likelihood of boat-axes being 
used as practical objects is worth consid
ering.
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On the other hand, most research
ers have accepted the function of the late 
shaft-hole axes as practical tools, for ex
ample mentioning the fact that no Bronze 
Age stone-axes can be definitively con
nected to a hoard or burial as proof for the 
statement (Bergström 1981, 18), or con
sidering the stone-axes as the most impor
tant and necessary means for agricultural 
activity during the Bronze Age, a period 
relatively poor in metal (Stenberger 1977, 
159; Lang 1999, 328).

As mentioned above, the presence o f  an 
axe in a grave does not rule out the pos
sibility that it was used as a weapon or a 
tool, but it remains to be discovered how 
many of the stray stone axes can be re
garded as lost working instruments and 
how many as intentionally deposited ar
tefacts, including goods in potential bur
ials. In Estonia a certain proportion of 
the stray boat-axes have been viewed as 
goods from an unnoticed or an unpre
served burial site (Jaanits et al. 1982,107), 
whereas in Finland, where the preserva
tion rate of bones is extremely poor, it is 
believed that grave-goods form a vast ma
jority of all of the context-free boat-axes 
(Huurre 1998, 276). This approach is not 
supported by the fact that context-free 
axes are also common elsewhere (e.g. in 
Scandinavia 94% in 1962) (Maimer 1962, 
670). As a result of his study of late shaft- 
hole axes, Lekberg presents a statement 
that mostly short, but also intact examples 
with severely damaged surfaces should be 
counted as burial-goods, many of which 
have been reworked after breaking and 
provided with a new hole. Thus the most 
plausible explanation here appears to be 
that grave-goods are those axes that have 
“lived their practical lives” and been bur
ied with their owners (Lekberg 2002,120). 
Hence it is very likely that items placed in

graves represent the implements used by 
the dead when they were still alive. On the 
other hand, grave-goods (e. g. axes) could 
also mark the social status of their dead 
owners inside a certain group. At the same 
time, long-used artefacts might be pres
tigious themselves, and were placed in 
graves for that reason (for example, pro
vided that a person made more than one 
axe during his/her life, then the most pres
tigious accompanied him/her). In Estonia 
only boat-axes are known from definite 
burials, and most of these axes satisfy the 
requirements mentioned by Lekberg. This 
provides a promising belief that on the ba
sis of the physical criteria of the axes and 
after inspection of their find places, we 
could be able to locate new burial sites (or 
at least traces of them).

It is common among the majority of re
searchers to regard boat-axes as objects o f  
prestige (see Taffinder 1998, 89-90). Their 
beautiful form and polishing seems to be 
sure proof of their high value and attribut
ing cultic purposes, sacrificing and hoard
ing to their possible uses is just a short 
step from there. The affirmation of pres
tige has usually been seen in the moulding 
seam on the back of the Külasema-type 
axes, as attempts to imitate the first met
al axes. Emulating desired items is a com
mon human practice and known already 
from the Mesolithic period. The custom 
espouses another tradition -  that of mak
ing amulets, miniature copies of valuable 
goods. For example several sites in Den
mark, Poland and Sweden have revealed 
tiny ceramic boat-axes (Apel et al. 1997, 
16), and we know of a tiny shaft-hole axe 
made of amber1 from the Neolithic settle
ment site of Juodkrante on Curonia Split 
(fig. 2), five amber axes have been found at 
the Hordum site in Denmark (Segerberg 
1975/77, 178). Prestige has also been as

1 I was unfortunately not able to see the catalogue of Juodkrante treasure myself, published by 
Richard Klebs in 1882 by the name “Stone Age Amber Adornments”; for picture and more infor
mation see web-page http://www.ambergallery.lt/english/muziejus-archeologiniai_radiniai-jlo- 
bis.htm
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cribed to specific types. In Latvia, for ex
ample, Fatyanovo type axes have been 
seen as especially valuable, considering 
that there is no indication of use on their 
blades (Graudonis 2001, 162).

Although sacrificing and hoarding has 
been considered to be more connected 
with boat-axes, the same tradition is also 
assigned to late shaft-hole axes. Lekberg 
observed long undamaged examples and 
preforms as hoard finds and sacrifices, 
and thus the contrast with grave-goods 
is apparently enormous (Lekberg 2002, 
135). Thus whereas an axe from a burial 
was valuable because of its long-term use 
(symbolic value), a hoard find or a sacri
fice was valuable due to its unused poten
tial (practical value). In Estonia we know 
of no confirmed hoard or sacrifice of stone 
axes, but there are long and quite undam
aged examples among our stray finds 
(boat-axes as well as late shaft-hole axes), 
so once again the observation of the axes’ 
physical features could point to the situa
tion of their deposition.

Axes from settlement sites are mostly 
found as fragments or preforms, whereas 
intact examples are entirely absent (Le
kberg 2002, 168, 171). Here the Lekberg 
study is supported by several other re
searches concerning both boat-axes and 
late shaft-hole axes (see, for example, 
Maimer 1962, 266; Loze 1979, 68-70). 
in Estonia only one Late Neolithic settle
ment site contains a boat-axe -  a fragment 
from the Valma site near Lake Vortsjärv 
in central Estonia, whereas it has been re
garded as an axe from a burial on the ter
ritory of a settlement (Jaanits 1953, 108). 
We also have a Late Bronze Age fortified 
settlement at Asva with five fragments of

late shaft-hole axes (Löugas 1970, 340). 
One fragment of a late shaft-hole stone 
axe has also been found at Lemmetsa I 
(Kriiska 2000, 16), and there are two frag
ments from the Kullamägi (Jaanits 1953, 
257) settlement sites. Thus a piece or sev
eral pieces of axes, preforms or artefacts in 
the course of (secondary) processing can 
be definitely viewed as indicators of set
tlement sites and the places are definitely 
worth inspecting.

Summary

The periods of the Late Neolithic and Ear
ly Bronze Age in Estonia are poor in set
tlement and burial sites. The numerous 
stone shaft-hole axes gathered as stray 
finds carry large potential as a source of 
knowledge, and attempts to explain and 
interpret their possible contexts can offer 
a valuable contribution to research. In this 
article an attempt was made to elucidate 
the settlement history of the two periods. 
To that end, the find-places of stray finds 
were observed on the geographical land
scape in connection with water-systems 
and relief. After that, the locations of the 
artefacts were examined in relation with 
the known sites from the current, previ
ous and following eras. In addition, the 
possible functions (axes as weapons, tools 
and cult objects) and the last contexts (i.e. 
deposition situation: grave good, settle
ment find, hoard/sacrifice find) of the axes 
were debated. The stray finds are a rath
er untested and enigmatic source material 
from prehistory, and attempts to contextu
alize them are definitely worthy of future 
research.
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